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Abstract
This dissertation examines the work of Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Doris Salcedo, Teresa Margolles,
and Santiago Sierra, artists that redeploy the aesthetics of 1960s minimalism in relation to
contemporary political crises. I argue that these artists make an important case for the political
and ethical relevance of aesthetic abstraction, insofar as their work imagines forms of coexistence that resist the sovereign organization of human bodies.
In each chapter, I discuss a selection of major works by an individual artist, emphasizing
theoretical analyses that privilege deconstruction, bio- and necropolitical theory, and continental
philosophy. I situate artistic practices in relation to their social and political contexts to consider
how Gonzalez-Torres, Salcedo, Margolles, and Sierra respond to issues such as the AIDS crisis,
state violence, and socio-economic subjugation. Specifically, I consider how they use minimalist
formal strategies to convey the socio-political abstraction of human life and, further, to address
the conditions in which certain bodies fail to appear. These artists demonstrate how the body’s
disappearance produces an abstraction: not the sign of a body but the index of its withdrawal
from appearance (to invoke the etymological meaning of abstrahere). By portraying the material
traces of the figure’s negation, they account for the aesthetic and political challenge of presenting
anonymous bodies and beings. Their work thereby inverts minimalism’s concern with the
relation of objective forms to embodied viewers, in that it reveals art’s contradictory relation to
inaccessible bodies. This approach carries important aesthetico-ethical ramifications: it exposes
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viewers to unknowable and imperceptible beings, challenging dominant ethical models based on
the inter-subjective relation of autonomous individuals; hence, it illustrates an ethics of coexistence that is irreducible to subject-object binaries and to the subjectivization of embodied
life.
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Introduction: Towards an Ethics of Abstraction in Contemporary
Post-Minimal Art

Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Doris Salcedo, Teresa Margolles, and Santiago Sierra are four artists that
work (or worked, in Gonzalez-Torres’ case) at critical junctions between the aesthetic, the
political, and the ethical. Their art is visually spare, formally precise, conceptually complex, and
deeply concerned with the socio-political realities that surround it, though it often belies its
underlying political and ethical motivations. Even as this art is closely engaged with pressing
crises (e.g. state violence, the governance of life and death, and the subjugation of bodies), it
remains reticent in its abstractness, giving little indication of the deep sources of meaning that it
motivate it. Nevertheless, this art voices its meaning precisely through its reticence and
formidable abstraction. With sustained engagement and appropriate context, critical articulations
of mourning and protest begin to emerge, which in turn affect how we see and experience this
art. In a given work, the source and quality of its materials, the signs and conditions of its
construction, the treatment and transformation of its form, and its spatio-temporal situation all
take on dramatic implications. We can equally uncover a work’s significance in what does not
appear: in elements that are hidden under its surface, lost in its display, or in what does not
materialize in the work at all. While these works are saturated with possible meaning, much of it
exists outside the artwork itself, in the absences, erasures, concealments, and disappearances it
indexes.
Gonzalez-Torres, Salcedo, Margolles, and Sierra are very much concerned with what does
not appear or has disappeared, along with the conditions of possibility for a figure to appear or
disappear in the first place. Their work builds upon a tradition of post-WWII practices that
remove the figure from the artwork by erasing, concealing, or precluding its appearance. They
follow in the vein of works like Robert Rauschenberg’s Erased de Kooning (1953), which
presents the blank image as the index of the figure’s removal, or Ana Mendieta’s Silueta series
(1973-1978), which depicts the human body through the material imprints that remain in its
absence. Additionally, Gonzalez-Torres et al. build on broader efforts to empty the artwork of
discernible subjects, separating the artwork’s creation and appearance from a particular figure, as
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in minimal art’s aspiration to abstract objectivity or, alternately, conceptual art’s emphasis on
immateriality. These artists continue to explore how, beyond presenting the absence of figurative
and subjective content, abstract and conceptual art can mark the absenting of figures and
subjects. In that way, they make novel art historical contributions by interrogating the broader
circumstances through which that absenting occurs.
The four artists address the specific socio-political conditions that determine the contingent
presentation of particular figures and subjects; in the same instance, they address the aesthetic
conditions of appearance or non-appearance that inflect the social and political. These artists
locate the politics of their aesthetics—the real conditions in which something becomes
perceptible—and the aesthetics of their politics—the exposition of those real conditions—at the
threshold between what does and what does not produce an apprehensible figure. In doing so,
they deconstruct the limits between aesthetics and politics to understand how their mutual
expression informs art historical strategies, which also means recognizing how the conscious
deployment of those strategies may intervene upon the circumstances in which they operate.
Given the real political circumstances that produce the disappearance of human bodies and given
the artistic challenge of registering bodies in the absence of figurative phenomena, these artists
explore the ethical implications of these conditions. This task entails much more than excluding
figures and subjects or depicting their ostensible unrepresentability, it means mining the space
between presence and absence to contest the mechanics of presentation. In the interval between
the perceptible and imperceptible, Gonzalez-Torres et al. create art that art functions in its
abstraction, where meaning emerges without presenting itself as a figure. In doing so, these
artists question how art can intervene upon what we can perceive and upon our relation to
unrecognizable others.
This dissertation considers how each of these artists respond to socio-political crises by
recourse to abstraction and, more specifically, to that least expressive of art historical
movements, minimalism. Gonzalez-Torres invokes the complex and conflicting politics of
sexuality, love, loss, identity, and repression during the AIDS crisis. He constructs geometric
sculptures that deconstruct as viewers take their constitutive pieces, allegorizing the
disappearance of bodies and the experience of loss that pervade the public realm. Salcedo and
Margolles address traumatic histories of militarized violence in Colombia and Mexico,
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respectively. They both create austere geometric sculptures and installations that incorporate the
remains of disappearance, abandonment, and grief. In elegizing those forcibly disappeared and/or
murdered during civil conflict, their work is alternately imposing and ethereal, oscillating
between the presence and absence of bodies that do not offer themselves to legible iterations.
And Sierra’s work, including projects where he hires marginal workers to perform acts of useless
labour, demonstrates how working bodies reproduce their invisibility within globalized
capitalism. By paying itinerant workers to perform tasks in relation to unmarked, geometric
structures, Sierra reframes the aesthetic relation of bodies and art objects in terms of power and
subjugation. In each of these cases a set of key elements recur: abstract geometric sculptures, the
disappearance of human bodies, and a desire to represent those bodies while respecting their state
of disappearance.

Why Minimalism?
Regarding the common use of geometric sculptures, I examine the ways these artists
employ the stylistic qualities of minimal art, whose significance to contemporary politics is
hardly evident but emerges in its critical application. Gonzalez-Torres, Salcedo, Margolles, and
Sierra are among the most significant contemporary artists to seriously take up the aesthetic
legacy of minimalism and post-minimalism. They liberally borrow from minimalist sculpture’s
repertoire of aesthetic strategies, including the following traits: the use of reductive geometric
structures and serialized forms, such as cubes and grids; a reflexive emphasis on displaying the
materiality of objects, including industrial materials and craft techniques; a reflexive emphasis on
the qualities of space, architecture, and environment, relative to objective forms and perceiving
bodies; and, in a post-minimalist mode, the extension of the above qualities to processual,
aleatory, and mutable forms. To be sure, these artistic strategies work in different ways for each
of the four artists, who apply them in ways that significantly differ from the original generation
of minimalists; viz. those sculptors working in or around New York between 1960 and 1968,
including Tony Smith, Donald Judd, Robert Morris, Dan Flavin, Carl Andre, Sol LeWitt, and
Anne Truitt.1 Whereas the latter were variously concerned with reducing sculpture to primary
1

I base this periodization and classification on the account in James Meyer, Minimalism: Art and Polemics in the
1960s (New Haven and London: Yale University Press), 2004.
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structures, purging subjective expression and content to present self-reflexive objects in space
and time, the four artists employ similar means to different effects. They orient the ostensible
neutrality of intuitive structures toward social realities, which emerge in the play between the
materials, objects, spaces, and bodies that converge in a work’s production and exhibition. For
these artists, unbeholden to post-war modernist orthodoxy about the purpose of abstraction,
minimalist formal criteria are less a dead-end for content than a new means for reference and
allegory. From minimalism’s vocabulary of objective and hermetically self-reflexive abstraction,
they articulate a new formal language with which to address socio-political urgencies.
How these artists reference minimalism is by and large self-evident in their work; less
evident is why they reference minimalism in particular. This study emerged from a desire to
understand why the reuse and reformatting of minimalist aesthetics, oriented toward specific
political concerns, is particularly compelling as an artistic strategy. While this strategy has been
fairly widespread since the 1990s, inspiring exhibitions such as 1997’s Minimal Politics:
Performativity and Minimalism in Recent American Art and 2007’s Political/Minimal, it is hard
to address exactly what makes it either compelling or relevant.2 It is also unclear why artists from
the late 1980s onward have taken interest in a movement that had been exhausted by the early
1970s. What of its uncompromising formal austerity and dogmatism appeals to those seemingly
uninterested in the modernist polemics of figures like Michael Fried, Robert Morris, and Donald
Judd? Moreover, why it is worth adopting such an oblique style to address complex sociopolitical issues? The answers are not readily evident and necessarily change with each artist,
particularly the four I discuss, who are more concerned with what they can do with minimalism
than with their historical relation to it. They each maintain a loose definition of what
“minimalism” means, approaching it as a set of aesthetic tools with which to pursue a certain set
of effects.3 Consequently, minimalism often plays only a supporting role in its own feature,
sometimes only a cameo. It provides the principal formal lens through which to view the work of
Gonzalez-Torres et al.; however, its art historical and theoretical frameworks only partially
account for their practices, which take the movement as an auspicious starting point from which
2

See Maurice Berger, Minimal Politics: Performativity and Minimalism in Recent American Art (Baltimore: Fine
Arts Gallery, 1997) and Political/Minimal, edited by Klaus Biesenbach, (Berlin and Nürnberg: KW and Verlag für
moderne Kunst Nürnberg, 2008).
3

This is at least how Sierra describes his approach to minimalism. Email correspondence with the artist, November
23, 2016.
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to address broader aesthetico-political and ethical aims. Likewise, the discursive category of
“abstract art” does not necessarily cover the diverse understandings of “abstraction” that these
artists explore, which encompass the intersection of abstraction’s social, political, ethical,
aesthetic functions, in addition to their art historical ones.
For these reasons, this study quickly outgrew its generative focus on minimalism but it has
hardly abandoned it. The fact that these four artists are only partly defined by their relation to
minimalism defines their relevance to this study. Rather than make art about minimalism, to
communicate their work’s art historical referentiality (like many instances of ironic neominimalist pastiche),4 they simultaneously engage with and depart from minimalism to
reinterpret and extend its artistic possibilities. Accordingly, I aim to understand how these artists
forward a politics of abstract aesthetics by reorienting an established art historical language. This
is to consider the aesthetics and politics of minimalism’s critical applications, rather than the
application of political content to a certain style or vice versa. And this is to reject the
presumption that abstract art, especially minimalism, is apolitical because it does not represent
anything concrete or communicate political intent or action. I want to avoid the idea that abstract
art is simply there to be politicized, as if it occupies a pre-political space in which political
content is later inscribed. Additionally, I want to avoid the idea that minimalist aesthetics are wed
to the political interpretations tied to them; namely, the “rhetoric of power” and macho formalism
that critics like Anna Chave charge the movement with.5 I mean to stress the lability of art
historical styles to consider how minimalist aesthetics can frame the articulation of political
utterances in unexpected ways. Gonzalez-Torres et al. revisit minimalism to do much more than

4

I am thinking of artists like Jeff Koons, Haim Steinbach, Rachel Lachowicz, and Jose Davila. I am also thinking of
the 2014 exhibition “Why Can’t Minimal” at the University of Toronto Art Museum, which “addresses the
humorous side of minimal art by embracing its humanity and latent absurdity.” My contention is that these practices
are emphasize the postmodernist tendency to cheekily undercut the doctrinaire formalism and self-seriousness of late
modernist aesthetics (Richard Prince’s monochrome joke paintings are also exemplary). While that gesture has its
point, I argue that it seldom goes further than that, denouncing modernism for the sake of it.
5

For Chave, minimalism embodies a visual rhetoric that is endemic to its aestheticization of industrial, corporate,
and patriarchal power. The movement’s embrace of industrial materials and processes, its sleek commodityfetishistic aesthetic, its refusal to acknowledge contemporaneous socio-political upheavals in the late 60s, and its
hyper-phallicized masculinity combine to "effectually [perpetrate] violence through their work—violence against the
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slaughter art historical cattle or retrofit it for contemporary cultural practices. They draw out its
latent aesthetico-political impulses, redeploying its formal means for framing the relation of
abstract objects and embodied viewers. Further, these artists turn that relation inside out,
exploring the impossible relation of concrete objects and inaccessible bodies to conjure the
abstractness of disappeared figures through artworks.

Abstraction: Aesthetics, Politics, Ethics
In organizing these practices under the rubric of abstraction, I am motivated by my belief
that non-figurative art provides a unique critical framework for understanding the relation of
aesthetics, politics, and ethics. I want to stress that, in the absence of legible figures or subjective
modes of expression, abstraction is not indifferent to politics but offers an alternate mode of
engagement. This is not to make an argument for or against representation or figuration but to
consider how, by engaging with the political and ethical on the level of abstract formal, material,
and conceptual strategies, artists have forwarded new ways to confront subjects and
circumstances that are themselves abstract. In describing artworks, strategies, subjects, and
circumstances that are abstract, I mean to invoke “abstraction” in a decidedly multivalent way.
The four artists each evidence multiple and corresponding forms of abstraction, which include
the following: formal abstraction, in an art historical sense; social and political abstraction,
regarding the immaterial constitution and subjection of bodies; and aesthetic abstraction,
indicating a lack or failure of representation and identification. These kinds of abstraction are
closely interrelated and I argue that, for the four artists, the choice to work in artistic abstraction
corresponds to the content they choose to address; namely, the abstraction of human bodies that
occurs in their real social and political negation. Bringing these definitions of abstraction
together hinges on the term’s etymological significance, abstrahere or abstrahō, which denotes
withdrawal, as in "to pull from" or "to draw out."6 I take abstraction in this sense to indicate a
form of removal or disappearance. That which is abstract implies neither the presence nor the
absence of a positive figure but the non-appearance of what is withdrawn from figuration. The
abstract does not lack a figure as much as it arises in place of the figure’s disappearance.
6
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Following this understanding of abstraction, I argue that each of the four artists creates
works about bodies that exist outside of the socio-political frames that would permit them to
appear in legible or identifiable ways. These include the bodies of lost encounters, which leave
only the vestiges of shared intimacies; the bodies of disappeared persons, whose ontological
uncertainty complicates the very idea of their presentation; the obliterated bodies of anonymous
corpses, broken down to their elemental components and residual traces; and the bodies of those
whose subjugation guarantees their social marginality. In all of these cases, the body never
appears as such, it appears as the remainder of its withdrawal from appearance and identification
as a proper figure. These artists limn the indeterminacy of what is neither present nor absent but
resigned to a state where, as Hito Steyerl suggests, disappearance brings bodies outside
categories of identification and possession, individuality and subjectivity, “to become locked in
the paradoxical objectivity of quantum realities.”7 Both real and virtual, thinkable and
indeterminate, these bodies occur in and as their abstraction, whether because the state has
denied the legitimacy of their existence, because they have been deposited in a mass grave, or
because they have been subsumed within the dark margins of capital and power. In these
instances, the abstract body appears as the material and virtual traces of its negation, bearing
witness to the socio-political circumstances of its effacement.
By thinking about the body in relation to its abstraction and about abstraction in relation to
the body, I intend to offer broader reflections on what a body is and does. Likewise, by analyzing
the body’s appearance or non-appearance in terms of the social and political technologies that
condition its use, function, value, and quality, I elaborate the aesthetic effects that inform and
reflect broader operations of power and sovereignty. Understanding how bodies become abstract
means understanding how life and death is produced within the mechanics of sovereignty. For
that reason, I regularly turn to biopolitical and necropolitical theory, which analyzes the
governance of physical life and death as a function of power and control. In particular, I discuss
Giorgio Agamben’s work on the political limits of life and death, including his notions of barelife and the state of exception. Along with Michel Foucault, Agamben offers an eminent model
for theorizing the human body’s relation to the state, encompassing the techniques of sovereignty
and law that define the body’s subjection and negation. I also draw upon various other thinkers
that extend, or depart, from Agamben’s framework: following Agamben, Roberto Esposito offers
7
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salient theoretical insights about the politics of biological life, the “immunitary” logic of
subjecthood, and the contradictory formation of community; Achille Mbembe’s notion of
necropolitics describes how the management of life entails the production of death; Judith Butler
accounts for the discursive operations that disqualify the life and death of bodies we are not
permitted to mourn; and François Debrix discusses how the radical obliteration of bodies reveals
the limits of these bio- and necro-political frameworks.8 In a different respect, Antonio Negri and
Paolo Virno describe the biopolitical dimensions of post-Fordist capitalism, offering useful
framework for understanding the body’s productive function amid increasingly immaterial
economies.9 Through this theoretical lens, I describe how bodies inhabit life and death according
to certain socio-political distinctions, such as the capacity to be legally killed or to generate
economic value. By addressing the body’s existence as both a material being and a political
subject, I argue that its appearance, destruction, and disappearance correspond to its specific
constitution, including the conditions of its subjection and identification.
This approach also occasions reflection on the ethical possibilities of abstraction. While I
often discuss abstraction in distinctly negative terms—as the violent negation of individuals—it
also reveals a different underside, a benign state of indeterminacy. Without conferring destruction
or violation, abstraction may witness the dissolution of the subjective and identificatory criteria
that dictate one’s subjection. My aim is to think about how abstraction disarticulates the
categories and classifications of being that organize bodies according to their use, function,
value, and quality. Where life and death are stratified across a hierarchy of subject positions and
identity categories, which reproduce the sovereign organization and subjection of populations,
abstraction may move outside that structure of existence. By abandoning categories of
identification and possession, individuality and subjectivity, abstraction unbinds the interior
property of the individual subject and, hence, the individual’s subjection. In the absence of a
8
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subject-based framework, abstraction allows us us conceive a zone of experience that opens upon
the co-extension of bodies and beings. In that respect, I want to think abstraction as a space of
encounter, a space where viewers can co-exist with unknowable and imperceptible beings,
outside of frameworks of inter-subjective apprehension and identification. This is a space where
different bodies and beings, indifferent to the delimitations of individual subjectivity, overlap yet
remain separate. And this is a space of inappropriable openness where bodies and beings are
distributed beyond the limits of their propriety.
Along these lines, the ideas of Jean-Luc Nancy inform much of this dissertation, which, by
extension, carries the influence of my supervisor, John Paul Ricco. In theorizing the singular
plurality of being and in deconstructing the body’s limits, Nancy’s work has motivated me to
think embodied existence as something irreducible to a self-identical figure.10 From Nancy, I take
a model of ethics where existence means co-existence and a model of aesthetics where sense is
shared rather than possessed. I also draw on Ricco’s efforts to place Nancy’s thought in dialogue
with contemporary art, including the work of Gonzalez-Torres.11 Together, these ideas underlie
my attempt to think of art and aesthetic experience as something that carries the intrusive and
exscriptive force of co-existence. Additionally, I have benefitted from Brian Massumi’s
theorization of abstraction, which challenges the binary between the abstract and the concrete to
argue that bodies simultaneously occupy both states. On the basis of these theoretical accounts, I
describe how the shared abstractness of artworks and bodies represents an aesthetic condition
through which the ethics and politics of embodied existence emerge. I argue that GonzalezTorres et al. imagine the possibility of an abstract ethics through the deployment of
corresponding aesthetics: by exploring the indeterminacy of bodies that exist at the most extreme
limits of their material formation or referential inference, they open zones of abstraction that
reveal our co-existence with inaccessible, unknowable others.
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Background to the Project
This project is motivated by the fascination I experienced in my initial encounters with
each of these artists. I have sought to make sense of this fascination, which has meant
understanding politics through post-minimalist form and, in the same gesture, understanding
post-minimalist form through its politics. I have also sought to understand how the mutual
relationship of aesthetics and politics is, by its nature, ethical. This has meant addressing a
question that each of these artists has brought me to: how can a shared experience of art affect
real and imagined conditions of being? Given these dispositions, I tend to gravitate toward
artworks that fit the artistic and theoretical criteria I have heretofore described: artworks that not
only address the body’s experience of subjugation but express that experience through the
abstractness its shares with the body. My desire has been to understand art that, in its challenge to
reference and representation, evades any positivist or empirical form of understanding. And my
intent has been to look closely at form, which has actually meant looking beyond form to what is
most irreducibly abstract about art, to what is in an artwork but external to its presentation. While
these art historical and theoretical interests construct this dissertation’s overarching frame, I serve
the particularities and demands of each artist. Above all, this dissertation began with the artists
themselves and my experience of their work.12 Before beginning my PhD, I had separately
written about Gonzalez-Torres, Salcedo, and Sierra, who, more than anyone else, generated the
same set of questions and interests. Discovering Margolles after writing about the other artists
cemented the idea that these questions and interests represent the basis of a coherent project, that
the correspondences and differences between their practices are likely to raise complex and
pressing questions.
To date, each of these artists has received significant academic and institutional attention.
Gonzalez-Torres has been subject to considerable scholarship, including a major compilation of
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writings that Julie Ault compiled in 2006 and a significant 1995 monograph by Nancy Spector.13
Along with numerous essays from varied sources, these publications offer a fairly comprehensive
account of Gonzalez-Torres’ relation to art history, politics, culture, and sexuality. Salcedo
experienced something of North American explosion as I was writing this dissertation, including
retrospectives at the Guggenheim Museum in New York and the Museum of Contemporary Art
in Chicago, along with a solo show at the Harvard Art Museums. On top of major exhibition
catalogues and an earlier volume in Phaidon’s “Contemporary Artists” series, which elaborate
her artistic commitment to ethics and politics, she is the subject of a 2010 monograph by Mieke
Bal, which closely theorizes her work as an exemplary political art practice.14 Margolles has
similarly attracted new attention in the West since I began this project, including a mid-career
retrospective at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Montreal, and a 2015 monograph by Julia
Banwell. The latter is the first extended study on Margolles and theorizes the aesthetics, politics,
and ethics of her art; it follows catalogues such as the important volume Cuauhtémoc Medina
edited for the 2009 Venice Biennale.15 Sierra, who remains prolific in producing and exhibiting
his work, consistently receives attention via exhibition catalogues and essays, which variously
account for his work’s art historical, political, and ethical dimensions; he has not yet been subject
to any monographic studies.16
Given this foundation of literature and art world exposure, all of these artists have been
well documented, leaving little room to outline their oeuvres or to address their unexamined
practices. To be sure, this dissertation has many precedents in its focus on these four artists,
including my analysis of their ethics, aesthetics, and politics and my attention to their use of
13
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minimalist forms. That is not to say these approaches are exhausted but that an original study of
these artists means exploring avenues that take their work in unexpected directions. To do so—to
make a novel contribution to the literature on Gonzalez-Torres et al. and to contemporary art
discourse—I bring these artists together to theorize shared impulses that run through their
separate practices. While these artists are often cited as reference points for each other’s work,
they are usually discussed independently, with the exception of Margolles and Sierra, who
worked in the same circle in Mexico City. To date, this dissertation is the only extended study
that encompasses all four of these artists and that discusses their common relation to minimalism,
abstraction, and bodily disappearance. In discussing these artists together, I offer a theoretical
account of how they reveal the imbrication of abstraction and disappearance in aesthetic, art
historical, political, and ethical registers. My aim is not just to offer new analyses of major
artworks but to demonstrate how these works engender new ideas and theoretical possibilities.
Like any focused study that combines wide ranging tendencies and select practices, this
dissertation omits far more than it includes. In the process of writing, I have moved from an
interest in relatively broad art historical developments to close theoretical readings of individual
practices. I have come to use this project to examine specific artists and artworks from a set of
critical perspectives, encompassing deconstruction, continental philosophy, and political theory. I
have decidedly pursued this approach because I believe it will yield more original and fruitful
contributions to art discourse, illuminating the four artists’ individual and collective roles in new
ways. This has meant neglecting a relevant examination of the full art historical dimensions that
group these artists together. I initially hoped to use this project to chart the evolution of minimal
art from the 1960s through to the broad network of post-minimalist practices that follow into the
present. It quickly became clear that constraints in space and scope do not allow for that breadth
without distracting from the dissertation's core focus: the four artists. Including a summative
overview of these art historical developments, necessarily painted in broad stokes, would likely
offer little more than a textbook reiteration of established art historical knowledge. Anything
more would be a different dissertation.
My selection of artists is also mediated by the complicated fact that they all associated with
Latin America: Gonzalez-Torres was from Cuba but studied, lived, and worked throughout the
United States and Canada; Salcedo is from Colombia, where she lives and works, and studied in
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New York; Margolles is from Mexico, where she studied, lives, and works; and Sierra is from
Spain, where he now works, after having spent nearly two decades in Mexico and after having
studied in Hamburg. This common Latin American heritage informs my analyses but never
comes to the fore as a topic unto itself. Salcedo, Margolles, and Sierra (Gonzalez-Torres to a
much lesser extent) create work that is specific to Latin America, yet this dissertation does not
seek to provide a regional study or to frame my analyses through physical geography. The role of
Latin America is relevant insofar as Salcedo, Margolles, and Sierra touch upon a shared set of
social, cultural, and material conditions that guide the focus of their art. They respond to issues
that largely overlap, encompassing salient elements of Latin America’s human geography: the
histories and effects of political violence, social unrest, and economic marginalization that has
shaped much of the region since the 1950s. Given my interest in the socio-political abstraction of
bodies—the real conditions that produce the body’s subjection cum disappearance—these artists
address specific historical circumstances that are salient to my study. I am particularly interested
in the phenomenon of disappearance that Salcedo and Margolles address. While this practice is
not exclusive to Latin America, it is largely synonymous with the kind of military rule that
spread throughout Central and South America in the 1960s and 70s and in Spain during
Francoism. Latin America has also been subject to particular socio-economic pressures that have
informed the conditions of subjection that guide the organization of life and death. For example,
NAFTA’s effect on Mexico underlies the conditions that Sierra and Margolles address in their
attention to how destitution constitutes and marginalizes bodies.
This Latin American context represents a valid point from which to understand these
artists; however, my dissertation does not cover the breadth of context that perspective entails
nor uses it to group the four artists together. The following chapters do not include relevant
social, political, and cultural histories of Latin America in general and of Mexico, Colombia,
Cuba, and Spain in particular. Nor do they survey the development of Latin American art since
the 1960s, which includes some of the most conceptually and aesthetically inventive forms of
politically engaged. While this history provides an important background to the intersections of
radical aesthetics and politics that I attempt to draw out, this dissertation does not elaborate on it,
at the risk of prioritizing a canonical American art historical tradition. Without getting into the
wider political questions that choice of focus raises, this omission is unfortunate because much
twentieth century Latin American art has only recently started to get wider institutional
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recognition in the global North. Nevertheless, the same problem as above occurs: there is little
point in running through a compressed and superficial account of twentieth century Latin
American art history, at least not within these theoretical examinations of specific art practices.
A number of factors also make it difficult to account for an explicitly Latin American
focus. Most significantly, Gonzalez-Torres occupies an uncertain place between Latin American
and American art, inasmuch as he spent his studies and career in North America, making art that
is largely informed by American politics and culture. His work has been equally at home in the
Whitney Museum of American Art and the Museum of Latin American Art, Buenos Aires and
has been claimed by American and Latin American critics alike. While I am hardly concerned to
judge his ethnic credentials, it is true that his work does not share the same intimate relation to
Latin American social and political history as Salcedo, Margolles, and Sierra. Meanwhile,
Sierra’s career has similarly fluctuated between Latin America and Europe and adopts a markedly
global and anti-nationalist approach. In addition, the art world’s expansion into a global network
of fairs and site-based projects introduces new complications to a region framework, particularly
among the four artists, who widely participate in the art world’s international spaces. There is
also the problem of accounting for “global" artistic techniques such as the post-minimalist and
conceptualist strategies I examine, which do not necessarily belong to a particular region. In sum,
geographic context provides a relevant frame for thinking about these artists together, relative to
their socio-political interests and artistic strategies; however, it is not clear how all of these artists
fit into that agenda. Thus, rather than organize my analysis according to regionalism or
nationality, I aim to emphasize particular contextual factors that inform the production and
reception of art in specific places.

Felix Gonzalez-Torres
I begin with a chapter on Gonzalez-Torres, focusing on his well known “stacks” and
“piles,” post-minimalist sculptures comprised of individual sheets of paper and pieces of candy,
respectively. I argue that these works suspend the aesthetic relation of subjects and objects by
making it impossible to locate the work in an authoritative form or figure. As viewers take pieces
from these sculptures and, as gallerists refill them, the work undergoes a continual becoming of
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form that precludes the ground on which to isolate a definite subject. I also emphasize GonzalezTorres’s portraits, which occur in a variety of media, to argue that the portrayal of a particular
subject occurs by removing it from its own portrait. The portrait cannot present any one at the
exclusion of any other; however, in disarticulating the subject’s unity the work opens the ethical
possibility of co-existence.
Among the four artists, Gonzalez-Torres is arguably the "odd one out.” In addition to his
uncertain place between American and Latin American art, he is the only artist not currently
practicing. Having passed away in 1996 at thirty-nine years old, his artistic output is limited to a
narrow timeframe that stops short where the other artists seriously begin. His work does not ,
therefore, comment on subjects such as twenty-first century globalization and post-9/11
geopolitics; however, it offers important lessons about the ethics and politics of aesthetics that
augment consideration of subsequent events and practices. While Gonzalez-Torres may stand
out, this project has been unimaginable without him, given his indispensable contribution to
contemporary art history: his effort to deconstruct the minimalist art object, reimagining it as a
formally and socially dynamic entity, marks a significant intervention in artistic production after
modernism; his effort to sacrifice artistic authority to viewers, giving the artwork over to the
interactions it hosts and the tangents it follows, provide a salient model for rethinking the
artwork’s social and political functions; and his effort to balance the intimate and the inclusive,
the personal and the anonymous, reveals a poetics of abstraction that is equally affecting and
formally rigorous. I begin with Gonzalez-Torres because his work represents the foundation for
the artistic practices I set out to study. His innovative artistic strategies cast a long shadow for
artists exploring new possibilities in minimalist aesthetics and the political potential of abstract
form, which is not to say that Salcedo, Margolles, and Sierra are necessarily indebted to him. My
aim is not to make a case for Gonzalez-Torres as an “influence;” rather, I examine his work as a
model for thinking through the formal and conceptual impulses he helped innovate.
The Gonzalez-Torres chapter also differs from the others insofar as it underplays its
immediate historical context, jumping straight into close analysis of the artistic strategies and
effects of his work. This is not an oversight but part of a deliberate decision to distance my work
from the body of already existing scholarship on him, much of which has thoroughly covered
this context. I aim to provide an account of Gonzalez-Torres’ art that is not absorbed in the well
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rehearsed narrative about the artist’s relation to AIDS and death, which often overdetermines his
work. In general, I want to stress that each of the artists I discuss are not beholden to narratives
and contexts that circumscribe how we can or should view their work. While I emphasize social
histories to understand the specific conditions of art’s production and reception, I am careful to
not impose an identity upon works that, in their abstractness, demands a certain openness. For
Gonzalez-Torres, an over-reliance on context has two notable effects. First, it reinforces the
understanding that his art is primarily about AIDS and the AIDS crisis, a thematic that is
certainly discernible throughout his oeuvre but never one that Gonzalez-Torres meant to
foreground as such. This is not to capitulate to the artist’s intentions—namely, his desire to avoid
tokenization—but to emphasize that his work’s semiotic and hermeneutic structures are unstable
by design. His work is irreducible to the ontological and textual status of that which “is” or “is
about” anything. Second, much of the scholarship on Gonzalez-Torres, a product of the late
1980s and early 1990s, is rooted in a language of postmodernist cultural criticism and identity
politics that has not aged especially well. In this case, the core value of Gonzalez-Torres’ art
appears to be that it expresses his experience as a gay, latino, HIV-positive man in the United
States. While the fact of that experience undoubtedly informs his art in a number of important
ways, one must account for the ways his work complicates that kind of essentialism and
biographism, including the ways he always separates his work from an identifiable subject to
leave interpretation radically open. Even in their most intimate and vivid references, his works
remain abstract and, even in their abstractness, they retain their personal intimacies.
It is telling that the artist’s estate, the Felix Gonzalez-Torres Foundation, has actively
supported work that moves toward new interpretations and away from these beaten paths. This
does not necessarily abandon thematics of AIDS, queer sexuality, race, and mortality but orients
them toward wider conceptions of Gonzalez-Torres’s art, without reducing the artist to an
emblem of his identity. Nevertheless, that impulse is liable to draw skepticism in a culture
marked by renewed concern over the real dangers of identity-based violence and oppression, at
least when that concern translates into a reaffirmation of essentialist values and positivist
criticisms. Critics have rejected the tendency to present Gonzalez-Torres as anything less than a
properly HIV-positive gay Latino artist making works about being a gay Latino artist during the
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AIDS crisis, as if to erase his true history.17 However, as I argue about the artist’s portraits,
biography is not a closed text that encompasses its subject; that subject always slips away from
the limits of its presentation, even if it means sacrificing the control through which one defines an
individual. Within the plurality of Gonzalez-Torres’ pieces, and the forms and spaces of cohabitation they instance, no one authoritative subject exists without being offset by any numbers
of others that the work hosts. This openness and interpretive hospitality does not efface
Gonzalez-Torres’ politics, history, or experience, it grounds them within a model of ethics that
opposes the egoistic dominance of the individual subject.

Doris Salcedo
The second chapter addresses the work of Doris Salcedo, beginning with the sculptural
assemblages she constructs from disused furniture and clothing, concrete, and other sundry
materials. I argue that these works, which respond to the preponderance of forced disappearances
during Colombian civil conflict, draw their political effect from the material significance of
ordinary objects. These items, such as old chairs and doors, index and invoke disappeared bodies
and unknown persons while complicating the function of indexical reference: they register a
process of disappearing that occurs in the transit between presence and absence, through which
temporal, spatial, and semiotic distinctions break down. Salcedo’s work disjoins space and time,
engendering an experience of uncanny spectrality that allows for the inference of loss and trauma
to extend beyond their “original” objects. Additionally, I consider a number of subsequent
installations, which see the artist shifting her focus from objects to spaces and to the techniques
of security that define the post-9/11 security state. I argue that critically exploring the experience
of spatial power becomes a way of disarticulating its reproduction of bodily subjection.
Salcedo’s art gets to the heart of many issues I aim to address, including the disappearance
of bodies, the limits of representation, the function of mourning, and the use of objects and
spaces. Her sculptures are equally poetic and impenetrable structures that, on one hand, invoke a
17
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set of art historical reference points and, on the other, are unique in their careful and often
extraordinary treatment of ordinary objects. Similarly, her installations demonstrate how minimal
interventions in space can reveal the deep structures of power the imbue the built environment.
Much of what is so interesting about these works is how affecting they are, despite, if not
because of, their economy of means and the quietude of their abstraction. In large part, their
effect consists in the embodied, affective experiences they produce via subtle transformations of
quotidian materials and environments. For example, Salcedo’s installations communicate an
experience of power by demonstrating the body’s potential for confinement: in the experience of
bare space, she reveals the capacity for subjugation that undergirds the subject’s political
existence.
Similarly, Salcedo’s sculptures communicate an experience of loss through an awareness of
the disappearance and destruction of others, an awareness that does not render those others as
objects of knowledge or perception. In facing the loss of those we cannot know or mourn as
such, we confront loss as something that disrupts our grounding as interior phenomenological
subjects. This is to think loss, alongside writers like Judith Butler, as an experience that
constitutes our co-existence as social beings, a shared experience that deconstructs the subjective
and physical boundaries that define what we can regard as lost. This focus builds upon the
previous chapter on Gonzalez-Torres, which discusses similar concerns about the work of
mourning and the sustenance of loss within the public realm. With Salcedo, however, I situate
this topic in terms of state violence and the production of bare-life, such that the work of shared
mourning takes on a marked character of resistance, relative to the systematic denial of death that
attends the destruction of bodies. In these ways, I intend this chapter to elaborate on political
themes that follow through subsequent chapters: sovereignty, violence, bio- and necropolitical
production, and the forms of power we can draw from our relation to radically inaccessible
bodies.
Describing Salcedo’s work in these terms means engaging with the artist’s own account of
her practice. For better or worse, Salcedo is perhaps her work’s most articulate commentator. She
is known for bringing a rich background of continental philosophy to her art, affording it a
significant layer of theoretical depth. Her embrace of writers like Emmanuel Lévinas and Paul
Celan grounds her work in a tradition of continental ethics, particularly in the vein of post-
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Holocaust thought surrounding ethical responsibility, alterity, and the trauma of violence and
loss. Salcedo’s rhetoric is sophisticated, affecting, and quite seductive, offering illuminating and
engaging perspectives on her motivations as an artist. This rhetoric has consequently shaped
much of the discourse on her art, which picks up on Salcedo’s key ethical and political themes
but often dwells on the same tropes. My own experience has been that Salcedo’s rhetoric brings
diminishing returns: with each reiteration it becomes less enchanting, demanding closer attention
to how her work actually articulates its aims. At best, Salcedo’s art justifies its grandiose themes
and aspirations: it illuminates the urgent political, ethical, and personal stakes of creating art that
seeks impossible contact with inaccessible others, thereby approaching the limits of art’s
phenomenological and political capacities. At worst, Salcedo emphasizes a sense of pathos that
can feel forced, bordering on platitudes about what it means to be human. It is sometimes
difficult to tell when and where Salcedo falls on either side of this distinction and I hope to retain
that ambivalence in my discussion of her work, simultaneously engaging with, and maintaining
critical distance from, her theoretical frameworks.

Teresa Margolles
The third chapter, on Teresa Margolles, addresses a selection of sculptures and installations
that incorporate the material residues of anonymous corpses, rendering them imperceptible in the
process. For example, by embedding a stillborn fetus in a concrete block or by repurposing water
used during autopsies, Margolles invokes the corpse between its simultaneous presence and
absence. Her works conceal, dilute, and redistribute the body beyond recognition, complicating
our ability to apprehend the body as such. Moreover, her works complicate our ability to locate
the body in general, preferring to disseminate its particles across the social, political, and spatial
borders that insulate death from the spaces of the living. Within the context of Mexico’s dramatic
rise of gang and state violence, these works consider the socio-political conditions that facilitate
the human body’s reduction to base matter. Margolles elegizes these bodies, returning them to
the polis, but she also suspends the impulse to know, categorize, or identify them in concrete
terms. Rather, Margolles confronts viewers with the irreducible remainders of mortality, bodily
abjection, and violence to illustrate the socio-political and aesthetic conditions by which bodies
become in- or non-human.
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The chapter on Margolles extends and reacts to the preceding chapter, as Salcedo and
Margolles invite comparison for a number of reasons. To the extent that Mexico has largely
replaced Colombia as the seat of the global cocaine trade, it has inherited the forms of violence
and corruption that come with it. In turn, Salcedo and Margolles address similar circumstances,
including the challenges they bring to the task of creating art in response to social and political
trauma. I do not believe it is a coincidence that both artists make post-minimalist sculptures and
installations that incorporate the abstract material traces of physical violence. Like Salcedo,
Margolles uses abstract forms to present the body in its essential uncertainty, addressing the
ontological and aesthetic indeterminacy of the state’s anonymous victims. And like Salcedo,
Margolles conveys an ethics of mourning that is radically indifferent to its object, given the
inability to identify specific bodies and persons. Nevertheless, subtle but important differences
distinguish their practices, which follow different philosophical approaches that motivate their
aesthetic, ethical, and political aspirations. Whereas Salcedo pursues a humanist ethos and a
phenomenological model of ethical responsibility, Margolles explores the limits of the human as
a category in itself. In revealing the baseness of subjective life, vis-a-vis the serialized production
of death, she complicates the very idea of the human as an existential figure. She pushes the
human body to the limit at which we can understand it, bringing it to the point where it risks
being subsumed into nothingness.
Writing about Margolles immediately after Salcedo also brought the challenge of not
retreading the same theoretical analyses of state violence. To that end, the Margolles chapter
extends my bio- and necropolitical focus to a broader critique of anthropomorphic life. This has
meant engaging with anti-humanist and post-humanist critiques of the human figure’s priority in
social, political, and ethical formations. This approach has also meant thinking about the
aesthetics of life and death in the absence of a humanness on which to ground its figure. I attempt
to describe a politics and ethics that, in its indifference to the human, occurs in the commingling
of disorganized material residues and the immaterial traces of indefinite beings. Thinking about
the body and the artwork at the basic level of material composition—as essentially
indistinguishable from things like dirt, water, or broken glass—raises a host of productive
questions about the materiality of the political, ethical, and aesthetic, along with the politics,
ethics, and aesthetics of materiality. Attention to the agency of matter, outside any presumption
of subjectivity and intentionality, suggests new forms of politics and ethics that occur beyond the
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appearance of an ontological figure, much less a recognizable socio-political subject. In these
ways, Margolles’ artistic strategies rethink the relation of aesthetics, politics, and ethics in ways
that arguably go further than the other artists.

Santiago Sierra
My concluding chapter examines the work of Santiago Sierra, whose projects variously
combine minimal, installation, performance, and conceptual art strategies. I touch upon a variety
of works but focus on two action-based projects where Sierra hires marginal workers to perform
pointless tasks. In the first case, this involves hiring a group of men to sit inside cardboard boxes
and, in the second, hiring men to push concrete blocks around an art gallery. With these works, I
consider how the performance of socially invisible labour reproduces the body’s disappearance:
the first project literally conceals workers from the performance of their own work and the
second, which does not depict any bodies in its documentation, withdraws workers from the
scene of their own action. Sierra witnesses how the working body’s spatio-temporal relation to
objects—the kind of relation that minimal artists conceived in principally aesthetic terms—is
equally a relation of power, governed by the logic of wage and by socio-political and legal status.
I suggest that these works, beyond simply illustrating conditions of exploitation, pose an
uncertain alternative to the post-Fordist appropriation of economic life; namely, an idea of
“uncreative labour” that removes the subject from the process and product of its creative activity.
Sierra’s practice represents one of the most concerted and complex revisions of minimal
art, particularly in relation to the human body and its spatio-temporal qualities. By viewing
abstract aesthetics as the corollary to the social, economic, and political abstractions that shape
the embodied experiences of globalization, his work offers novel critiques of contemporary
artistic production. His work also stands up in its own right as a formally engaged practice that
pushes the aesthetic potential of its forms and materials. Given the aesthetic techniques he
adopts, Sierra seriously considers what they can do within the wider socio-economic and
political realms in which they operate. His art, problematic as it can be, has therefore been
important for developing this dissertation. It also provides a perspective that, in its cynicism,
represents an important counterpoint to my analysis of other artists. If, in the first three chapters,
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I consider how artistic practices inform resistant ethico-political possibilities, it is worth
measuring those aspirations against decidedly more pessimistic practices. I do so to consider the
internal and institutional limitations that inhibit art’s capacity to offset forms of subjection,
relative to art’s real conditions of production. In this respect, Sierra arguably draws the defining
limit of the ethico-political model I attempt to outline. While I describe ethics in terms of
expropriation and the unbinding of subjective property, Sierra exposes the line between ethics
and exploitation, between the disappearance of subjectivity and the dispossession that occurs
when bodies cease to be proper to themselves. Thinking about Sierra’s work in these terms raises
a question that is worth posing throughout this entire project: when does life exceed its
appropriability (e.g. as an economic resource or as an object of subjection) and when does it
reproduce the conditions of its subjugation?
Writing about Sierra is conflicting because it is difficult to discuss his work without
addressing its controversial elements. At the same time, it is difficult to discuss those elements
without having them overdetermine his work. I initially intended to downplay the debate over the
ethics of his practice (namely, his practice of hiring workers for minimal wages), which often
constitutes an irresolvable argument over the question, “Santiago Sierra: good or bad?” I find this
argument is usually neither productive nor interesting and often fails to account for the wider
diversity of Sierra’s practice. In its breadth, Sierra’s prolific oeuvre sets the artistic frame in
which to make sense of his individual works; however, the majority of his “unproblematic”
works are overshadowed by his most provocative pieces. I would argue that all of Sierra’s
projects operate in a spectrum that encompasses different kinds of political and aesthetic actions.
These include, on one end, deliberate articulations of protest and refusal and, on the other, works
that act out existing power systems without corrective. A number of different “Sierras” exist
throughout this spectrum and all of them are inseparable. For example, there is the Sierra that
pays vagrants a pittance to receive a tattoo, the Sierra that digs holes in the earth only to refill
them, and the Sierra that pays out 10€ notes to a line of hundreds of people. One Sierra does not
exist at the exclusion of any other, which makes it difficult to defend or dismiss him in total. My
goal was to theorize this spectrum of interrelated and conflicting practices before assessing
isolated works and tendencies; however, it became clear that task constitutes a full-length project
in itself. This chapter has therefore engaged in relatively specific analyses of Sierra’s more
provocative works, which has meant addressing the debates that surround them. In any case, I
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have opted to avoid either defending or denouncing Sierra and, instead, to consider how his art
complicates the criteria that undergird those aesthetic and political judgements. The difficulty of
reconciling his work with conventional rubrics for political art is, I argue, one of the significant
ways he rethinks contemporary artistic practice.
Each of these four artists represents a largely separate art practice that functions effectively
on its own. Nevertheless, the analyses that follow are the product of collectively juxtaposing
their work and of pursuing the points of synergy and conflict that emerge. By looking at how
these artists do and do not share artistic techniques and ethical and political aspirations, I seek to
elucidate what I believe are four significant practices, collectively guided by the significant
tendencies that bring them together within this study. While the structure for grouping these
artists together is admittedly loose, the contiguity of certain chapters, along with the continuities
that run through all of them, reveal productive correspondences. Some of these were planned,
most arose in the process of writing, and others appeared by serendipity (e.g. the realization that
Salcedo, Margolles, and Sierra all prominently use concrete, which has proven particularly
fruitful). My hope is that countless other productive tangents and points of discovery reveal
themselves in the chapters that follow. And I hope that those points and tangents tie together my
analyses in ways that reveal more that I can describe within the parameters of four dissertation
chapters.
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1. Somebody Other than this, Nobody Other than this: Felix GonzalezTorres and the Undoing of Subject-Object Relations18

Although short lived, Felix Gonzalez-Torres’ artistic practice created one of the most compelling
oeuvres in contemporary art history. Between the late-1980s and the mid-1990s, Gonzalez-Torres
articulated a novel set of aesthetic strategies that mark a significant intervention in post-1960s
art. By redeploying the forms and functions of minimal and conceptual art with attention to the
socio-political settings in which they operate, his work redefines dormant art historical
touchstones in new contexts. Additionally, by investing those styles with a personal meaning
typically restricted from them, his work limns the tension between the presence and absence of
the subjective. However, his work does much more than update the hermetic aesthetics of
minimalism and conceptualism in order to address current events or to exercise personal
expression; it re-situates minimal and conceptual aesthetics in an expanded field of encounters,
submitting them to the spatially, temporally, and quantitatively unlimited interactions that
comprise the social, ethical, and political. Beyond portraying any particular subject, object, or
experience, his art follows the emerging trajectories of its ethico-political becoming, outlining
the tangential spaces in which new encounters may occur.
Gonzalez-Torres' art is also recognized as a response to the AIDS crisis, including the
vast loss of life and contentious sexual and socio-cultural politics it introduced in the 1980s.
Much has been made of Gonzalez-Torres' status as an HIV-positive gay man, the loss of his
partner from AIDS-related causes, and his own death in 1996. These facts have widely motivated
interpretations of his art in terms of death, decay, loss, and mourning, and for valid reasons;
however, these readings also risk certain hermeneutic shortcomings that potentially treat his art
as low-hanging fruit. While not incorrect, such readings ignore the deconstructive mechanisms
18

For example, critics have insisted that Gonzalez-Torres’ art is rooted in his experience as an HIV-positive, gay,
Latino artist, and that efforts to read his art in terms of its interpretive openness erase that history. See Darren Jones,
“Galleries Representing Felix Gonzalez-Torres are Editing HIV/AIDS from his Legacy and it Needs to Stop,” Art
Slant, May 29, 2017, https://www.artslant.com/ew/articles/show/47997-galleries-representing-felix-gonzalez-torresare-editing-hivaids-from-his-legacy-it-needs-to-stop Similarly, Patrick Moore argues that Gonzalez-Torres’s efforts
to decentre interpretation are ultimately secondary to the specific signs of identity his work represents. See “Hope
and Caution: Assotto Saint and Felix Gonzalez-Torres,” in Beyond Shame: Reclaiming the Abandoned History of
Radical Gay Sexuality (Boston: Beacon Press Books, 2004), 160-173.
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through which Gonzalez-Torres complicates that kind of biographical determination.19 Despite
the many symbols and allegories of HIV/AIDS that are visible in his practice, his art remains
outside any category of epistemological certainty in which we can definitively apprehend the
logos of HIV/AIDS.20 More radically, Gonzalez-Torres challenges the ability to posit any such
logos in his work, inasmuch as his work is irreducible to any given identity or subject that
defines an artwork. This is to heed Gonzalez-Torres' own resistance to being labelled as an HIVpositive gay man making works about AIDS, in order to avoid appropriating biography in ways
that would limit its subject to an isolated figure.
Rather than define the identity of Gonzalez-Torres’ art or ground it in a specific subject, I
argue that Gonzalez-Torres complicates the idea of inscribing identity upon definite figures. To
be sure, he never actually depicts an HIV positive body that is subject to a particular gender and
sexuality, nor does he signify specific bodies by illustrating representative figures (e.g. the image
of a gay male seropositive body). Rather, his works are abstract from the start: even when they
function as portraits, they begin with the idea that bodies and beings do not coincide with, nor
produce, a legible inscription of identity. Nevertheless, these works come out of a milieu in
which HIV/AIDS implicitly pervades any relevant discussion of the body or sexuality and
weighs upon any understanding of the ethical or social co-existence of bodies. Thus, while the
question of whether Gonzalez-Torres’ art is or is not "about" HIV/AIDS is, in my opinion, a red
herring, it is hardly worth abandoning the topic. I want to then consider how Gonzalez-Torres’
work embraces the social, political, and ethical urgencies of living through the AIDS crisis,
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For example, critics have insisted that Gonzalez-Torres’ art is rooted in his experience as an HIV-positive, gay,
Latino artist, and that efforts to read his art in terms of its interpretive openness erase that history. See Darren Jones,
“Galleries Representing Felix Gonzalez-Torres are Editing HIV/AIDS from his Legacy and it Needs to Stop,” Art
Slant, May 29, 2017, https://www.artslant.com/ew/articles/show/47997-galleries-representing-felix-gonzalez-torresare-editing-hivaids-from-his-legacy-it-needs-to-stop Similarly, Patrick Moore argues that Gonzalez-Torres’s efforts
to decentre interpretation are ultimately secondary to the specific signs of identity his work represents. See “Hope
and Caution: Assotto Saint and Felix Gonzalez-Torres,” in Beyond Shame: Reclaiming the Abandoned History of
Radical Gay Sexuality (Boston: Beacon Press Books, 2004), 160-173.
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These symbols and allegories include, but are not limited to: direct and indirect verbal references to HIV/AIDS
and the AIDS crisis, the "viral" dissemination of objects, the physical decay and impending disappearance of bodies,
loss and mourning among coupled bodies, the similarity of candies and pills, the powder blue of hospital gowns,
references to blood-work tests, and images of massed bodies resembling biological cells
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without grounding that experience in a specific signifier or figure.21 I argue that the kind of
encounters his works stage occur in undoing conventional delineations for the existence,
appearance, and relation of bodies, sexualities, and identities, a process already inaugurated by
the epidemic.22
To outline these aesthetic, political, and ethical aims, this chapter considers how
Gonzalez-Torres’ work undoes the figures of bodies and identities by deconstructing the
conventional subject-object structure of representation. I am principally interested in his “paper
stacks” and “candy piles," geometric sculptures comprised of large quantities of more or less
identical, quotidian objects. These are arguably Gonzalez-Torres’ most significant works, in that
they represent his most cohesive revision of subject-object relations in aesthetic experience.
Through their engagement with the aesthetic and theoretical legacies of minimalism, the stacks
and piles complicate the work of portraying subjects and objects; furthermore, they do so in ways
that complicate conventional relations between artworks and spectators. By refusing to take such
relations as given, these works challenge the structures that traditionally constitute aesthetic
perception and interpretation, offering resources for thinking the ethical and political possibilities
of aesthetic experience. Along these lines, I give particular attention to how Gonzalez-Torres
adopts the genre of portraiture only to render it unrecognizable. His recourse to minimalist and
conceptual techniques challenges the very function of the portrait—the deliberate portrayal of a
particular individual or individuals—and its theoretical presumptions; namely, the idea that
individuality exists in ways that are available to portrayal. In Gonzalez-Torres’ portraits, which
21

The iconography of HIV-positive bodies is in itself incredibly contentious and problematic. The dominant cultural
and visual discourse of HIV/AIDS, as established in the 1980s and 90s, variously equated sero-positive bodies with
sexual and moral deviance, the abject and/or sub-human, morbid victimhood. This chapter follows a previous
research project in which I argued that the figure of the body-with-AIDS is always already compromised by its
presentation, which overdetermines what that body is or signifies. I argued that portraying the body in its abstraction
allows us to perceive it as something irreducible to its overdetermined identity and to its socio-political denial and
negation as such. On the iconography of the HIV-positive body, see the following: Simon Watney, Policing Desire:
Pornography, AIDS, and the Media (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1987); AIDS: Cultural Analysis/
Cultural Activism, edited by Douglas Crimp (Cambridge and London: The MIT Press, 1991); Douglas Crimp,
Melancholia and Moralism: Essays on AIDS and Queer Politics (Cambridge and London: The MIT Press 2002);
Gabriele Griffin, Representations of HIV and AIDS: Visibility Blue/s (Manchester: University of Manchester Press,
2000); Marita Sturken “AIDS and the Politics of Representation,” in Tangled Memories: The Vietnam War, the AIDS
Epidemic, and the Politics of Remembering, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1997)
145-182.
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The contradiction by which I discuss, in terms of HIV/AIDS, my refusal to discuss Gonzalez-Torres in terms of
HIV/AIDS is, I think, endemic to a larger tendency to preserve contradiction that runs through his work.
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vary widely in medium, style, and technique, the representation of specific beings becomes a
matter of extricating them from their apprehension as discrete, identifiable subjects. They conjure
bodies and names, but these bodies do not resemble human figures and these names do not
transparently signify identities. These are essentially abstract portraits: they do not present or represent an identifiable individual—the portrait subject—who would appear via the figuration of a
body that, in turn, signifies an identity (and vice versa). Conversely, these works "present" the
subject in and as its absence from the work itself. In that way (following the thematic that runs
throughout this dissertation) these works are abstract in both the etymological sense of
abstrahere (to withdraw from) and formally, by employing the formal strategies of minimal and
post-minimal art.23
To chart these tendencies throughout Gonzalez-Torres' broader oeuvre, I consider his
stacks and piles in conjunction with his other forms of "portraiture" (whether nominated as such
or not). Most notably, this includes Gonzalez-Torres’ text portraits, conceptual works that write
out events from the “sitter’s” life, interspersed with broader events from public history. While
these works often employ techniques that largely differ from the stacks and piles, they advance
Gonzalez-Torres’ emphasis on deconstructing the limits of the subjective and objective. Taken
together, these works allow us to re-think the portrait as something that does not contain its
subject but that extends it outward, exposing it to the external world. These works touch on a
contradiction with important ramifications for considering Gonzalez-Torres’ art as an equally
aesthetic, ethical, and political project; they ask how one can signify a name or affirm singular
beings without iterating them as the exclusive property of private selves? They ask how the
portrait can retain the specificities of someone—of some one—yet remain open to a multivalent
field of encounters and interactions, whereby any one is also co-extensive with any number of
others? In doing so, these works abstract the figures of individual subjects and objects, dispersing
them across a space and time that is shared among a plurality of beings and things.
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Lind, “Introduction,” 11.
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Stacks and Piles: Debts to, and Departures from, Minimalism
Beginning in the late 1980s, Gonzalez-Torres' engagement with minimalism came at a
remove of nearly two decades, when figuration had largely reasserted itself within the art world
and when the aesthetics of late-modernist abstraction had been all but deposed. Gonzalez-Torres
is among the first artists since the 1970s to seriously take up the legacy of minimal and postminimal art. He engages with these movements by putting them in dialogue with new pressures
on the art object’s aesthetic and social functions and, moreover, on the kind of subjects those
functions presume. Specifically, his art emerged alongside the flourishing of postmodernist
discourse in the art world, which encouraged critical revision of modernist aesthetic projects
through the lens of social and identity-based politics.24 To be sure, Gonzalez-Torres' work is
committed to a deeply political aesthetic experience that is cognizant of the social tensions of
identity and difference; however, even as it is closely involved in direct political activity
(namely, contemporaneous AIDS activist and queer political movements), his art is not rooted in
identity-politics per se. Rather, Gonzalez-Torres locates his art’s aesthetico-political kernel in its
accessibility to an essentially inclusive audience, without conferring a given identity or subject
position in its apprehension. His works invite viewers to interpret and experience them from their
particular background—to contribute their experience and meaning to the work—rather than
adopt a prescribed position.25
In the first instance, this approach is strategic, given the ideological pressures of
contemporaneous culture wars, including conservative reactions against presenting
24

On Gonzalez-Torres' position in relation to this art historical context, see the first chapter of Spector, Felix
Gonzalez-Torres.
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This is the sense in which Robert Storr notes that Gonzalez-Torres’ “viewers—far from the disinterested,
disembodied, and universal spectators of Kantian aesthetics—constitute ‘a random cross section of a heterogeneous
population transformed by the work into a community of interlocutors focused on the world around them and on
their disparate but intertwined relations to it. For [Gonzalez-Torres] art per se was not the subject. Instead his
preoccupation was the convergence of subjectivities and social realities that art occasioned and the ways in which art
made such diversity and such contingency visible, palpable, poignant, and galvanizing.’” Likewise, bell hooks
writes that, as counterhegemonic art, Gonzalez-Torres’ work asks us not to identify with the artist or art object
“identify ourselves as subjects in history through our interaction with the work.” I invoke these approaches to note
the significance, for Gonzalez-Torres and for critics, of preserving a diversity of subjectivities; however, I also want
to depart from this reading, to move from the iteration of subject positions to an experience of difference that occurs
in their dissolution. Robert Storr, “When You See This Remember Me,” in Felix Gonzales-Torres, edited by Julie
Ault (Göttingen, Steidl Dangin, 2006), 9; bell hooks, “Subversive Beauty: New Modes of Contestation,” in Felix
Gonzales-Torres, edited by Julie Ault (Göttingen, Steidl Dangin, 2006), 178.
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homosexuality and the homosexual body within culture at large.26 The impossibility of
identifying a concrete, authorial meaning in an essentially abstract work—a work for which the
viewer provides an image, as Gonzalez-Torres suggests—safeguards it against homophobic
denunciation, insofar as it is impossible to locate a definite queer subject therein.27 In the second
instance, however, Gonzalez-Torres presents the possibility of removing the subject from the
work altogether, presenting the absence of a orienting position in which to determine any definite
image. These are not means of self-censorship or cautious elision of homoerotic subtexts but part
of an impulse to dissolve the boundaries of subjectivity in artistic communication and, moreover,
as a form of aesthetic experience itself. This is to conceive the sociality of aesthetic experience in
the unlimited and indefinite experiences that pass through the artwork, without exclusion or
programmatic delineation; it is to posit an ethics of aesthetics where the work is co-extensive
with a multiplicity of interactions that comprise it without exhausting or totalizing it, divorcing it
from any unified form or meaning.
These aims and effects are most evident in Gonzalez-Torres' paper stack and candy pile
works, which exemplify his engagement with minimalist aesthetics and represent his most
radical reformatting of the art object, in both composition and modes of viewership. Beginning
with 1988's "Untitled" and 1990's "Untitled" (Fortune Cookie Corner), Gonzalez-Torres' stacks
and piles respectively consist of sheets of paper stacked in cuboid formations and, in almost all
cases, cellophane-wrapped candies piled into corners or set upon the floor like a rug. From these
sculptural accumulations, the artist invites viewers to take individual pieces and to do with them
what they like (e.g. to consume candies, to save items as souvenirs or gifts, or to discard items).
In turn, the work’s owner or borrower is obliged to replenish the work, as per conditions of its
ownership. To guide that process, Gonzalez-Torres often provides ideal dimensions for each
stack or pile, suggesting a scale and/or weight that provides a benchmark for a work’s
appearance; however, exhibitors are only obliged to replenish these works at their discretion and
26

As Gonzalez-Torres states of his work, “Untitled" (Perfect Lovers), and the inability to denounce it on the basis of
its homoerotic subtexts: “two clocks side by side are much more threatening to the powers that be than an image of
two guys sucking each other’s dicks, because they cannot use me as a rallying point in their battle to erase meaning.”
Quoted in Spector, Felix Gonzalez-Torres, 73.
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For instance, regarding one of his various works that feature a blank sheet “…I also meant it as this beautiful
blank page on which you can project anything you want, any image, whatever.” At the same time, even his more
figurative images (e.g. photographs of empty beds, open hands, an extreme close up of blue jeans, a cloudy sky)
remain deliberately enigmatic, as if awaiting a viewer to project their own image upon this empty ground. Ibid., 25.
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interpretation. Even when these dimensions are specific in significant ways—e.g. if the weight of
a pile approximates the weight of a particular person—they ultimately remain suggestions for
which the artist cedes authorial control. Every manifestation of a work corresponds to a set of
contingent decisions and processes.28 For these reasons, the process of taking and replacing
pieces is essential to the work, which does not itself exist prior to this interaction: the "work" is
not materially embedded nor does it materialize in an object or assemblage, it occurs in the
"work" of taking and replacing its parts, which extends well beyond the sculpture or the gallery
itself. As broadly collaborative entities that continuously unfold over time and space, these works
are essentially dynamic, interactive, and multivalent from the start.29
On an art historical level, the stacks and piles employ a repertoire of 1960s minimalist
forms and formal strategies, which Gonzalez-Torres invokes by constructing geometric
sculptures from large quantities of more or less identical, quotidian objects. However, where
those strategies were concerned with stripping sculpture down to its basic structural forms, to
reveal a structure’s formal presence within a given physical setting, Gonzalez-Torres deploys
minimalism's iconic forms while countering its aesthetic doctrines. In Fortune Cookie Corner,
for instance, around ten-thousand ordinary fortune cookies fill the gallery's corner. As these
objects naturally slope down to the floor and spread toward the two walls, their physical
distribution forms a triangular or quarter-pyramid structure of approximately 36" x 100" x 60”.
In this form, the work recalls notable minimalist sculptures like Robert Morris’
"Untitled" (Corner Piece) (1964) [fig 1.1], where a flat plane of plywood slopes out of a corner at
a 45-degree angle, or Dan Flavin's Pink out of a corner (to Jasper Johns) (1963) [fig 1.2] where a
fluorescent light tube stands upright, flush against a corner it fills with pink radiance. Following
these precedents, the minimalist morphology of Fortune Cookie Corner displays its relation to its
architectural support, defining itself in space without recourse to extraneous material or semantic
devices. Gonzalez-Torres does not share minimalism’s skepticism about ornamentation or
28

I borrow the term “manifest” from Gonzalez-Torres’ own vocabulary. This term implies more than displaying a
piece, since the work does not exist outside its particular conditions of display.
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On the interactivity of the stacks and piles, see Nicolas Bourriaud, “Joint Presence and availability: The theoretical
legacy of Felix Gonzalez-Torres,” in Relational Aesthetics, trans. Simon Pleasance and Fronza Woods (Dijon: Les
Presses du Reel, 2002). And see Bourriaud’s various critics, most notably Miwon Kwon, “The Becoming of a Work
of Art: FGT and a Possibility of Renewal, a Chance to Share, a Fragile Truce,” in Felix Gonzales-Torres, edited by
Julie Ault (Göttingen, Steidl Dangin, 2006), 281-314. With Kwon, I want to stress that Gonzalez-Torres does not
simply activate an otherwise passive audience but provides space to amplify the heterogenous interactions it invites.
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semantic content, however, as several subsequent works deliberately exploit the semantic
associations of, for example, the colour of candy wrappers.
Gonzalez-Torres almost always adopts the minimalist predilection for "Untitled" works.
Whereas that strategy initially meant to avoid figurative names or associations that might
compromise a structure's objectivity, Gonzalez-Torres again departs from minimalist intentions.
In many cases, he supplements “Untitled” with descriptions or names that suggest possible
interpretations. This is evident in works like "Untitled" (USA Today) (1990) [fig 1.3], a pile of
candies respectively wrapped in red, white, or blue cellophane. Together, the title and
composition invoke an undefined idea of contemporary America vis-a-vis the eponymous
mainstream newspaper. Gonzalez-Torres does not, then, purge meaning from the work but
meaning does not inhere to it either, rather a basis of ambiguity remains at its centre. While
naming a pile “USA Today” may risk a kind of hackneyed literalism, it is never explicit what this
name is supposed to describe nor which "USA Today" it necessarily refers to. The significance of
a given work is not ground in a decisive meaning but emerges in the heterogeneity of its possible
interpretations. Much like fortune cookies, which draw on a repertoire of arbitrary and generic
statements rather than unique truths addressed to particular individuals, each piece suggests
something different; moreover, each piece will mean something different for each viewer, just as
one’s interpretation is liable to change with each new encounter.
Like his piles, Gonzalez-Torres’ stacks consist of cuboid structures composed of
thousands of sheets of paper, widely varying in dimension, colour, and design (each stack usually
stands somewhere between approximately 6" and 36" in height and around 8" x 11" to 33" x 45"
in with and depth). In most cases, stacks are laid directly upon the gallery floor, typically on their
own and in the middle of the room, maximizing accessible space around them. In other instances,
which vary with Gonzalez-Torres’ designs as much as curatorial decisions, stacks are placed
against a wall or are arranged in groupings, whether in pairs, groups of three or four, or, in the
case of "Untitled" (Passport II), a 5x6 grid of small booklets. In "Untitled" (Blue Cross) [fig.
1.4], Gonzalez-Torres deliberately places four stacks of white, square paper on each corner of a
larger blue ground, figuring the eponymous icon. Because these stacks stand out from their
ground and are neatly placed into the room's corner, it is not readily apparent that this work
forms a blue cross, whether one understands that as an abstract geometric shape or, say, a
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contentious emblem of health insurance. Nonetheless, the title brings this figure into relief,
revealing it amid a non-figurative arrangement of shapes. That is not to say the work is strictly
figurative, however. Positioned in the gallery’s corner, with each stack serving a different formal
role in the overall structure (they are respectively placed against both, neither, or one of the two
walls), the work echoes the corner piles, insofar as it exhibits its self-evident formal structure in
relation to its architectural surroundings. The work thereby retains an abstractness that is separate
from, or exceeds, the meanings a blue cross potentially signifies. Like “Untitled” USA Today,
“Untitled” Blue Cross remains abstract in itself while implying symbolic connotations in the
same form. These connotations are anchored in a title that is, analogously, plainly self-descriptive
at the same time it implicitly alludes to other things, such as the health care industry.
More commonly, Gonzalez-Torres' stacks are much more abstract, as with those that
feature sheets that are entirely blank or bear simple geometric designs like a plain border or a
single line down the middle. Otherwise, the stacks are much more literal or explicit in their
designs. For instance, stacks have included sheets that feature the following: the embossed icon
of an open hand; newspaper clippings (e.g. obituaries for every gun-related death in the United
States over the span of a week), black and white photographs of silhouetted birds flying over
cloudy skies, and various kinds of enigmatic texts. In the last case, these texts include phrases
that are taken out of any meaningful context (e.g. "Veterans Day Sale" or "We don't remember”)
or that are paired in ways where meaning emerges from their juxtaposition, albeit enigmatically
(e.g. a pair of parallel stacks that respectively read "some place better than this place" and "no
place better than this place”). Additionally, other works apply the stack format to twodimensional images such as photographs or Gonzalez-Torres' "date" works, neo-conceptual text
pieces that list varied social and political events, alongside their respective years, in evidently
incomplete, non-linear, and fragmentary timelines.30
This use of "date" pieces occurs in Gonzalez-Torres’ first stack, "Untitled" (1988) [fig
1.5], which features a timeline printed on ordinary 8.5" x 11" paper, reading: "Helms Amendment
1987 Anita Bryant 1977 High-Tech 1980 Cardinal O’Connor 1988 Bavaria 1986 White Night
Riots 1979 F.D.A. 1985." To momentarily put aside the meaning of these names and dates, this
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work inaugurates Gonzalez-Torres' gesture of altering the conventional mode of display for this
kind of work. Theretofore Gonzalez-Torres had exhibited these pieces individually, by mounting
them on a wall or a public billboard; however, the image here becomes multiple, existing in
numerous, if not countless, iterations and locations. Moreover, the image here becomes
sculptural, in that it gains shape and mass, and it becomes accessible, in that viewers may easily
adopt the image for themselves. Printed on standard letter-sized paper—the kind of stock paper
one would find in an office—the stack casts off the auratic or monumental stature of the
individual artwork cum privileged object, orienting itself toward the domain of quotidian matter,
much like the comparatively banal stacks of takeaways that galleries set out for visitors.31
Nevertheless, the work resembles any number of proper minimalist sculptures: it stands on its
own as an unassuming structure, entirely plain, save for the two lines of text that run across it.
Additionally, this particular stack rests atop a plinth, a curious addition that seems like a misstep,
at least from a minimal art perspective. This format literally and figuratively puts the sheets on a
pedestal, as if to isolate them from their surrounding environment and to disavow their objective
materiality. It is perhaps then telling that every other stack, as any good minimalist cube, sits in
the middle of the gallery without a plinth or extraneous structure that would frame it as a
sculpture-proper; i.e., as “Art" that embodies the high-aesthetic distinction of a privileged, quasimetaphysical quality, through which it transcends its function and existence as a material object
in space.
Seen through a minimalist framework, a stack or pile would appear to exist in and of
itself, as an object unto itself, situated in direct relation to its architectural supports—placed in a
corner or stacked on the ground without a pedestal—and not as the representation of any subject
or subjective perspective. The sheets and candies do not place themselves above the status of
objects—nothing ultimately distinguishes a Gonzalez-Torres candy from one in a store—
including objects whose ostensible prerogative is to express their objecthood; i.e. the literal and
self-reflexive fact of their form and existence as objects.32 Nevertheless, Gonzalez-Torres breaks
with this framework precisely where it posits an object that is either ontologically specific to
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itself—a "specific object,” pace Donald Judd—or that stands as a part contained within a unified
whole—an encompassing aesthetic gestalt, pace Robert Morris.33 Gonzalez-Torres does not
ground his sculptures in their objective specificity, by which individual objects assert the
immanence of their existence, nor does he structure them as discrete parts of a totality. Rather,
each stack or pile exists as an infinitely substitutable and indeterminate multiplicity of objects,
which are not specific to themselves and their formal properties as much as to their intrinsic
instability. Because parts constantly enter and depart the work, a given group of candies or sheets
does not specifically constitute the work itself, just as a single candy is not inherently specific to
it.
To illustrate this difference, compare Gonzalez-Torres’ work to its minimalist precedents,
particularly the art of Carl Andre, whose influence is readily apparent in the stacks and piles.
Whereas Andre pieces together identical objects into grid-structures, placing them directly on the
ground without additional materials, a work such as Gonzalez-Torres’ "Untitled" (Double
Portrait) (1991) [fig 1.6] similarly consists of identical parts stacked on the floor. Roughly 1m x
70cm in size and standing anywhere from a couple of inches to a couple of feet in height,
“Untitled” (Double Portrait) is a cuboid sculpture comprised of sheets bearing the same image
of two contiguous golden circles. Set directly on the ground, it presents itself as a work of
geometric abstraction, both in its minimalist sculptural form and in the simple design that adorns
its sheets. This work does not, then, present itself as a portrait conventionally would. Laid
horizontally at the viewer’s feet, one is more likely to approach it as a physical object in space
than to read it as a two-dimensional image. It is often only on close inspection that the stack
reveals itself as a collection of parts rather than a solid mass. Viewers may only discern the
work’s composition when they get close enough to notice the uneven texture of its sides or,
perhaps, a misalignment among its sheets. Moreover, it is in interacting with the stack—in
physically bending down to pick up one of its many sheets or in observing others doing so—that
viewers experience the work as the collection of an image. In approaching the stack qua stack,
one perceives the work in its multiplicity, as a single object and a single image multiplied to the
point where they gain sculptural volume. The work’s form and appearance thereby depend on the
33
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grouping together of parts and their physical situation within the gallery. Nonetheless, as I will
argue, this contingency is equally responsible for the dissolution of form and appearance.
Returning to Carl Andre, “Untitled" (Double Portrait) recalls works such as Equivalent
VIII (1966) [fig. 1.7], where Andre laid 120 unaltered firebricks upon the floor in a 6 x 12 x 2
rectangular formation. One of several related works that play with the multiple, yet ultimately
finite, cuboid configurations of 120 bricks, Equivalent VIII employs the principal of the serial
readymade: more than an individual readymade, it comprises a collection of identical readymade
objects together, each one irreducibly equal to each other, with no original and no one that is
prior to any other. In the first instance the same logic applies to “Untitled" (Double Portrait),
although Gonzalez-Torres goes further, employing not the serial readymade but a kind of
readymade seriality: not a multiplication of individual parts, for which seriality serves as a
formal or organizational principle imposed upon the work, but a seriality that is always already
in the work and simultaneously precedes and exceeds its parts. The work is born of a seriality
that amounts to more than the sum of its parts, a surplus that consists in a virtually unlimited
number of items. The work thereby precludes quantitative and qualitative specificity, in itself or
in relation to its parts. In that way, Gonzalez-Torres deconstructs established conceptions of the
object, particularly the object qua self-identical unit, alongside the art historical conceptions of
objecthood and objectivity they underlie.
This analysis follows readings of, and conversations with, John Paul Ricco, who theorizes
the stacks and piles via Jean-Luc Nancy's concepts of singular plurality and "partes extra partes"
(parts in excess of a present quantity of parts).34 With Ricco, I want to argue that a given stack or
pile does not exist as a closed totality of pieces or as a collection of fragments within a larger
whole, which would understand the work's parts as discrete units.35 In these works, there is no
first or last piece, only a multiplicity of reproducible parts that exceed the work. Nor are there
definite collections of pieces, only moments in the continuous reproduction of potentially infinite
parts. For example, in a work like “Untitled” (Double Portrait), which serially reproduces and
reformats an isolated image, the image-object (each sheet imprinted with the pair of golden
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circles) ceases to be individual in itself. Gonzalez-Torres does not simply copy a prior original
but creates multiple, equal, and potentially unlimited iterations of a single image. He creates a
work that is, pace Nancy, singular plural: neither a unity nor a totality but a singularity that is
essentially multiple, much as the circle in “Untitled” (Double Portrait) is already duplicated.36
Because the image’s seriality precedes its individuality, such that it is already multiple, the
image-object and the work both cease to exist on their own or for themselves. With the stacks
and piles, the art object does not function as an individual unit that contains its self-identical
existence, it is not bound to a particular material iteration—an exclusive object or assembly of
objects—that would make the work proper to itself. Instead, the work exists in its self-division,
which occurs in its inherent heterogeneity and difference to itself.
This is to argue that pieces of candy or sheets of paper do not belong to a particular work,
which means that a given work is composed of parts that are not properly part of it. GonzalezTorres stipulates as much in the contracts that accompany the sale of the stacks and piles: "These
individual sheets [or candies] and all individual sheets [or candies] taken from a stack [or pile]
collectively do not constitute a unique work of art nor can they be considered the piece." Further,
“[t]he physical manifestation of this work in more than one place at a time does not threaten the
work's uniqueness since its uniqueness is defined by ownership."37 To reiterate, the work is not
simply a collection of parts that are proper to it, because these parts are infinitely substitutable;
moreover, each stack or pile is analogously substitutable, since they may also be manifest ad
infinitum, irrespective of time or place.38 We may then ask what these works consist of if the sum
of their parts does not add up to the work itself? My straightforward answer is that they consist in
their ownership, as Gonzalez-Torres defines it. Here, ownership is not bound to an object or
iteration of a work but to certificates that afford one the prerogative to manifest an otherwise
latent piece. This form of “ownership” does not denote property but implies the care of nonprivate and expropriative entities, it entails a responsibility toward things that cannot belong to
36
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anything. Instead of indicating possession, “ownership” means enacting the dissemination and
replenishment of its parts, to ensure that the work continues to be shared among those who take
and distribute its pieces.
Following this straightforward answer to the question of what these works consist of, my
complicated answer is that they consist in the ongoing act of disseminating pieces over time and
throughout space. This process is what maintains the artwork in its processional and potentially
unlimited extension, as opposed to the materialization of a specific form. Moreover, this process
avers the cycle of taking and replacing pieces that is so vital to the stacks and piles, whose
function is contingent upon this participation: the work only "works" to the extent this interaction
occurs. As viewers physically interact with a work—as parts are spread outward and the work
dwindles—its structure and spatial situation dissolve, much as a candy dissolves inside one’s
mouth. The separation of sheet and stack or of candy and pile affords viewers a split relation to
the work: one experiences both the work and its dislocation, an object in space and the
movement of its ex-parts (“ex” denoting both “former” and “outside”). The spatio-temporal
dispersal of parts also defines the stacks and piles on a formal level: the work’s distribution
beyond any apprehensible boundary abstracts any surface or contour that would contain it by
delimiting its inside from its outside, its property from its alterity. In the absence of such limits,
the work's composition remains virtual, in that it is impossible to locate except in the atopological space of its distribution. As the general economy of endless dissemination and
replenishment separates the work from itself as a present, fixed, and self-identical object, the
work replaces the realization of form or figure with the force of its own undoing. Even when a
work’s ideal dimensions indicate an appropriate size, any approximation of it, much less any
presumed exactness, necessarily gives way to the contingencies of the work’s manifestation over
time and to the exhibitor's interpretation of it.
The work’s ongoing spatio-temporal dissemination also has the effect of displacing any
apprehensible configuration of units. Gonzalez-Torres never describes a quantity of parts, nor is a
quantity ever calculable. Even if one were to count the thousands of pieces in a stack or pile it
would be impossible to account for all others that had been taken theretofore and will be taken
thereafter. There are always countless extra parts that no longer, or do not yet, comprise the pile
but remain essentially equal to those that do. The stacks and piles embody a radical
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unquantifiability and immeasurability; unlike Andre's Equivalents, they do not comprise distinct
configurations or permutations but a surplus unto itself. Any quantifiable configuration is alwaysalready offset by the n+1 value of the work’s parts, which are in excess of the work itself.
Further, there is no such thing as a piece that cannot be taken from a stack or pile, because a
piece cannot be part of the work without the possibility of separation from it. Paradoxically, these
pieces are only "proper" to the work at the point of their expropriation. Parts are only part of the
work insofar as they are taken and displaced from it; they are only a part of the work insofar as
they are apart from it.39 The aporia of these works, then, is that it is impossible to locate them at
either their inside or outside, they exist at the limit-point where their self-negation occurs, the atopological interstice between inside and outside, identity and difference.40 Without a discernible
inside or outside, in themselves or as assemblies of objects, these works consist in their surplus
or excess, in the extra parts that offset the work’s constitutive limits. Without any first or last
piece, nor any distinct beginning or end, the stacks and piles occur in their unlimiting, which I
mean in two senses: first, in the work's openness to potentially infinite seriality and, second, in
the withdrawal of limits that distinguish the work and the world. In that way, the stacks and piles
enact their own undoing, marking the auto-deconstructive process by which Gonzalez-Torres
dismantles the formalist frameworks his work engages, thereby expanding the aesthetic
possibilities for sculpture more broadly.
Where Gonzalez-Torres redeploys and revises minimalist forms and formal strategies, he
builds upon post-minimalist techniques of “anti-form,” which emerged during the late 1960s and
1970s in response to minimalist orthodoxies about sculpture; namely, the idea that sculpture
exhibits a fixed and present form in relation to its equally fixed and present environment.41 These
techniques include the introduction of chance, process, and unusual materials to minimalist
aesthetics, guided by the belief that one cannot program or determine form in advance. It is not
that sculpture is its form—the material manifestation of its formal ontology—but that sculpture
occurs in the continual becoming of what is mutable and aleatory. This is to conceive sculpture in
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the impossibility of achieving a present, self-evident, and complete figure, which is to reject
modernist models that privilege the apprehension of art in and as its material form; e.g. the
instantaneous perceptual presence of Clement Greenberg and Michael Fried’s formalism or the
systematic deduction of a priori structures, as in the configuration of Andre's Equivalents or the
mathematical compositions of Donald Judd and Sol LeWitt. In the stacks and piles, sculpture
marks the undoing of form, inasmuch as their creation enacts their own negation. Or as
Gonzalez-Torres states of his art: “I destroy the work before I make it." "I have destroyed it
already, from day one."42
This kind of originary negation, for which the work is born of its own destruction, is
perhaps the overarching principle of the stacks and piles.43 To the extent that these works appear
they are also disappearing. To that (non-teleological) end, their function is to preserve a state of
decay via the endless deferral of their complete disappearance.44 In that sense, these works
follow the function of the death drive, both in the auto-destructive mechanics of creative
production and in their awareness of the presence of death in all life and life-processes.
Following the standard Freudian account, the death drive manifests its instincts in a compulsive
working toward death, a destructive impulse guided by the desire to achieve an inorganic state of
requiescence. These instincts are evident in the repetitive-compulsive self-negation that the
stacks and piles exercise in working toward non-existence, although they never realize that state.
A work never becomes nothing nor ceases to exist, its raison d'être is to move between existence
and non-existence, avoiding the finality of disappearance in favour of a transitive disappearing.
Moreover, works do not end when they are withdrawn from exhibition. Even if a stack or pile is
taken off display or runs out of items (occasionally exhibitors choose not to refill them), the work
remains potentially manifest, given the possibility of starting anew at another time or place
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(barring certain exceptions).45 More significantly, as parts continue to circulate, along with the
meanings and experiences they generate, they extend beyond the work’s initial display. Although
the stacks and piles may not appear as such, they reserve an afterlife in the continual distribution
of parts out into the world.
While this distribution allows the stacks and piles to exist, in and as their constitutive
destruction, it also serves as a mournful gesture, revealing an embodiment of loss. This is the
sense in which Freud describes the death drive in terms of loss, famously exemplified by his
grandson’s “fort-da” game: by continually throwing and retrieving a spool of yarn while
respectively calling out “fort” (“gone”) and “da” (“there”), he could exercise symbolic mastery
over the painful absence of his mother.46 Similarly, in the repetition-compulsion by which the
stacks and piles stage and re-stage disappearance, these works continually perform their
destruction as a means of confronting loss. As Gonzalez-Torres explains: “Freud said we
rehearse our fears in order to lessen them. In a way this ‘letting go’ of the work, this refusal to
make a static form… in favor of a disappearing, changing, unstable, and fragile form was an
attempt on my part to rehearse my own fears of having [my partner] Ross disappear day by day
right in front of my eyes.”47 For Gonzalez-Torres, this process presents a practice of grief that
neither abandons the lost object by consummating the work of mourning nor restores a lost
relation to its prior fullness. Whereas mourning typically consists in dispelling psychic
attachments to a lost object, to repair the injured ego, and where pathological or melancholic
mourning consists in a refusal to cede severed attachments to a lost object, resulting in a
pathological identification with it, these works enact non-teleological, non-restorative mourning:
a process of unlimited mourning that confronts the immanence of death by sustaining the
experience of loss. In that respect, the stacks and piles confront loss by constantly re-staging it,
sustaining an open-ended process of mourning that occurs in the constant working toward death.
This process inverts the function of the death drive so that this endless economy of loss
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paradoxically drives the continuation of life, a possibility of life after death, carried out in the
interactions that persist even after Ross or Gonzalez-Torres' own deaths.

Undoing Subjects: Positions and Bodies
To the extent that "having Ross disappear day by day” inspires Gonzalez-Torres’ practice,
his work raises the question of precisely what role Ross plays therein. As both an object of loss
and, in many cases, the named subject of certain stacks and piles, it is never clear how he does or
does not figure into these works. Because these works are physically separate from any aesthetic
or ontological unity, they complicate our ability to accurately identify anyone as the stable
subject or object of a given work. By reformatting the art object, such that it is impossible to
apprehend it as the material manifestation of a formal essence, Gonzalez-Torres deconstructs the
aesthetic presence of a fixed subject. He thereby undoes the subject-object structure of
representation, such that it becomes impossible to locate a subject in the form of a distinct body,
identity, or name that anchors the work’s meaning. When Gonzalez-Torres represents someone,
he represents something other than the objective manifestation of a given identity or the
embodiment of a self-identical individual. The questions of who these works are about, for
whom, and how, thus become relevant.
Throughout the rest of this chapter, I pursue these questions by addressing the subjects
that Gonzalez-Torres names in his work: persons, in addition to places and events, that are never
quite present in the work but leave their absent mark in its dissemination. I consider how subjects
simultaneously enter into, and depart from, these works, particularly in Gonzalez-Torres'
portraits. As ostensible representations of named individuals, his portraits complicate the process
of representing an individual at all, upending their very function as portraits. This is the case for
works such as "Untitled" (Portrait of Ross in L.A.) (1991) [fig. 1.8], and "Untitled" (Lover Boys)
(1991), candy piles that invoke a particular person; namely, the eponymous Ross, GonzalezTorres’ partner who died in 1991. It is obviously possible to view these works with a specific
person in mind, although the ways they do—or do not—invoke such figures or suppose any
relation to them is never simple. While a name as explicit as "Portrait of Ross" certainly implies
the representation of a specific subject, Gonzalez-Torres complicates this designation by
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questioning our ability to adequately position that subject within the work; i.e. inside the art
object. The viewer's relation to the named subject is not necessarily given, for any subjective
identity, as any objective form, remains displaced from the work itself.
One way to explain this displacement is in terms of the work’s abstraction, denoting the
means by which it always moves away from a subject or object position. I draw this analysis
from Brian Massumi's argument that sense is irreducible to specific, discernible positions;
namely, subjectivities and identities that correspond to static nodes in a structural matrix, much
like pieces on a chess board.48 Instead of such positions, Massumi posits the indeterminacy of
spatial and temporal unfolding, or what he describes as the ontogenetic becoming or movement
of sense, as opposed to its ontology. Analogously, I want to suggest that the stacks and piles are
not situated in relation to specific subjects or objects but evade any position that an identifiable
form or figure would confer upon it. In the constant evasion of forms and figures and, equally, of
fixed meanings and identities, these works exist in and as their abstraction. This is to invoke
Massumi's definition of abstraction, which he describes via his Deleuzian/Bergsonian
theorization of temporality vis-à-vis the virtual. Following Deleuze's notion of the "real-butabstract,” Massumi defines the abstract as what is "never present in position, only ever in
passing.... an abstractness pertaining to the transitional immediacy of a real relation—that of a
body to its own indeterminacy (its openness to an elsewhere and otherwise than it is, in any here
and now)."49 Massumi conceives the body in its irreducibility to any fixed identity or form—the
static is of being—and as its pure movement, the constant passage between its occurring and its
anticipatory potential, a state of pure transition in which the body is never present to itself.
Massumi’s description is particularly useful in articulating the essential non-identity and
virtuality of the body. Massumi illustrates the body’s abstractness, insofar as it constantly moves
beyond its empirical and ontological limits. As he continues, “[t]he charge of indeterminacy
carried by a body is inseparable from it. It strictly coincides with it, to the extent that the body is
in passage or in process (to the extent that it is dynamic and alive). But the charge is not itself
corporeal. Far from regaining a concreteness, to think the body in movement thus means
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accepting the paradox that there is an incorporeal dimension of the body. Of it, but not it. Real,
material, but incorporeal. Inseparable, coincident, but disjunct.”50 In these respects, embodiment
is neither the objective materialization of a subject (flesh containing an identity) nor the
subjective animation of an object (identity manifest in flesh) but a condition of disjoined
existence. Specifically, I argue that embodiment consists in the experience of its singular
plurality: the body exists in the disjunction of material form and subjective identity and in its
displacement from an individual figure. Embodied existence is not, therefore, unified and private
but shared in the proliferation of its division and separation from itself (and what is a body if not
a process of cells constantly separating from themselves, endlessly dividing and multiplying in
the perpetual re-creation of an organism).
I theorize the body in these terms to illustrate how Gonzalez-Torres’s work, rather than
present a corporeal figure, invokes an abstract condition of embodiment. To recapitulate, a given
stack or pile exists at the limit-point where its self-negation occurs, the a-topological interstice
between inside and outside where it separates from itself. This is the point where the part is taken
from the art object and is therefore no longer a part of it; however, this is also the point where the
part is most proper to the artwork in and as its dispossession, its apartness. To chart this passage
from inside to out is to trace the work in its virtuality, which occurs in the movement of what
lacks any discrete coordinates, limits, or identity with which to locate a figure. In the removal
and transportation of parts that occurs through the work’s constitutive interactions—the undoing
of form that occurs in its displacement—the work constantly moves along uncertain paths,
obviating from any discrete position that would affirm any one form or meaning over any other.
Within the work, the figure of any subject or object is always-already separate from itself, it is
inside the work to the extent it absents itself; it appears only an an abstraction.
In these ways, Gonzalez-Torres’ provides a model for understanding the human body in
its abstraction. Much as the “body” of a stack or pile exists in the endless division, dispossession,
and distribution of its constitutive elements, embodiment occurs in its movement outward,
transitioning beyond the delimitation of a specific figure. I do not mean to equate bodies and
artworks but to conceive the stacks and piles as ersatz-bodies: they stand in for bodies by way of
their shared abstractness. In lieu of the body itself, these works conjure the body’s virtuality,
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including the conditions by which the body fails to materialize as an identifiable figure.
Gonzalez-Torres does not then represent bodies as much as his works act as metonyms for
embodiment, conjuring the body without reproducing the logos of a specific figure. By
envisioning a body that is separate from both the artwork and its own physical form, he presents
the body as something essentially abstract, something that becomes virtual in its dispersal and
extension over space and time. In the absence of recognizable signs, apprehending the body
becomes a matter of tracing the trajectories by which it evades the presentation of an identifiable
figure. This does not mean that the body does not exist in any concrete form but that it "is as
immediately abstract as it is concrete; its activity and expressivity extend, as on their underside,
into an incorporeal, yet perfectly real, dimension of pressing potential.”51 Or to paraphrase
Gonzalez-Torres, the body is always simultaneously nowhere other than this place and
somewhere other than this place; it is always apparent in itself, but always extends beyond the
boundaries of its appearance.

Undoing Portraits
Thinking the body in terms of its abstraction is key to understanding Gonzalez-Torres’s
deconstruction of portraiture, inasmuch as the body traditionally serves as the ground on which
to represent and recognize a subject. In its identificatory function, the conventional portrait
presents the body as the formal materialization of its subject within a discrete figure, marking the
visible junction between the interiority of the self’s existence and the exteriority of the world.
Portraiture presents its subject as a material signifier, binding identity and corporeality into a
unified image that combines exposition and recognition. Given these aesthetic functions, we may
consider how the stacks and piles work as portraits if, as I have argued, they transcend the
process of significatory figuration? To answer this question, I look to Jean-Luc Nancy, who
rethinks portraiture’s conventions to theorize how it deconstructs its identificatory function. At
the same time as the portrait presents a discrete subject it also reveals its absence, marking the
singularity of the subject while separating it from an originary referent: “if the identification of
the particular model is essential to any portrait that is designed to be recognized, the same cannot
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be said for the art of the portrait…” Nancy writes, “the model is wholly inessential to the
portrait… [it] is what is essentially absent… its absence and not its being recognized is what
matters most.”52 Along these lines, I want to depart from a model of portraiture that gives
appearance to a subject, to recognize or resemble it by asserting the presence of an individual;
rather, I discuss the possibility by which portraiture draws that subject outward, away from the
appearance of a specific figure or identity.
As Nancy intimates, the logic of the portrait is largely contradictory, and it is all the more
so in Gonzalez-Torres’ work. In one respect, I have insisted that Gonzalez-Torres does not
represent specific figures, and certainly his portraits do not present images of bodies that
resemble particular persons. I would further argue that this claim encompasses works such as
"Untitled" (1992) or "Untitled" (For Jeff) (1992) [fig. 1.9], photographs that depict close up
images of human hands, and debatably constitute portraits themselves (if only portraits, simply,
of hands). Despite the direct representation of the human body, the image is sufficiently closecropped as to abstract it from an identifiable figure, rendering the question “who does this body
belong to?” inconclusive if not, perhaps, irrelevant.53 In another respect, Gonzalez-Torres offers
cues that refer to particular subjects, most obviously by alluding to certain themes or subjects in
his titles, whether enigmatically (e.g. “Throat,” “Welcome Back Heroes,” or “Ischia”) or by
stating relatively particular names and details (e.g. “Ross," “L.A.," “Marcel Brient”). Despite this
tension between the refusal to represent figures and the readiness to name them, I believe that
such references do not exhaust these works nor compromise them through the introduction of
signification. While Gonzalez-Torres implies such subjects in his works, his works remain
irreducible to the reference of any one individual, whether in body or name. They invoke a
signifier that remains incomplete, a mark that produces a specific reference but refuses to fulfill
its identificatory function by grounding the work in a specific signified. In that sense, these
names resemble the contiguous circles in “Untitled” (Double Portrait), marks that signal the
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existence of portrait subjects, but which, in their abstraction, stop short of calling them forth as
identifiable persons.
The marker of the subject is therefore equally the marker of its absence, its being outside
the portrait. These works conjure the portrait subject at the same time they withdraw it from the
portrait itself, such that they displace the subject from its own presentation. As Ricco notes, these
works invoke the portrait in the sense of its Italian word, ritratto (or the Spanish retrato), with its
connotations of retreat: “the portrait... is always the presentation of the subject in retreat….”54 Or
as Nancy notes, the portrait draws its subject outward (in the sense of French traiter, indicating
“trait” as personal quality; “to pull,” as in withdrawal, “to trace;” “to process;” and “to treat,” as
one treats a patient) setting the subject toward a space that is both inside and outside the work.
For Nancy, the portrait subject is not an object of recognition that exists prior to its being put into
an artwork (por-trayed), it is as much an effect of the portrait itself. “No longer… the self
evidence of an interiority held within itself by the suspension of the world,"55 this subject is
drawn outside-itself and exposed to the world that it comes to relate to, rather than stand apart
from as an isolated object. The portrait subject is not an identity contained but an appearance
withdrawn; in effect, an absence. On this point I will recall that “to draw out” and “withdraw”
denote the etymological meaning of “abstraction.” In sum, the work presents its subject in its
abstraction, the absenting of a figure and the removal of the subject from its object, marking an
empty space that the portrait takes the place of. The portrait does not then present its subject but
nor does it necessarily not present it; rather, it implicates its subject in and as its externality, its
passage outside the portrait. In this respect, the portrait indexes the displacement or dis-position
of its subject: the movement between the inside and outside of the work by which the subject
separates itself from its proper figuration and identification.
Given the absence of a positive individuality, an identifiable figure that would stabilize
the artwork, it is not evident what makes a portrait unique to its subject. Recalling that, for
Gonzalez-Torres, neither the work’s parts nor the manifestation of a work “constitute a unique
work of art,” I want to suggest the portrait’s uniqueness paradoxically exists in its non–
uniqueness. A portrait is unique in its plurality, in that it may portray one subject only at the same
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time it may potentially portray any other, which is to say that no one subject exists at the
exclusion of others. In the work’s abstraction, the portrait divests its subject of a position and a
frame of reference with which to isolate it. This is not to posit a generality or an erasure of
specificities as much as to affirm the portrait’s singular plurality, its co-existence with others.
Thus, as Miwon Kwon notes, “[t]he radicality of [Gonzalez-Torres’] work lies in the insinuation
of the particular in the place of abstraction, while simultaneously destabilizing the particular as a
fixed positivity.”56 However, I want to posit that, even in naming the particular, the work does not
efface abstraction as much as it mobilizes it in order to destabilize the subject and the referential
ground for its positioning. In abandoning its proverbial monogamy, the portrait opens itself to the
multiplicity of its existence, the plurality of being among others.
By deconstructing the portrait as the sign of an individual figure, Gonzalez-Torres
complicates the function of the portrait as such. In a different context, Benjamin Buchloh has
illustrated what this kind of deconstruction entails, discussing significant precedents to GonzalezTorres' strategies. If the portrait "became the site where the myth of a natural motivation of the
sign—that is, the mimetic model of representation, as much as the myth of a foundational
concept of subjectivity—could be avidly reaffirmed by every generation of twentieth-century
modernists," such conventions become undone with the counter-portraits of many pop artists.
This process begins with Robert Rauschenberg's 1961 telegram that simply declares "THIS IS A
PORTRAIT OF IRIS CLERT IF I SAY SO.” Here, Rauschenberg "shifts the representation of
subjectivity onto the register of the performative declaration, asserting that the introduction into
language and its iteration is one of the fundamental principles of the construction of subjectivity.
Rather than theorizing subjecthood as a representable given, Rauschenberg's work conceives of
the subject as a continuous performative process."57 In place of a static figure that would confer a
present identity, the name’s invocation not only produces the subject, it continually re-produces
the subject with each iteration. Rauschenberg's conceptual gesture detaches the subject and
object of the portrait, questioning the capacity of signification to bind a sign to an essential
subjectivity, whether through a name or an image. For Buchloh, this gesture finds company in
Andy Warhol's compulsive serialization of the portrait. In Warhol’s mass-produced renderings of
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already mass-produced images, the subject becomes lost in an endless cycle of simulacra, like a
word repeated to the point of becoming nonsensical. Warhol thereby challenges the idea of
adequately representing an ostensibly original or authentic subject, instead revealing it in its
endless reproducibility. He reveals the loss of the subject in the endless reproduction of what
lacks origin, or rather, in what originates in its reproduction.
Rauschenberg and Warhol’s gestures respectively speak to Gonzalez-Torres' strategies of,
first, naming portrait subjects without presenting a motivated sign of identity, and second,
conceiving those subjects in their endless reproducibility, dislocated from any stable form in
which individual subjectivity might originate. However, Roy Lichtenstein best prefigures
Gonzalez-Torres' deconstruction of portraiture in with his companion pieces, Portrait of Ivan
Karp and Portrait of Allan Kaprow (both 1961) [figs. 1.10, 1.11]. Essentially identical paintings
of the same generic comic-book rendering of a tuxedo-clad man, these works present the
indifferent repetition of what is already a disposable, endlessly repeatable figure, mass-produced
across countless copies of countless different comics. Lichtenstein’s paintings lay bare the
portrait's assumed immanence of figure and subject and of represented body and stated name. He
thereby locates the portrait not in any form of individuality—not least one that is discernible in
the appearance of a distinct body—but at the point where individuality disappears. Here,
individuality does not distinguish Ivan Karp and Allan Kaprow, whether in the positive essences
of unique subjects or in a structural difference between them. The subject therefore exists in its
non-identity, in its radical substitutability with which the portrait refuses to contain its subject's
individuality within the work. In the non-immanence of identity and its signs, a certain figure
may signify any being and, hence, does not necessarily signify any particular being at all.
I do not cite these examples as direct influences on Gonzalez-Torres but to elucidate
strategies for revealing and undoing the structure of portraiture. I mean to illustrate how the
portrait subject never encapsulates one form or figure unto itself but exists in its distribution over
time and space, throughout history and sociality, among a plurality of different beings. As
Gonzalez-Torres explains: “When we think who we are, we usually think of a unified subject. In
the present. An inimitable identity.... [O]ne a-historical phenomenon. We are not what we think
we are, but rather a compilation of texts. A compilation of histories, past, present, and future,
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always, always, shifting, adding, subtracting, gaining.”58 Gonzalez-Torres addresses this
misassumption by divorcing the portrait subject from the containment of its identity, reconceiving it as part of a broader social and historical landscape. If, as Andrea Rosen notes,
“Felix wanted us to sense our connectedness to the rest of the world,”59 these works aim to
dissolve the subject’s isolation from a world constituted by innumerable others. And if, as Kwon
notes, his “portraits function less as representations of discrete subjects and more as indexes of
relations,”60 these works trace the heterogeneous interactions that comprise one’s being in that
world. Gonzalez-Torres’ portraits remove the subject from the work to chart the various forces
that directly and indirectly underlie social existence. Much more than illustrating the subject’s
formation, these works lose sight of the subject’s boundaries: no longer concentrated in a
discernible locus—a subject position conferring the location of the individual—the subject
dissolves into the field of social, political, and ethical interactions it is spread across.
This inclination becomes clearer in Gonzalez-Torres' text portraits, which begin with
1991’s "Untitled" (Portrait of the Wongs) [fig. 1.12]. Originating as a commission to create a
family portrait via his characteristic technique of printing photographs on jigsaw puzzles,
Gonzalez-Torres was allegedly dissatisfied with this format’s effectiveness in portraying the
family. Instead, he redeployed the format of his "date" works under the guise of portraiture,
asking the patron to list a number of decisive events from the family's history (e.g. “Graduation
Party 1962 Stanford 1965) which he interspersed with a number of broader events from world
history (e.g. Tet Offensive 1968… Reagan 1984) listed in the form of a text-based timeline.
Gonzalez-Torres created several text portraits in this form, mostly for friends but also for patrons
such as the Wongs, art museums, and an Austrian airline. In all cases, the format remains roughly
the same: the text is painted along the upper edge of a room’s walls, almost like the header of a
written document. Moreover, the text is wrapped around the room’s upper perimeter like a
banner, without any beginning or end point, such that it does not necessarily read from left to
right just as it does not follow any chronological order. Usually painted in silver, blue, or white,
and sometimes with a coloured band that runs over it, the text appears in the same italicized, serif
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typeface, modestly scaled at roughly five inches in size (as per usual, ideal formats are specified
but remain subject to the owner’s discretion). Sitting inconspicuously above the viewer’s line of
sight, the work does not present itself as a wall-text in a gallery usually would (I have at least
once spent several minutes in a room before noticing a text portrait). The work does not
announce itself to visitors or demand attention but functions like a caption that sits adjacent to an
image. Much as the text on conventional date works occupies a few lines that run across the
bottom of an otherwise blank ground, as if to annotate an absent illustration, the portrait text
annotates the spaces of their display, usually personal homes or art-galleries. The portrait literally
inscribes interiors with both a sense of the lived history it contains—as if the walls could
proverbially talk—and a kind of public history or world consciousness that extends well beyond
any enclosed space.
The content of the portraits is largely the product of logistical guidelines that GonzalezTorres sets for their manifestation and care. Much as the owner of a stack or pile is responsible
for refilling it, the portrait’s owner is permitted to edit or update the text as time goes on, just as
the work’s borrower may also curate its content in a specific manifestation. This stipulation
allows works to reflect the contingency of personal and world developments, meaning that the
portrait can outlive its subject as it continues to transform and incorporates new events.
Alternately, the subject can be excised from the portrait altogether, if the owner chooses to
remove all personal information. Like the stacks and piles, these portraits embody a fluctuating
form, an open temporality, and a sacrifice of authorship, betraying the impossibility of
representing a subject through a static, individual figure. Further, certain portraits have come to
bear none of their original content, affirming the absence of any originary or authoritative form
with which to represent a specific subject.
Through this technique, Gonzalez-Torres explores another means for invoking particular
subjects without presenting them as exclusively constitutive of the work. On one hand, the text
portraits respect the singular histories and existences of their “sitters,” maintaining an intimacy
with them; on the other hand, the portraits do not claim an immanent relation to their subjects,
maintaining a distance to, or even an unfamiliarity with, them. This dual intimacy and anonymity
is evident in the highly personal yet ultimately vague descriptions that Gonzalez-Torres lists (e.g.
“The Meeting”), which imply details that do not transparently represent specific subjects as much
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as they hint at lived specificities that viewers cannot experience or directly know. At the same
time, the inclusion of familiar reference points indicates that these personal histories and
existences are nevertheless shared, even as they are wholly personal and unavailable to others.
The portrait subject remains unique but never alone: seen through the kaleidoscopic lens of its
heterogeneity and plurality, it appears in and as its co-existence in a world among others, as one
irreducible yet un-isolable part of it. Beyond illustrating the intersection of personal and public
events in the collective manifestation of history, this conception of portraiture goes further by
locating the subject, including its unique biography, in its dispersal throughout the world; i.e. in
the intersection and co-existence—the co-extension—of the beings and histories that comprise it.
Or more radically, I will suggest the subject is co-extensive with the world itself, with the world
as the co-extension of heterogenous beings. In either case, the subject does not exist in itself, for
it is nothing outside of its interactions and extension among a shared space and history.
In these ways, Gonzalez-Torres understands history as simultaneously personal, shared,
and essentially social. He situates history in its public dissemination, spread among bodies
throughout space and over time, disregarding any chronological or narrative ordering that would
present it as a series of temporally and socially isolated events. This history is not specific to
individual subjects or identities at the exclusion of others; rather, it pervades a public space
comprised by shared interactions that extend beyond private interiorities (whether architectural
or ontological). For these reasons, Gonzalez-Torres does not distinguish private and public life,
insisting that the most intimate meanings and relations pervade, if not constitute, the public
sphere, even when they remain anonymous. He affirms the publicity of his work in the open
proliferation of singular images or items, as in the distribution of sheets or candies that mark his
work’s diffuse interactions. These works do not participate in their publics by simply appearing
in them (e.g. by being installed outdoors61) as if a work simply inserts itself within a public that
is already given.62 Rather, Gonzalez-Torres refutes the idea of a public that pre-exists its
constitutive interactions, is limited to specific social and physical spaces, and is founded on the
exclusion of the personal, private, and intimate. In contrast, his work exercises its publicity in the
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dissemination of its parts across the intersecting lines of the intimate and impersonal, it follows
its distribution of heterogenous meanings, encounters, and interpretations over space and time.
These meanings, encounters, and interpretations do not serve as subjective property but consist in
their being shared, such that the intimate is always impersonal and vice versa.

Undoing Names and Bodies
Any name or body that Gonzalez-Torres’ invokes is, in its public expression, offset by
any number of other names and bodies that may intersect with it. This effect, by which a work
submits its referential function to heterogenous audiences and plural interpretations, is evident in
the aforementioned stacks and piles about Ross: “Untitled” (Ross), ”Untitled" (Ross in L.A.),
"Untitled" (Portrait of Ross in L.A.), and, less explicitly, "Untitled" (Lover Boys) (all 1991). For
every invocation of "Ross" there is each new interpretation and association that viewers return to
the work. Each iteration invites a plurality of other "Rosses" that do not amalgamate into a
unified name, a decisive “Ross” that would encompass every Ross that exists for every person
(for example, when I view these works I often think of Ross Bleckner and Ross Chambers, who
merit personal association with Gonzalez-Torres, as well as unrelated Rosses, like my sixthgrade teacher). To name "Ross" is simultaneously to refer to the real object of the artist's personal
knowledge, the Ross whom Gonzalez-Torres considered his own public, and “to give "Ross"
over to the impersonal, anonymous gaze of an open public.63 While an informed audience may
recognize the reference to Ross Laycock, who lived with Gonzalez-Torres in Los Angeles in
1990, this information does not foreclose “ignorant” interpretations; more significantly, it does
not establish a relation to a subject we can necessarily know or personally apprehend. GonzalezTorres does not expose a figure we can know with certainty or presumed intimacy; his Ross is
never the same as ours, if only because no two Rosses are ever the same. The intimacy of the
artist's "Ross" does not then precede or supersede the "Ross" of an anonymous viewer, as if one
excludes the other. Gonzalez-Torres does not represent Ross as much as he provides Rosses: not
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one Platonic figure reproduced but a plurality that is equal without being identical, an "endless
supply" of a name.
In this sharing of “Rosses,” Gonzalez-Torres complicates the questions of whom this
name belongs to and what it consists of, revealing the impropriety of the proper name. Here, we
can note Jacques Derrida’s suggestion that the name is essentially lacking: as a negative or
apophatic sign, it is “what effaces itself in front of what it names.”64 Not “the ‘thing’ that it
names, not ‘the nameable’ or the renowned,” nor that which binds itself to an other, the name
never originally belongs to those who receive it nor those who give it.65 To give a name is to give
a gift one does not have, to share in the expropriative force of a negative relation. The names that
Gonzalez-Torres provides are not the property of any one that determines its wholesale
significance but the marker of that negative relation. It is then notable that Gonzalez-Torres’
works, even as they state specific names, are both titled and "Untitled," named and anonymous.
In the co-existence of the name and the anonym, the utterance of the former occurs in the
displacement of its referent. And in the separation of the “Untitled" (the abstract and nonsignifying) from the named, which is literally bracketed off, any subject or meaning that
"belongs" to the work exists apart from it. Again, the named subject is a part of the work only
insofar as it is apart from it. Or in the words of Jean-Luc Nancy, this subject is just-at (a même)
the work, touching it at its limit without integrating with it or individuating itself against it.66 As
a supplement to what does not contain it, the named subject is not in the work but is in excess to
it, it is what is added in the encounters and interactions that comprise it. Inasmuch the portrait
names its subject rather than figures or depicts it, the portrait names what does not appear in it,
what is outside its own portrayal. The work is therefore never identical to its ostensible subject
but is at odds with it, particularly in the sense of Alexander García Düttmann's un-eins (a variant
on uneins, which literally translates to "not-oneness" or "not-at-one-with" and, more colloquially,
"at odds with").67 This not-oneness (evident in the graphic division of uneins into un-eins) is
similarly apparent in the disunity of Gonzalez-Torres' titles: the subject is not bound to the work
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but is not-one-with it; it is with it, but only insofar as they are not one; it is added to it, but as an
excess that does not figure into the work itself; it is against it, but in the sense that it both touches
upon it and is at odds with it.
While naming a work "Ross" or "Portrait of Ross in L.A." invokes someone, a particular
being that existed at a particular time and place, it is still not clear how Gonzalez-Torres does so
beyond nomination alone. If his works reject any immanent relation to any individual, including
those with whom they share a name, they again raise the question of how they function as
portraits: how and where does the named subject, who is never present in the work, leave its
mark upon it? How and where does "Ross" enter into a pile of candy or a stack of paper, as
removed from it or just-at it, much like the many individual pieces that comprise the work?
Further, this is to ask how Ross, as an embodied being, is implicated into the body of these
works, without a visible link between human body, identity, and art object? To provisionally
answer these questions, I will suggest that the artwork, following its formal procedure of
distributing and dispossessing itself of its constitutive parts, also marks the subject’s passage
through the virtual space between the work's inside and outside. Where the portrait subject never
appears in the work but only disappears from it, the mark of this non-visible passage reflects the
work’s function as an ersatz-body: it does not represent a body or act as its substitute but stands
in place of the body’s withdrawal from self-presence, illustrating its abstraction.
The artwork’s function as an ersatz-body is perhaps most evident in "Untitled" (Ross) and
"Untitled" (Portrait of Ross in L.A.), analogous candy piles that are comprised of cellophane
wrapped candies poured into the corner of the gallery (the only immediate difference between
these two works is that the latter consists of more colourful pieces of candy). Although it is not
readily apparent, these works are notable for their stated ideal weight of 175 pounds, which is not
shared by any other work (barring the similarly evocative-titled pile, "Untitled" (Portrait of
Dad)). To the extent that we may infer this weight to be that of Ross—if only because he is the
eponymous subject of these portraits—these works take on a metaphoric corporeality, suggesting
a consistency between Ross' body and those of the piles. However, any such equation remains
tenuous, recalling that these measurements are at best ideal, and even then are guaranteed to
fluctuate throughout their exhibition. Moreover, it is not certain if these works specifically
represent Ross’ weight, a generic benchmark for his changing weight, the approximate weight of
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an average adult male, or something altogether different (while it is widely accepted that these
represent Ross’ weight, it is worth noting Gonzalez-Torres has stated that Ross was 195
pounds).68 Here, the very notion of an ideal weight questions when that weight was, and for
whom. If we presume that Ross did at some point weigh 175 pounds, that measurement supposes
a past moment at which this figure existed as such. For instance, we might infer that "in L.A.”
corresponds to a certain time, understanding “portrait of Ross in L.A.” like a description
scrawled on the back of a vacation snapshot.69 In that sense, it is possible to say the pile refers to
a particular figure at a particular time; however, that does not posit that body itself. Because the
pile is constantly in flux, it does not bring a static, atemporal, and retrospective figure into the
present as much as it offers something like the trace of a memory. Gonzalez-Torres conjures not
the thing itself but an inexact and constantly fading impression of what is forever removed from
its most present and ideal form, something abstract that neither presents nor represents a figure
but recalls it in and as its absence, much like a lost figure in an old snapshot. In that respect, the
corporeality of the pile does not occur in the figure of the body, its appearance, or its form but in
its fluctuation, disappearing, and fluctuation; that is, in the decay and reconstitution that sustains
the body by withdrawing it from any present form of itself.
For these reasons, I would argue that that any equation between the body of Ross and that
of "Untitled" (Ross) or "Untitled" (Portrait of Ross in L.A.) fails to hold significatory
consistency. These works remain separate from any identity manifest in the form or figure of a
distinct body, whether as an object of signification or as the materialization of a subject. They
conceive a body that is not limited to measurable figures that delimit its legible form. The
fluctuation of weight indexes this body in its virtuality, as expressed in its extension beyond
quantitative limits of self-identity. These works thereby aligns themselves with a body but
without equating themselves to it; they do not share the individuating property of a unique body
—a weight that is proper to it and confers its identity—but the fluctuation by which embodying a
specific weight is impossible. By sharing the same non-specific weight, these bodies do not
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converge but overlap in their common non-identicality. Again, the work is not bound to the
properties of any specific body but a condition in which bodies move beyond the presence-to-self
that demarcates an individual’s proper figure. Insofar as the work may stand in for Ross, it may
stand in for virtually anyone else—to any number of potential beings and bodies that exist
outside the individual subject's self-containment. Further, these works may signify any one only
to the extent that they do not exclude any other; that is, only to the extent that their specificity is
equally their substitutability. Or to again paraphrase Gonzalez-Torres, in a given work there is
always both no one other than this and someone other than this.
Gonzalez-Torres further demonstrates the non-propriety of weight to specific bodies in
two near-identical candy piles from 1991, both named "Untitled" (Lover Boys) (their chief
distinguishing feature is that one uses blue and white candies wrapped in clear cellophane while
the other uses candies wrapped in silver cellophane) [fig 1.13]. Both of these piles ideally weigh
355 pounds, adding 180 pounds to the aforementioned portraits of Ross. Following the latter
piles, and given the suggestive parenthetical title, we may infer that this weight represents the
combined mass of two bodies; namely, two “lover boys” such as Gonzalez-Torres and Ross. This
form of coupling evinces Gonzalez-Torres tendency to pair separate figures, which was
especially prevalent at this time. This is the case in "Untitled" (Double Portrait), the
aforementioned stack whose sheets depict two identical circles; "Untitled" (Perfect Lovers) [fig.
1.14], which places identical, synchronized clocks side by side; "Untitled" (A Couple), a puzzle
in which two near identical, circular images of clouds likewise touch at the edge,
"Untitled" (Orpheus, Twice), in which two indistinguishable mirrors, each roughly the size of an
upright human, stand parallel; and many other pieces that display paired identical forms next to
each other (all works 1991). Even the two "Untitled" (Lover Boys) piles, sharing a name, date,
and basic formal properties, exist as a virtually interchangeable pair (where any pile may be
manifest in two places at once while constituting the same work, these two piles remain
ontologically different). Moreover, when taken against a number of works named
"Untitled" (Loverboy), the name "Lover Boys" indicates its own intrinsic doubling.70 The
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multiplication and division in "Lover Boys" emphasizes its essential plurality and excess: the
promiscuous sociality by which there is never just one loverboy, only lover boys.
In distinction to the previous works that pair together separate, identical figures, the
"Untitled" (Lover Boys) piles combine non-identical figures into a single form. It is possible to
argue that these works represent the merging of two bodies into a unified whole, dissolving all
differences between them; however, I argue that instead of eliding these bodies by erasing their
separateness, these works represent the co-existence of two bodies that comprise a single but
essentially dividual form. As with the two circles in “Untitled” (Double Portrait), two identical
forms exist adjacently and touch, which is to again say that they are just-at or against each other;
in touching, they reveal their essential separateness. Here, the single figure is irreducibly
multiple, containing separate bodies without disclosing where one or the other begins or ends.
Moreover, one cannot distinguish which part belongs to which, as if to locate the ostensible Felix
and the ostensible Ross (or whomever one imagines as the “lover boys”). Nor can one divide the
pile into respective parts, since the work’s heterogeneity forecloses the ability to isolate an
individual within it: one cannot unmix this pairing in order to suspend its parts. In these ways,
the pile indicates a certain weight that signals certain bodies at the same time as it preempts
distinct identifications of them. Insofar as the body's measurements and limits are dissolved into
a plural, essentially heterogenous form—one without a 1:1 relation between body and identity,
body and object, or identity and object—it is impossible to delimit any one body or identity
within the pile itself. And because mass is not attributable to any specific figure, whether in
weight or shape, the body is unbound from its most specific properties and from its own material
embodiment.
To cite an altogether different work, “Untitled” (Lover Boys) resembles "Untitled" (Alice
B. Toklas and Gertrude Stein's Grave, Paris) (1992) [fig. 1.15], a close up photograph of the
grave plot the two women share. As a portrait of this couple, Gonzalez-Torres depicts neither
woman nor any legible symbol of them (e.g. their gravestones) but a patch of flowers growing
atop their graves without regard for the individual or subjective differences, nor physical borders,
that divide one body or identity from the other. As with the other works that consist of coupled
figures, Gonzalez-Torres does not depict one figure unto itself but simultaneously displays a
single form that is double and two equal yet irreducibly separate forms, neither of which exists
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on its own, for itself, without the other. Gonzalez-Torres does not portray Stein, Toklas, or both,
but depicts their coupling, which occurs in the dissolution of the constitutive limits that otherwise
delimit them as individual subjects. He depicts the ethical intensity of a pairing—a love, as it
were—that opens them upon a co-existence that divests selfhood in favour of a dispersal of being
across intersecting trajectories. This is what I have called the virtual space of co-extension in
which bodies, not confined to identities or to the inside or outside of a specific figure, can occupy
the same space.

Bodies Against AIDS
The theme of weight takes on another layer of meaning when considering that, by 1990,
Ross’ body had deteriorated on account of AIDS-related causes. While the fact of Ross’ illness
should not isolate the meaning of Gonzalez-Torres’ work, it adds metaphorical significance to the
stacks and piles, illuminating salient tendencies that inform their function. By sustaining a cycle
of decay and disappearance, these works point to the physiological effects of AIDS, relative to
the body's decomposition and the immanence of death in organic life (however, these works
differ by endlessly deferring the consummation of their finitude). The stacks and piles thereby
indicate an affinity with a certain kind of body, even as they continue to complicate such
associations (I will stress that Ross, much like anyone with HIV/AIDS, is never identical to his
physiology or illness). By allegorizing the HIV-positive body’s physical vulnerability and
finitude, these works exercise their function as ersatz-bodies, performing the conditions of the
body’s physical existence without producing the body itself. Gonzalez-Torres does not then
represent HIV/AIDS as much as his work reflects the ways that HIV/AIDS has redefined
embodiment and the terms of its appearance. To the extent that the AIDS crisis upset
presumptions about the body's properness—its "clean and proper borders” as well as its property
to itself—it has challenged the body’s ostensible unity as the site of a self-identical subject.
Additionally, it has revealed the immediacy of the body’s mortality in radically compressed
ways, witnessing the body’s presence as its concurrent destruction. In allegorizing these
conditions of embodiment, Gonzalez-Torres does not inscribe signs of HIV/AIDS upon his work,
as if to represent an afflicted body, he registers the effects by which HIV/AIDS disarticulates the
body as the ground of identificatory inscription.
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In itself, HIV/AIDS is not an object of interpretation that is attached to Gonzalez-Torres’
work nor an identity attached to particular figures. It is not a specific thing, such as a virus or a
symptom, that appears in bodies it marks or identities it symbolizes.71 Rather, HIV/AIDS
indicates an experience of corporeality that is not delimited to an identity or subjectivity it
belongs to; it occurs in unbinding bodies and identities and in the dissolution of individual
subjects. For these reasons, HIV/AIDS entails its own forms of sociality and ethics, which occur
in the absence of identificatory or intersubjective relations. In this respect, I follow William
Haver’s argument that AIDS never constitutes an object of knowledge, as for biomedical or
sociological discourse or for a subject’s apprehension. AIDS does not represent a meaning or a
form that one can locate and contain but an original surplus (an excess or plurality) that precedes
and forecloses the ontology of individual subjects and objects.72 This condition constitutes what
Haver calls the "destitution" of AIDS, insofar as AIDS and the HIV-positive body exceed their
identification as objects of phenomenological perception. In the impossibility of any
phenomenological relation between subjects and objects, much less any immanent relation
between individual subjects, the destitution of AIDS is defined by its essential non-relationality.
AIDS thereby marks the limit point at which we can know other bodies or enter a relation
founded on recognition or identification.
My understanding of the HIV-positive body also follows García Düttmann’s description
of its essential non-unity, the condition of Being-not-at-one with AIDS. For García Düttmann,
experiencing AIDS means being “at-odds-with" it, such that one becomes divided from both
one’s illness and oneself. In the temporal disjunction of one’s compressed finitude—of dying
“before one’s time”—and in the experience of physiological alienation from one’s body, one is
never just one. In Being-not-one, AIDS entails a condition of multiplicity, in that the afflicted
person experiences "a split that makes it impossible for him or her to be in one place [or one
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time] without at the same time being in another."73 In being not-at-one with space and time in a
present or unified capacity and in being at-odds-with oneself and one's body, the experience of
HIV/AIDS indexes the division and dispersion of embodied existence. This experience is thereby
incongruous with a phenomenological subject that exists in itself, as a self, and that experiences
itself as such. In separating the self from itself, HIV/AIDS redefines embodiment in terms of its
exteriority, in excess of subjective limits and figures.
The HIV-positive body’s destitution and division equally implicate the socio-political
quality of its corporeality; namely, its disappearance within a culture that suppresses its
presentation. Throughout Gonzalez-Torres’ career, the exclusion of HIV-positive bodies from the
official discourses and social spaces of public life meant that countless persons were relegated to
abject deaths, unrecognized and unmourned within the polis. For example, Ronald Reagan’s
refusal to publicly utter “HIV” or “AIDS” before 1987, after AIDS had killed over twenty-five
thousand Americans, exemplifies the exclusion of HIV-positive bodies from the public realm.74
As Tim Dean explains, writing in 1993: “Those in power have made every effort to prevent the
establishment of any identificatory signifier by which the suffering and deaths of hundreds of
thousands of gay men, nonwhites, and other socially marginalized groups could achieve positive
significance.”75 The preclusion of AIDS from the symbolic realm relegates it to the private
domain, against which the work of volunteers and activists has been to force it “back into the
public realm, since ‘the public’ is the only realm in which the signifier signifies.”76 Moreover, it
simultaneously “functions as a disavowal of death, a refusal to allow AIDS deaths to signify, […
thereby] forestalling the mourning that allows the dead to achieve their proper relation to the
living.”77 For these reasons, the public presence of HIV-positive bodies depends on the
conditions by which they can be recognized as such, despite their negation as such. Within a
milieu that reinforces their destitution, these bodies mark their exteriority to a space in which
they can appear or participate in proper relations.
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In the absence of a positive identificatory signifier through which a body may appear in
either life or death, it is uncertain how one can portray or mourn it without reproducing the
conditions of its abjection. How, on one hand, can one speak of a body without reiterating the
terms of its destitution; e.g. by affirming its categorization as an ostensible victim, degenerate, or
carrier of death? On the other hand, how can one speak of that body while preserving the
specificity of its existence, including its destitution? How does one apprehend and mourn the
body as a public being without translating it into a legible subject, thereby disavowing the
conditions of its existence (as in so many funerals for those that died of “pneumonia,” say)?
Gonzalez-Torres navigates these double binds by articulating experiences of HIV/AIDS, loss,
and sexuality by way of their indeterminacy, invoking specific bodies that elude specific
identifications.78 He reinserts bodies into the public realm by portraying conditions of embodied
existence that remain irreducible to particular subjects or subject positions. In works like
“Untitled” (Portrait of Ross), the absence of identity and the disappearance of the body index
experiences that are incongruous with the figuration of a proper subject. These works do not aim
to represent the HIV-positive body in its marginal subjectivity but in its abstraction, the
withdrawal of an identificatory or subjective figure. For example, the fluctuation of weight that
occurs in the piles illustrates the impossibility of figuring a static, self-present body; at the same
time, it registers the physical and socio-political conditions of abstract embodiment. This process
thereby indexes the social configurations and techniques of subjectivization that produce the
HIV-positive body while also imagining it differently.79 Gonzalez-Torres abstracts bodies to
disentangle them from the categorizations that prohibit their public appearance; in turn, he
multiplies and disseminates those bodies throughout the public realm.
The implication of HIV/AIDS is not foreign to Gonzalez-Torres' art nor does it inhere as
something that is necessarily knowable. Gonzalez-Torres presents elusive allegories for concrete
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conditions of embodiment, reflecting on how those conditions become manifest within broader
social, political, and ethical structures. His works are endemic to the particular circumstances of
the AIDS crisis, including the HIV-positive body’s negation in the public realm. While we can
thereby situate Gonzalez-Torres’ art in terms of this context, its abstraction and interpretive
openness offset its reduction to the identity of AIDS metaphors.80 In this way, Gonzalez-Torres
neither reiterates nor erases the destitution that HIV/AIDS effects. His work is mournful but not
necessarily melancholic, speaking of dejection without affirming the vocabulary that produces it.
Additionally, his work emerges from experiences of embodied existence that, while deeply
troubling, may allow us rethink the relation of bodies and beings and to reinvent our sociality
accordingly.81 By unbinding the relation of subjects and objects and of identities and bodies,
Gonzalez-Torres exposes the self’s division into a plurality where existence exceeds
individuality. In doing so, he imagines an ethics of co-existence that consists in the co-extension
of heterogenous beings, shared across a space of undelimited encounters.

Conclusion: Perverse Polymorphology
I conclude by highlighting one further way that Gonzalez-Torres offers an alternate model
for thinking the aesthetics of embodied experience. In undoing subject-object relations and in
deconstructing the individual figure’s proper borders, he exposes the interval between internal
and external experience and the perverse intensity that comprises that threshold. To the extent
that Gonzalez-Torres’ art occurs in its expropriate passage, the self-separation by which it
becomes external, it expresses its openness upon the world. Further, by refusing to insulate itself
from the world—from the shared sociality and history of an inclusive public—his work takes
place in the space of its unlimited extension, its undefined distribution outward. I want to suggest
that this openness and extension constitutes a force of contact, whereby the body touches upon
its constitutive exteriority. In its multifaceted contact with the world, across the plurality of
divergent passages and encounters it moves through, the body’s spatio-temporal distribution
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amounts to a kind of polymorphous perversity and, by way of linguistic inversion, what I define
as its perverse polymorphology.
The standard Freudian account defines polymorphous perversity as an infantile stage of
sexuality that occurs before the subject learns to parcel its body and, equally, the external world
into discrete, identifiable parts.82 Where the infant does not perceive the world in terms of
distinct subjects and objects, it spreads its sensations and desires across an indiscriminate field of
surfaces, textures, bodies, and things. However, the ego soon learns to distinguish and assume
the respective parts of its proper body, binding itself to its body through that categorization. As a
unified body cum ego, the subject distinguishes itself from the external world, grounding its
relation to the world upon its ability to discern and cathect objects within its phenomenological
frames of perception, desire, recognition, etc. In this normative process of subject formation, the
ego figures itself through its adoption of particular configurations of corporeal self-reflexivity
(which is essentially to describe the Lacanian mirror stage83) including its self-relation to discrete
sensations and pleasures. This self-relation finds analogous normative expression in the
disciplinary standardization of heterosexual sex, limited to its instrumental procreative function
and its organization of erogenous zones. This is the sense in which Freud qualifies “perversion”
as any divergence from the teleological orientation of procreative sex, encompassing any
sensation that occurs prior to, or outside of, it. However, this definition indicates that perversity
is not the exception but the rule, inasmuch as it encompasses the breadth of all psychosexual and
erogenous pleasures that aberrate from procreative intercourse. The perverse thereby includes
potentially any and everything, representing a force that is virtually unlimited in what it may
extend to. This force drives the constant movements by which beings and bodies diverge from
their manifest positions as unified, self-identical subjects; it detaches physical and psychic
sensation from subjective self-reflexivity, undoing the normative containment of bodies and
identities to disarticulate their instrumental social functions.
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The polymorphously perverse challenges the body’s normative formation as a unified
configuration of compartmentalized parts and, accordingly, as the materialization of an ego that
is distinct from the external world. It thereby rejects the unification of the body cum ego,
dissolving the boundaries that categorize it via the disciplinary delimitation of selfhood. This
effect is evident in the polymorphous, denoting a multiplicity of morphologies, the disunification of surfaces, and the proliferation of zones of contact and pleasure; it is also evident in
the perverse, denoting the unpredictable and unmarked trajectories of divergent movements. In
these ways, the polymorphously perverse entails an unlimited contact with the world, in that
sensation is not delimited to distinct or localized sites of contact, grounded in the ego’s relational
identity. The perversive is therefore also pervasive, marking the body's extension through the
world via the dissolution of subjective and objective boundaries. For these reasons,
polymorphous perversion is equally a perverse polymorphology, whereby a plurality of forms,
facets, and zones registers its own perverse force. In both cases, the perverse and the
polymorphous mark an experience that consists in the deconstruction of established categories
and relations of identities and bodies. They mark an erotics of interaction that is not limited to
the particular configurations of particular figures but a sensory openness upon an indefinite,
unlimited field of beings and bodies. They mark an experience of embodiment that occurs in the
absence of the body’s figuration as a subject and in the absence of its identity as a unified
individual. In sum, they represent the unbinding of bodies and identities that undoes the
constitutive property of subjective individuals. Ultimately, the perverse and the polymorphous
present the possibility of opening otherwise impossible spaces, virtual zones in which beings and
bodies can co-exist, touching just-at the limit of each other’s extension.
The extension of beings beyond their subjective and identificatory limits and of bodies
beyond their corresponding figures indicates new possibilities for inhabiting the world. The
dissolution of the individual, in and as its extension upon the external world, opens a space of coextension that precedes the formation of an autonomous self, including the hierarchies by which
different subjects exist above or below others. While Gonzalez-Torres does not define this space
in any specific terms, he proffers its possibility in works that are irreducible to their selfpresence, works where parts are equal rather than subordinate to a whole or to their individual
standing. The non-identity of the stacks and piles, and of Gonzalez-Torres’ portraits more
generally, suggest an equality of the non-identical, an equality that occurs in the separation of
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selves from themselves and in the disjunction of the individual’s properties and propriety. In the
expropriation of existence and embodiment, exercised in their shared spatio-temporal
distribution, Gonzalez-Torres conceptualizes what this kind of co-extension, this ethical intensity,
may consist of.
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2. Mourning, Materiality, and Space: Doris Salcedo at the
Threshold of Disappearance

Since the late 1980s, Doris Salcedo has demonstrated an equally poetic and powerful articulation
of abstract art’s political expression. Her shrewd use of materials, including her careful attention
to the lived realities redolent in them, speaks to her ability to reveal exceptional socio-political
circumstances in the quotidian. Drawing on her experience living alongside Colombia’s
traumatic political history, she considers how the experience of violence and loss occurs on
personal and public scales and in the political and ethical spheres. Specifically, her work unearths
the complexity, if not impossibility, of accounting for the many thousands of forced
disappearances that have occurred in Colombia since the 1970s. She illustrates the challenges of
mourning loss and responding to violence following the radical obliteration of bodies and erasure
of individuals. In contending with the inability to identify, or give identity to, anonymous
multitudes of disappeared persons, Salcedo asks how we can grieve what we cannot apprehend
as proper objects of loss. If disappearance confounds conventional forms of mourning, which
occur through an identificatory relation to the dead, Salcedo’s work imagines a different
experience of loss. I argue that that experience must operate outside traditional subject-object
relations, which posit another's death as something proper to oneself, as if to say "this loss is
mine.” To confront a loss that one cannot name, claim, or identify is arguably to invert the work
of mourning and to share in a non-possessive, non-subjective experience of grief. This is not to
abandon the task of mourning but to reconceive it vis-à-vis irredeemable violence; it is to sustain
loss as the non-egoic experience of an impossible relation to the dead and to share that
experience as a common practice of social, political, and ethical becoming. In sum, it is to
experience loss as its sharing.
The first half of this chapter outlines how a shared experience of loss may function as an
ethical experience, despite the impossibility of affirming the identities and subjectivities of
disappeared persons. I aim to theorize an ethics that, by refusing the prescription of identity and
subjectivity positions, refuses the organization of life and death according to hierarchies of sociopolitical and ontological value. More concretely, this is an ethics that refuses the criteria that
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delineate which subjects do and do not qualify for the state’s protection, relative to the discursive
boundaries of proper political life. From this necropolitical perspective, I explore how themes of
loss, violence, vulnerability, community, and intimacy intersect in Salcedo's art, undergirding its
ethical and political motivations. Rather than take these thematic terms as given, however, I
question the assumptions that inform their use. In particular, I put pressure on the idea that loss is
a subjective and that community and intimacy are inherently affirmative. I mean to distance
myself from common understandings of Salcedo’s work, including the artist's own, which retain
disciplinary categories that underlie the governance of life and death. My question is whether
deconstructing these categories means undoing established frameworks for the constitution of
socio-political existence. My corresponding aim is to posit ethical models that are premised upon
forms of existence that are irreducible to nomological categorization itself.
With these questions and aims in mind, I describe Salcedo's formal strategies by
analyzing a number of her pieces from the 1990s. Focusing on the physical and conceptual
relation between materials and bodies, I examine Salcedo's sculptural assemblages of furniture,
concrete, and sundry objects. Specifically, I consider how the use of discarded furniture and
clothing reveals the spectral materiality of these objects, which becomes evident in their ability
to index, although not identify, their past owners. Much of what is at stake in these works is their
material significance; namely, the specificity of particular objects to disappeared bodies and to
unknown persons, which affords these works a symbolic value that is both inherent and external
to them. In that way, these works diverge from the conventional logic of the index—to display
evidence of a past presence—but register a process of disappearing, the transit between presence
and absence where temporal, spatial, and semiotic distinctions break down. Between presence
and absence and between signification and the non-referential, disappearance questions material
limits and sensory thresholds, including the artwork’s own tenuous borders.
Finally, I examine Salcedo's subsequent installation work, which diverges from the
comparatively traditional sculptural models of her previous work, gesturing toward greater
emphasis on aesthetic interventions in public space. If the previous sculptures established the
foundation of her aesthetic vocabulary, these later works see her refining the application of this
vocabulary with a larger social purview. I consider how these developments have emerged
alongside the post-9/11 security state and accompanying geo-political order. Global shifts
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following 9/11 have necessarily bore upon the aesthetic terms of Salcedo's socio-political and,
hence, ethical engagements. Consequently, she has expanded her reflections on the particularities
of cultural and political violence, moving from Colombia’s recent history to the broader
technologies of control that define contemporary globalization. I look at how Salcedo’s art
reflects these shifts to reveal how changing local and global contexts demand appropriate
aesthetic responses. By analyzing Salcedo’s practice in this way, I aim to understand how she
deploys particular aesthetic strategies toward different expressions of her political and ethical
aims.

Disappearances, Abstractions, and Withdrawals
Born in 1958 in Bogotá, where she continues to live and work, Salcedo creates sculptures
and installations that emerge from the political violence that has pervaded Colombia throughout
her life. Warring guerrillas, military and paramilitary forces, and drug cartels have kept the
nation in a state of persistent conflict, particularly through the notorious practice of secretly
abducting, detaining, torturing, and often executing dissidents, most of whom are civilians. Tens
of thousands of Colombians have consequently disappeared without warning, often never to be
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seen again.84 Salcedo's experience witnessing violent conflict—both personally and vicariously
—and her close contact with the bereaved deeply inform her practice. In acknowledging the
suffering of innumerable desaparecidos, in addition to their survivors, Salcedo responds to the
terror of a de-facto regime of militia rule by honouring the lives it has effaced. By positioning
her art against the socio-political conditions that motivate the effects and consequences of
disappearance, she confronts the history of disappearance and the continuing repression of
national trauma that has followed it; namely, the submission of historical memory and political
consciousness to amnesia and the pervasive disavowals by which state and citizens eschew their
implications in that history.85 Against the suppression of historical trauma and, hence, the
continuing effects of negation that haunt the disappeared, Salcedo resists the reproduction of the
socio-political exclusions that disappearance initially enacts. By conjuring the loss that state
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violence generates, she works against the refusal of its expression. Further, she debunks the idea
that loss is a private, depoliticized enterprise, as opposed to a collective experience that is
essentially social. For that reason, she articulates loss as something that is effectively political in
the word’s etymological sense: a matter of the polis.
Given that Salcedo’s aesthetic choices are inextricable from their political motivations—
the former address the conditions of perception the latter entail—the specifics of this context
complicate her aims. While her work is concerned with many forms of political violence, it is
particularly attuned to the physical and ontological as well as social and political disappearance
of individuals. To be sure, many abductees have returned, many disappeared bodies have been
found or exhumed, and the disappeared's kin typically recognize and mourn their absence and/or
death. Disappearance is knowable to the extent it registers a concrete absence, whereby the
erasure of specific persons consciously affects those attached to them, registering the effect of
loss. However, the unique terror of disappearance lies in preempting the ability to register loss,
such that the disappeared cease to exist as concrete referents or identifiable figures, instead
occupying an ambiguous state between presence and absence, life and death.86 According to Hito
Steyerl, the state of forced-disappearance recalls “Schrödinger’s cat," the famous thought
experiment that demonstrates how the inability to knowingly observe a being renders its
ontology radically indeterminate: “Perhaps the state of missing speaks of a paradoxical
superposition that cannot be understood with the conceptual tools of Euclidian physics, human
biology, or Aristotelian logic. Perhaps it reaches out to an impossible coexistence of life and
death. Both are materially interlaced in limbo—as long as no observer opens the ‘box’ of
indeterminacy. Which is, in many cases, a grave.”87
Salcedo is not strictly dealing with the abduction, torture, detention, and murder of
individuals but the deeper negation that occurs in the process. Leaving no corpse to receive any
burial, disappearance aims to erase one’s very being, rendering existence essentially
indeterminate (the disappearance of a being marks the disappearance of being as a discernible
ontological figure; existence therefore is its own disappearance). For those many whose memory
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has not been preserved, those who do not bear images on shrines or names on monuments and
who otherwise fail to evince any indication of presence, disappearance leaves the anonymity of
beings beyond ken (“unknown unknowns,” as it were). Or else disappearance leaves inscrutable
bodily remains that no longer belong to any body, at least in any proprietary or empirical sense.
Much of the violence of disappearance consists in unknowability, the inability to locate the
identity of bodies and to identify their location. If the aim of disappearance is to eradicate the
presence of one's being without evidencing that erasure, it works to create and exploit an
epistemological and phenomenological blindspot, a suspension of apprehension. The
desaparecido ceases to signify a concrete entity—a specific individual or body—and becomes
instead an abstraction; it is emptied of particular identificatory and ontological significance and
relegated to a precarious state where existence remains outside our horizon of knowledge and
perception.
Salcedo’s artistic strategies and their effects arise from the aesthetic challenges this
condition entails. She does not address disappearance by way of representational, figurative, or
narrative means; she does not name names, depict likenesses, or pronounce statements; she does
not reify the disappeared by imposing an image or identity upon them; and she does not claim to
speak on anyone's behalf. She creates works of abstraction, in both the senses of being formally
rooted in the aesthetics of abstract sculpture and in dealing with abstractions: beings without
determinate bodies, figures, or identities. Her work does not find meaning in particular references
or signs but in her efforts to draw affective qualities from materials and forms. I do not mean to
suggest that Salcedo represents the unrepresented or unrepresentable nor that these circumstances
entail a prohibition on representation itself.88 Rather, it is in and against a condition outside of
representation, for which disappearance entails neither a presence nor a distinct absence to represent or not, that she embraces abstraction as a non-figurative means of invoking
disappearance. Salcedo does not attempt to, nor possibly can, portray disappearance but points to
the limit of its apprehension, conjuring the condition of indeterminacy and imperceptibility it
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entails. She employs abstraction as a non-figurative means of, in Jean-Luc Nancy's terms, tracing
the figure’s withdrawal.89
The body that disappears without a trace, save for the trace of its negation, produces only
remote, non-signifying vestiges of what we cannot perceive as a proper figure; e.g. a bone
fragment or a piece of clothing that could belong to anyone. In other cases, the body simply
dissolves into the earth or sea, revealing nothing.90 In its disappeared form, the body is manifest
as an abstraction, implying two forms of perception: first, it appears as a non-figurative, areferential, and often immaterial impression; second, it appears as its removal from a frame of
intelligibility, invoking abstraction’s etymological sense of withdrawal.91 Describing the body in
its abstraction does not mean presenting or representing it but registering the appearance of its
withdrawal from appearance. As Jill Bennett explains, quoting the artist: "Salcedo does not
reveal the body of the other. ‘Memory must work between the figure of the one who has died and
the life disfigured by death,' she argues, and it is in this gap that the artwork itself functions. This
gap may be thought of as a perceptual space in which objects are encountered through the senses
and in which—as Salcedo notes—‘the capacity of vision to make sense of the world breaks
down, because one can no longer render present the one who has died.'"92 In recognizing the
suspension of perception that disappearance entails—the ability to “render present the one who
has died”—Salcedo does not depict a body or its subjection to violence and disappearance. She
opens the interval between the figure and the dis-figured, wherein the disappeared oscillates
between what is not quite absent (the lack of a body) and not quite present (a complete material
or symbolic form).
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Sovereignty, Subjugation, and the Production of Bare Life
This analysis already makes a number of complicated assumptions about what
disappearance entails and about how Salcedo's responds to it. To avoid reducing disappearance to
an ahistorical trope, it is important to unpack its social and political functions with attention to
their ethical ramifications. The practice of forced disappearance is largely associated with,
although it is not exclusive to, Latin American military dictatorships of the 1960s, 70s, and 80s.
These regimes used disappearance as a technique of social control through state terror, to manage
the polis through violence, intimidation, and censorship. As a means of preserving power by
identifying, amassing, and eliminating dissident citizens and, hence, by imparting fear in the
population, this practice is structural to such dictatorships. Disappearance implies a particular
relation between law, subjectivity, and sovereignty that undergirds martial rule. If citizens are
typically constituted in their subjection to the law, the disappeared (as other subjects of state
violence) are constituted in their subjection to that law’s suspension, as occurs in their extra-legal
abduction and/or execution. The disappeared are constituted in relation to both the inside and
outside of the law or, more accurately, in relation to the folding of inside out and outside in.
Following Giorgio Agamben, citizens are included within the polis only through their
exclusion.93 The status of citizenship is equal to its potential effacement, insofar as one’s
recognition as such is also what renders one vulnerable to negation; namely, to exemption from
the rights and protections that citizenry formulates.
The selective attribution of political representation, at the behest of a sovereign that
reserves the prerogative to place itself above its own law, underlies what Agamben terms "bare
life.” This concept denotes a state of negative political existence that confers one’s ability to be
killed outside of legal prohibition or consequence. Its production derives from the sovereign
suspension of the law, which Agamben terms the "state of exception," as in the declaration of a
state of emergency.94 To the extent that this suspension affirms the sovereign right to
simultaneously enforce and transcend its own jurisdiction, it is both exceptional to, and
paradigmatic of, the law. Or rather, this exception is the paradigm, such that sovereignty operates
in its own transgression. In the sovereign decision over who embodies the rights and protections
93 Agamben,
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that categories such as citizenry and personhood embody—categories that are part and parcel of
sovereignty and define subjectivity under it—the production of bare life is emblematic of the
biopolitical organization of life.95 As Agamben summarizes: “If it is the sovereign who, insofar
as he decides on the state of exception, has the power to decide which life may be killed without
the commission of homicide, in the age of biopolitics this power becomes emancipated from the
state of exception and transformed into the power to decide the point at which life ceases to be
politically relevant.”96 In the act of extra-juridical abduction and murder, disappearance
constitutes the disappeared as “politically irrelevant;" or to cite the Aristotelian distinction
Agamben uses, it delineates them as subjects of bios, mere biological life, versus zoē, properly
political life.97 The production of bare life occurs in this exemption of subjects from any social
contract that would constitute them as relevant subjects, whether in their capacity as citizens or,
on a broader juridical scale, as persons proper. The legitimate subject is therefore co-extensive
with their rights; to exempt one from them is to perform one’s exclusion from what we take as
socially, politically, and ontologically valid life.
While this exemption concerns the governance of life, it naturally extends to death, which
is analogously categorized according to bureaucratic criteria of "relevance." To the extent that
disappearance withdraws the living and dead from social and political legibility, it excludes life
and death from conventional frames of perception and knowledge. For those that exist outside
categories such as the citizen or the person—those that exceed the institutional limits of the
political—the recognition of life-as-life and death-as-death fails to hold. As Judith Butler argues,
the social and political categories that constitute what is “proper” automatically establish an
external realm of abjection where life and death do not count.98 Outside the discursive frames
that render an individual legible, life, death, loss, and the conditions of one’s destruction, remain
outside the field of socio-political relevance. For example, Butler, as an American writing about
the Iraq war during the early 2000s, describes how the discursive devaluation of Iraqis not only
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renders their lives socially, politically, and ontologically worthless, such that their destruction is
considered beyond reproach, it entails that their death cannot be taken as loss. This devaluation
prohibits mourning and forecloses grief, preempting any empathetic or identificatory relation to
others through which we may sense another’s loss. And because loss represents a vital social tie
within the inherently relational constitution of subjectivity, its denial is particularly destructive.
Against the delegitimization of grief and the failure to perceive death as socially and politically
relevant, Butler advocates mourning as political praxis. She calls for the experience of loss as an
affect that, by performing one's lose-ability, reasserts the legitimacy of one’s death and life.
My analysis is largely indebted to Butler’s schema, although I do not want to adopt it tout
court. Whereas mourning conventionally works to repair broken or unfulfilled identificatory
bonds, I want to consider how it functions outside of that subjective relation, which Butler
emphasizes. Insofar as mourning consists in divesting one’s libidinal and identificatory ties to a
lost object, it serves as a productive exercise in distributing one’s internal psychic attachments
back into the world.99 However, if mourning’s goal is to restore the ego, it is disposed to reaffirm
the subject’s internal limits. By distinguishing subject from object, and subject from the external
world, it relegates loss to the ego's centred horizon of subjective perception. In contrast, I want to
describe a form of mourning that neither grounds the egoic subject nor defaults to melancholia,
mourning’s pathological counterpart, which entails an incorporative identification with the lost
object. My aim is to posit an experience of mourning that sustains loss in order to extricate
identificatory and intersubjective investments, distributing them back into the world to open
oneself upon it. This is to consider how loss does not necessarily constitute us as subjects in
relation to each other and, hence, in relation to categories of political legitimacy and subjugation;
rather, loss may separate us from subjectivity in ways that reveal the collective impossibility of
such relations. I thereby aim to describe a community of mourning that, following Roberto
Esposito, consists in the common impossibility of being in common. This is a community formed
by "loss, removal and expropriation... not a fullness but a void and an alteration" that is "felt as a
threat to the individual identity of the subject precisely because it loosens or breaks the
boundaries that ensure the stability and subsistence of individual identity."100 This community
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does not consist in identificatory exclusivity, expressing a common identity that informs intimate
bonds with others; it exists through an experience of inclusive co-existence or co-belonging.
Here, community occurs in a belonging that is not properly a belonging at all, insofar as it
exceeds the limits of any identifiable category with which to belong.101 A community of
mourning is therefore irreducible to a relation formed through the common possession or
internalization of loss; rather, it posits loss as common in itself, in that it belongs to no one
because it is shared among everyone. In this way, loss is a force of expropriation that separates
selves from themselves, suspending asymmetrical relations between subjects under the aegis of
sovereignty.
Furthermore, the impulse to figure disappeared persons within inter-subjective relations,
based on identification and recognition, conflicts with the phenomenological and epistemological
indeterminacy that disappearance entails. Typically, the intuitive response to ethical violations
such as forced disappearances implies restoring self-identity, to counter the dehumanizing and
radically anonymizing effects of state violence. For many who write on Salcedo, her art serves
precisely to individualize the de-individualized and to return identity to the anonymous. For
example, Moacir Dos Anjos writes that, in Salcedo’s work, “[e]ven without the inscription of a
single name, the simple ordering of places of burial redeems the dead from anonymity…”102
Edlie L. Wong similarly describes the effect of Salcedo’s art “to mitigate the depersonalizing
anonymity of violence.”103 The reassertion of identity honours the dead by affirming the
irreplaceability of individual lives, resisting the hegemonic devaluation of life and death that
renders particular beings anonymous. This is a valid position, which I am not interested in
dismissing as an oppositional social practice or as a means of working through bereavement.
However, it is worth asking about what reasserting that identity entails, particularly when it is
projected upon the unknowable post facto. What does one aim to recuperate by returning the
disappeared from anonymity, save for an appropriative claim to the identity of relatable subjects?
Is there not, rather, something unnameable that remains in place of the anonymous, something
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irreducible to the replete sign of an individual that is wholly prior to its anonymity? What if we
do not locate a being’s singularity in its subjectivity, identity, or individuality, implying that the
specificity of one’s existence may persist in its anonymity and irreferentiality?
Following these questions, I want to think through the possibility of an ethics that occurs
in the absence of identity and in the radical inclusivity of anonymity. This is to consider if the
impossibility of relating to others affirms their negation or if it may open a form of co-existence
that consists in their inappropriability, something closer to what Jean-Luc Nancy describes as
being’s singular plurality? Specifically, I want to theorize a shared experience of loss that occurs
in the inability to identify its object, to posit an experience of mourning the unknown as
unknown, understanding that non-relation as a form of co-existence. This is to imagine the
withdrawal of subjective identity not as an effect of subjugation but as a disarming experience of
vulnerability, openness, and exposure: "an exteriorization of existence," Roberto Esposito writes,
"...an interpretation of existence itself as exteriority, experience, ecstasy... as the subject's escape
from himself or herself or as his or her originary opening to otherness that constitutes the subject
from the beginning in the form of a 'being-with' [essere con] or a 'with-being' [con essere]."104
With Esposito, I posit being’s externalization against the effect of what he calls “immunization:”
the shoring up of internal subjective limits (the intimacy of self-identity) as a defensive reaction
to external threat ("the risky contiguity of the other”).105 In the self’s withdrawal from itself, the
subject dissolves into an openness upon a world shared among others.
An ethics that occurs in the absence of subjective identity also eschews humanist
frameworks that intuitively privilege notions such as redemption, autonomy, and personhood.
These notions traditionally aver the association between the individual subject and proper life,
for instance, by attributing violence to a lack of human empathy or a failure to recognize others
as humans or persons proper. Such claims fail to recognize how socio-political and juridical
categories such as "the human" and "the person" iterate the distinction between relevant and
irrelevant life.106
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Similarly, restoring identity and subjectivity may feed back into these frameworks that
organize life and death according to criteria of socio-political distinction; that is, according to
exclusionary categories of political relevance. Following Esposito and Agamben, the foundation
of categories such as subjectivity, personhood, and citizenship automatically divides existence
into distinct realms of political and ontological validity. Through this fundamental biopolitical
distinction, which organizes life along the lines of discursive rights and freedoms, the exclusion
of biological life from the realm of proper political life has markedly unethical effects. This
distinction organizes life in terms of property: on one hand, the proper life of the subject, evident
in a one’s self-propriety and autonomy, and, on the other hand, life that is not proper to itself,
evident in one’s incapacity to assume autonomous subjectivity. One's embodiment of proper
individual subjectivity affirms one's capacity to possess one's own life and, hence, one's political
rights and freedoms.107 By separating a kind of orphaned life from life that is proper-to-itself—
life whose destruction constitutes something like a violation of "private property”—ontological
impropriety signals a state of death-in-life. This biopolitical distinction then serves as a
necropolitical distinction, implicating the production of death into the production and governance
of life. By removing subjects from the fact of their mere biological life, the protection of the
proper from the improper has historically motivated the systematic destruction of bare life: the
distinction between what part of a population is subject to protection or elimination finds
expression in the negation of life qua state control. The attempt to immunize proper life against
the threat of its (internal) outside—the threat of its intrinsic abjection—facilitates the free
destruction of bare life, reiterating the exclusion that demarcates the distinction of proper and
improper.108
By counterposing the production of subjectivity, citizenship, and personhood with the
production of bare life and necropolitical technologies of death, I do not mean to equate them.
Rather, I mean to address the binary logic of inclusion and exclusion that guides the respective
protection and negation of bodies, particularly via state violence. Any ethics that arises in
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response to the latter cannot strictly occupy the position of subject or subaltern or of proper or
improper, dichotomies that structurally privilege one term over the other. I do not intend to
promote the status of the proper subject nor to celebrate or redeem a condition of powerlessness
and victimhood. Between subjectivity and subjugation, ethics occurs in deconstructing this logic
of exclusion and hierarchization; it arises in the co-existence of separate beings, held together
through mutual dispossession rather than relations of propriety or intersubjective attachment.
This is an ethics that consists in the withdrawal from, and the disappearance of, discrete subject
and identity positions, instancing the becoming of an ethical dis-position that follows the
movement of singular beings together. And this is an ethics that consists in the shared nonappropriability of others, by which life is neither proper nor improper but exists in its
expropriation (and ex-appropriation). In these ways, the withdrawal of identity and subjectivity
instances the divestment of selfhood, marking the self’s separation from the internalizing limits
by which it exists in and of itself and in relation to others.

Salcedo: Separation and Otherness
These many considerations inform how we may view Salcedo’s artistic engagement with
Colombian social history; namely, her efforts to mourn the disappeared, to address the trauma of
violence, and to communicate the ethical and political urgency of those tasks. To be sure, her art
is not strictly contingent upon the context from which it emerges, as it typically does not refer to,
nor is exclusive to, Colombia or any signifier thereof. Rather, as Mieke Bal argues, Salcedo's art
reveals the universal in the particular: her focus on singular cases of state terror points to a
general condition of political violence that is not locally confined to any given nation or
history.109 Nevertheless, Salcedo's practice is distinctly rooted in her experience as a witness to
national violence. For example she cites her experience observing the 1985 siege of the Bogotá
Palace of Justice, a failed two day coup that left 280 dead, as a formative event that has shaped
her practice.110 More significantly, her art emerges from her experience as a "secondary witness"
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to the testimony of Colombians bereaved by state violence.111 In a quasi-anthropological fashion,
Salcedo establishes close contact with the families and loved ones of disappeared and executed
Colombians, whom she interviews to conduct the research that underlies her practice. This
fieldwork has both functional and formal ramifications for her work: these interviews motivate,
first, Salcedo’s attempt to share grief by extending private losses to an inclusive public and,
consequently, the formal means by which she attempts to do so. The testimony these interview
subjects provide is crucial for the artist, who insists that their experiences of trauma and loss are
what determine how she makes a piece. Her work does not then reflect her subjective experience
or perspective but is mediated through her dialogue with others, an exchange that, for Salcedo
(and in contradistinction to the framework I have heretofore described), takes the form of an
empathic connection with others: “I try to be a witness of the witness,” she states. “I look for an
intimate proximity with the victims of violence that allows me to stand in for them. One must
feel close to another in order to stand in for him or her and create an artwork out of another’s
experience.”112 And likewise: “The sculpture presents the experience of the victim as something
present… offering the possibility that an intimacy develops in a human being when he or she
receives something of the experience of another. Art sustains the possibility of an encounter
between people who come from quite distinct realities.”113
Given these statements, my understanding of Salcedo’s work diverges from her own. If
Salcedo describes an experience of standing in for another, of exhibiting the victim’s experience
as something present, and of developing an intimacy via identification, I prefer to consider the
encounter with another’s experience as an impersonal non-relation. To Salcedo’s credit, however,
she has recognized the problems the above approach involves. “In the past,” Jill Bennett
summarizes,

Salcedo described her “research” process in terms of internalizing the grief of
others—of "allowing their pain to take over me…:" “In a way I become that
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person. Their suffering becomes mine; the centre of that person becomes my
centre and I can no longer determine where my centre actually is.” More
recently, however, she has articulated a certain discomfort with the notion of
identification and the implication that one can move into the place of the primary
witness. Although her encounter with such a witness entails a capacity to feel
into another, it retains a sense of the separateness of that person’s experience—
and of a distance that cannot be entirely bridged. 114

Salcedo’s ambivalence is telling, inasmuch it reveals the impossibility of receiving another's
experience without betraying it, whether in appropriating or in failing to adequately respond to
another's suffering. No less, Salcedo recognizes that sharing another’s experience occurs in spite
of, or rather because of, our inability to fully apprehend these experiences: “What I’m addressing
in the work is something that is actually in the process of vanishing… A half-present reality. You
never manage to perceive it as something concrete; you never manage to grasp it. I’m most
concerned about what goes beyond my understanding. I myself fail to apprehend it.”115 Likewise,
she has recently noted that her “work is about the memory of experience, which is always
vanishing, not about experiences taken from life.” And that it “departs from the singularity of a
lived experience but en route, [sic] effaces that experience.”116 While Salcedo’s work comes out
of her experience receiving others' testimony, it also encompasses her admitted failure to present
the experience of others that she is already twice removed from.117 This failure is not a
shortcoming, however, but a condition for her work to function: “art must fail," she affirms,
indicating her inability to reproduce another’s experience, short of exposing viewers to its
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inaccessibility; in turn, that experience of inassimilability and inappropriability may decentre
one's sense of subjective grounding.
What remains debatable are the qualitative means by which this experience of decentring
occurs, whether in terms of intimacy and identification (with the other's suffering, which disrupts
my sense of self) or the separateness involved in “feeling into another” (the exposure to
inaccessibility that displaces my position as an autonomous subject). This distinction is endemic
to larger debates about the constitution of an appropriate ethics, particularly in terms of the
other’s role therein. For Salcedo, who explicitly draws upon the phenomenology of Emmanuel
Lévinas, ethics consists in the intersubjective link that occurs in the face-to-face encounter with
the other (in this case, the actual face to face meeting between Salcedo and her interview
subjects). This encounter articulates the other’s demand upon the self, a demand that is both
unconditional and unfulfillable, undermining the self’s claim to ontological autonomy. The
presence of the other, which is irreducible to the self’s phenomenological horizon (i.e. to one’s
finite ontological purview), challenges the notion of a self that exists in and for itself, replacing it
with the debt to the other that precedes the self’s very existence. “Everything that is beyond me,
that I fail to grasp, that I cannot remedy or deal with, is the Other," Salcedo writes, intimating
that the experience of her art entails an encounter with alterity.118 Or alternately, to paraphrase
Salcedo, it deals in the intimacy that develops when one receives something of the experience of
another.119
I remain interested in this schema but question if Salcedo’s work necessarily involves a
self-other relation, inasmuch as disappearance is irreducible to either presence or absence, such
that it is impossible to behold the present face of the other. If this framework limits the ethical
encounter to the parameters of self and other, identity and difference, I want to consider an ethics
that occurs in the expropriation of being, the dissolution of individuality into a field of singular
plurality. This a field where being, pace Nancy, does not accord any identity rooted in ipseity or
any immanent bond to others but is singular because it is plural and vice versa.120 This is to think
ethics not in terms of the production of identity in relation to difference and in the corresponding
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compartmentalization of beings but in the shared distribution of beings throughout the world. In
this respect, my analysis follows John Paul Ricco's reading of Nancy's ethics, which occurs not
between separate beings but in being as that separation, which occurs in the interval where
beings are equal in their shared non-identicality.121 I therefore depart from the idea that a discrete
relation between individuals occurs in Salcedo's work, instead arguing that her art reveals a nonor failed- relation to indeterminate beings. The intimacy that develops in her work, then, is more
accurately an intimate-exteriority: a proximity sustained in distance and a distance that holds
beings together in separation, in mutual negation of both inclusion and exclusion. This
proximate-distance is a condition of possibility for being together, insofar as it opens the
intervals between beings throughout which being is shared. It is the shared space throughout
which singular beings, bodies, and things co-exist, without reflexively defining themselves as
insular subjects. If Salcedo seeks to share experiences of loss and to engender communities from
their shared grief, I read her work along these lines to consider what the ethical and political
substance of that collectivity consists in. To that end, I henceforth discuss Salcedo’s work itself,
which demonstrates the aesthetic expression of these ethical and political aims while, at the same
time, illuminating the broader possibilities of what those expressions may entail.

The (Im)Materiality of Disappeared Bodies: Salcedo's Sculptures
Salcedo's established her art practice throughout the late 1980s and 1990s, creating
jarring yet understated sculptures from disused domestic furniture, much of which she adopts
from those she interviews.122 She transforms items such as old beds, doors, tables, chairs, desks,
and wardrobes (mostly made of wood) into dense assemblages, variously merging objects
together, embedding them in concrete, and appending them with other material ephemera. She
combines the aesthetics of minimalist sculpture with an interest in found materials, taking items
apart to reassemble them into new, abstract configurations. These structures oscillate between
fragility and formidability, lightness and weight, and physicality and immateriality, resulting in
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forms that are simultaneously formally austere and emotionally poignant. As roughly-geometric
configurations of common prefabricated objects, these works recall the art of modernist sculptors
like Carl Andre at the same time they echo a quasi-surrealist sensibility in their effort to reveal
the uncanny within quotidian objects. Salcedo articulates the solidity of geometric shapes and
planes alongside the negative spaces they cast, playing with the physical volumes of open and
closed forms. For example, hollow structures like wardrobes become solid when filled with
concrete while solid objects like chairs become penetrable as they intersect and cut through one
another. Additionally, these volumes take on the scale of the human body or work in direct
relation to it, which accentuates their physical immediacy by articulating their presence in threedimensional space. This effect is deliberate by default, as the use of domestic furniture exploits
the fact it is already sized to the human body relative to its architectural interiors: these
sculptures do not mimic an anthropomorphic scale but are preconfigured to it.
Salcedo’s choice and treatment of media, including the kinds of materials and objects that
she works with, largely determine her work’s function. Her use of furniture and concrete initially
points to the industrial-fabrication aesthetic her minimalist predecessors typify; however, her
work soon turns away from the precision and standardization that aesthetic involves, preferring
to foreground the wornness of materials. These sculptures retain the anonymous and
expressionless fabrication of readymade objects while revealing the physical contact and wear
that accumulate between bodies and visibly-used personal effects. Here, matter that remains
impersonal and anonymous contains a specific tangibility or "personal touch,” which is not to
indicate the touch of the artist's hand but an indirect contact between remote bodies. This quality
of specific anonymity and anonymous specificity—of singular marks that are irreducible to a
single origin—is central to these works, which bear the particular character of their materials and
construction. Salcedo places crucial emphasis on particular objects to draw out their embedded
qualities, such that the significance of her art largely emerges through affective contact with its
materials.
In emphasizing this material affectivity, the items that comprise these sculptures approach
abstraction, in that they retain their appearance as familiar items while abandoning their function
as such. Quotidian objects appear as themselves or, to invoke the rhetoric of minimal art, as
"literal" objects (i.e. as real rather than representational things). Further, they call to mind Donald
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Judd's notion of "specific objects,” which describes the artwork as an objective, self-reflexive,
and self-presentational structure. Salcedo’s work resonates with Judd’s emphasis on exhibiting
the specificity of items that exist without a functional or representational purpose; however, she
does not locate the object’s specificity in its tautological form but its social properties. What is
specific to these otherwise anodyne and banal objects are the historical spectres of violence and
loss embedded within them, the traces of disappearance that saturate matter and bear witness to a
history of political trauma, if only by embodying the void that arises with the erasure of beings.
These materials index particular socio-political conditions without necessarily signifying a
particular referent. They are specific to the objects, places, histories, and experiences that contain
disappearances but they do not state their identity as such. As Salcedo explains, she does not
herself determine the content or themes of her work, nor the significance of the materials she
uses, but uncovers them through the realities they emerge from: "The precariousness of the
materials that I use is already given in the testimonies of the victims," she states. "As a result, as
an artist, I don’t have the opportunity to choose the themes that inform a piece.”123 Likewise: “I
work with materials that are already charged with significance, with a meaning they have
acquired in the practice of everyday life... Therefore metaphor becomes unnecessary.”124
Salcedo reveals an uncanny quality within otherwise ordinary materials and rational
compositions, exposing a certain pathos from behind a relatively unassuming façade. She
demonstrates how the experience of loss qualitatively and affectively transforms inert matter,
registering how objects cease to exist as objects-unto-themselves when instilled with loss.125 Her
process of bricolage removes its constituent objects from any identifiable use or functional
purpose, as if to demonstrate how they have become decommissioned in their abandonment. This
tendency is particularly evident among her early sculptures, which tear apart emblems of healing
and care such as hospital beds and cribs, putting them back together as makeshift patchworks of
severed parts. For example, Untitled (1987) [fig 2.1] consists of a cage-like structure composed
of fragments of hospital cots that Salcedo welds to the inside of an upturned shelving unit,
rendering these items useless. This re-composition replaces hospice with a state of confinement
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and disfiguration, as if to conjure the visceral anxiety that occurs when violence and loss disrupt
the normal functions of everyday life. Nevertheless, the spareness of the work’s form, the
measured intertwinement of ordinary objects rendered abstract, makes such an explicit
interpretation almost gratuitous. These materials seem to speak for themselves by conjuring the
unease that attends their disuse and disfiguration, rendering the inversion of the anodyne into the
otherworldly.
Salcedo’s strategy of presenting objects in inoperative states carries through to her most
recent furniture sculptures, such as Untitled (2007) [fig 2.2], a work that ensconces a single
wooden chair in a block of concrete. In this piece, Salcedo divorces a common object from the
functional presence of animate human bodies, sacrificing the object's conventional affordance for
the affective value that this incongruity brings. Salcedo covers all but the chair’s outward sides
and the backrest's top third with concrete, forming two blocks that sit atop and below the seat.
The concrete fills the shapes that the chair’s negative spaces form, bringing the structure’s
geometric simplicity into relief within its cuboid frame. Meanwhile, the perpendicular angles of
the chair’s frame echo internal reinforcement bars that protrude from the top of the concrete and
are visible along the work’s perimeter. These bars vertically cut through the concrete blocks as
well as the chair itself, revealing the concrete’s internal skeleton running through the work’s
entire height. The chair no longer appears to divide the concrete into separate blocks placed
above and below the seat; rather, these bars reveals that the chair is structurally inextricable from
the concrete and metal. This effect is augmented by the swaths of concrete that seamlessly wash
upon sections of the chair’s outer perimeter. The discrete parts that comprise the work do not
function as self-contained objects but are materially transformed in their assembly. The chair
ceases to be simply a chair-unto-itself, becoming instead an abstract element in a structure
populated only by inert matter. By replacing the absent figure of a hypothetical body (the seated
individual), the concrete negates the chair’s function (to hold the human figure), rendering it
useless as a chair. This chair no longer receives or maintains contact with a body and, in the
absence of any such body, any body that is either here (in the seat) or there (present elsewhere), it
becomes a metonym of the impossibility of signifying particular figures. Or in another sense, the
concrete that fills the chair is also what makes it appear empty. The chair appears both as a chairqua-chair—it remains a literal chair—and a chair that no longer operates as such, inasmuch as it
becomes obsolete in the disappearance of its collaborative body. Its disuse dissociates it from
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itself as a functional object, transforming it into an abstraction; however, its status as an
abstraction is also what gives the work its value as a memorial to, or as a metonym of, the
disappeared body, whose loss withdraws the chair from its own ontology.
As this work demonstrates, Salcedo's use of concrete is among the most pronounced
features of her sculptural vocabulary. In distinction to her dis- and re-assembly of furniture,
concrete serves as a volumetric substance that allows Salcedo to solidify the given form of
individual items or to combine several pieces in one overall mass. By embedding chairs in
reinforced concrete or by filling the cavities of furniture with it, she transforms these items into
obdurate, solid, and all the more non-functional forms. This is most evident in her series of
untitled sculptures from between 1989 and 2008 (most are from around 1998 or 2007) [fig 2.3,
2.4], for which she filled various wardrobes and dressers with concrete, in most cases placing
smaller items like chairs and clothing within them or, alternately, conjoining them with each
other or with separate items such as bed frames. Here, concrete adds great physical mass to these
items and permits otherwise impossible compositions to hold. In a formal contradiction, concrete
emboldens the solidity of forms while exposing their physical penetrability. It fixes large
volumes together while allowing them to bisect without destroying each other. Concrete thereby
permits tenuous constructions to remain in place, giving them the structural strength to maintain
extreme states—to push at the physical borders of objects and materials—and to express a sense
of formal precariousness in its structural resilience.126
One example of these works, Untitled (1998) [fig 2.5] is a sculpture built around a
freestanding wardrobe of roughly 7’ x 5’ x 2’ in size. Salcedo removes the wardrobe’s doors and
drawers, filling its interior with an internal body of smoothly applied concrete, which conforms
to the structure like the surface of a skin. The concrete mass accentuates details such as the shape
of wardrobe’s structure, including a beveled line that runs around its perimeter horizontally,
demarcating the item’s base, and a vertical bar that divides the wardrobe’s main body lengthwise.
As the concrete transforms the wardrobe's depth into surface, these features assume a graphic
quality, recalling the geometric abstraction of a Piet Mondrian grid or Barnet Newman “zip.”
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Salcedo both adds to and disrupts this graphic effect by placing a sideways wooden chair at the
bottom of the wardrobe’s body. The entirety of the chair’s rear frame emerges slightly from the
structure's front surface, transitioning from an almost seamless integration with the wardrobe to a
distinct protrusion outward. Toward the edge of the structure, the surface of the chair’s legs are
consistent with the wardrobe’s surfaces and sit flush with the its sides, reinforcing the work’s
orthogonal grid pattern. However, as the chair’s back begins to curve outward it reintroduces
depth into the structure, betraying the graphic flatness of the structure’s intersecting lines. The
chair thereby reasserts itself as a chair, pulling itself back from the point of visual abstraction
without reconstituting itself as a functional figure. Likewise, the wardrobe returns to its literal
manifestation as a wardrobe but remains separate from its function as such, appearing irreparably
transformed from its existence as a deliberate figure.
Several related sculptures work to similar ends by turning wardrobes into cruciform
structures. In a single structure, one or two wardrobes step through the empty body of another,
sometimes intersecting with its frame as if moving through it. Alternately, Salcedo will fit a
dresser inside a wardrobe but position it so that it slants outward, exposing itself outside of the
sculpture's central structure. At other times, Salcedo will stack wardrobes on the floor, conjoining
that structure with an upright table of equal height but markedly greater length [fig. 2.6]. As the
table contiguously merges with the stacked wardrobe, it provides that structure with a coherent
upper surface; however, the table appears out of place where it extends beyond the wardrobes.
With these additional few feet feet, the table presents itself as the fragmented remnant of a
functional item anchored in an irrational structure. In all of these cases, Salcedo upends the
conventional appearance and function of common furniture, transforming domestic objects into
uncanny monuments, particularly by filling wardrobes with concrete. She transforms functional
objects into solid blocks and turning precarious assemblages into solid structures, at once
bolstering individual articles of furniture while dissolving them into an abstract mass.
Salcedo’s treatment of concrete also affects the overall quality of individual sculptures.
While this concrete widely varies in texture and finish, it remains raw and exposed, often
exhibiting casting marks and protruding reinforcement bars. It also remains ordered in its
contained geometry, which gives sculptures an imposing physicality and a docile stillness.
Between the sheer weight and corresponding volume and immobility that it gives her sculptures,
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concrete works to the opposite effect of other more organic or “personal” materials Salcedo uses,
such as wood, cloth, and flowers. Whereas the latter materials foreground a delicateness that is
frail and flesh-like and while Salcedo occasionally combines them with concrete (for example,
solidified clothing often skims along its surfaces), concrete appears impersonal, cold, and
"inhuman." Salcedo does not hide this character, as one of concrete’s main effects is to
accentuate her work’s material qualities. It lends tangibility and weight to objects that embody a
certain immateriality, insofar as they dredge the traces of disappeared bodies that, as it were, lack
concreteness. As if to demonstrate the affective weight that objects take on when invested with
the burden of grief—the weight of the body’s absence—this use of concrete affords Salcedo’s
sculptures with a kind of understated monumentality. It imbues objects with a physical stability
that stands in distinction to their liminal constitution: concrete “fixes” the tenuous residual traces
that Salcedo's objects retain, literally cementing them into tangible forms whose obdurate
presence arises in response to the precarious state of disappearance.
Regarding the more organic materials noted above, Salcedo often incorporates seemingly
incongruous and unexpected items in her sculptures, including hair, bone, animal hide, clothing,
and zippers. These materials evoke a sense of the corporeal, whether in their direct relation to
organic bodies or by invoking an associated condition of embodiment. This use of corporeal and
quasi-corporeal material is prominent, albeit understated, in many of Salcedo’s important pieces
from the 1990s, including Unland: The Orphan's Tunic (1997), and La Casa Viuda (“The
Widowed House”) (199-1995). Unland… [fig 2.7] is a set of three tables that are each comprised
of two disparate halves that Salcedo mends together. Given the juxtapositions between their
respective heights, proportions, types of wood, and designs, the tables' subtle discrepancies draw
attention to how they have been dissected and recomposed, evoking a kind of bizarre surgical
experiment. Among the three tables, the structure titled The Orphan's Tunic [fig 2.8, 2.9] is most
prominently divided by its different colours: on one side is a long, plain, walnut-brown dinner
table whose front legs have been removed and whose back legs have been artificially extended,
presumably with the ends of the two missing legs. On the other side is a roughly equivalent but
taller and abbreviated table half, which overlaps on top of the other by several inches. At about a
third of the former table's length, this latter half stands out on account of its white colour, which
initially appears to be a property of the wood but, on closer view, reveals a sinewy sheath of silk
that seems to almost grow out of it. Likewise, along the join that links the two halves, at the point
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where the short end's silk skin extends over the hardwood table's surface, what initially appears
as a painted or drawn line reveals itself as thousands of strands of black hair meticulously sewn
through minuscule holes. From here, one also notices that, along the table’s body, other
individual strands of hair periodically wrap around it widthwise. In apprehending these details,
the piece suspends distinctions between organic and synthetic, such that silk and hair—both
epidermal products—blend to become a quasi-skin upon a wooden body. This effect lends the
piece a corporeality at the point where flesh and fabric meet and where severed fragments of
bodily matter animate the sculpture, which we can already view as a kind of surgical body or,
rather, as the dead body on which hair and skin still grow.
Salcedo employs these materials to invoke an indirect contact with lost bodies, a gesture
that was partly inspired by an adolescent girl the artist visited. This young girl had witnessed
guerrillas execute her mother and was unable to remember or discuss anything before her
mother’s death. In spite of—or rather, in place of—her inability to communicate this trauma, she
thereafter only wore a dress that her mother had recently sewn her. Without anchoring the work’s
meaning therein, this anecdote is apt in describing how an indirect material contact between
bodies can sustain a relation that is not present or immanent and, in this case, can exist outside
conscious intention or identification. The expression of grief is here sustained via contact with a
material that, without necessarily taking the place of the mother, stands in for her loss. In the
absence of signification, the non-contiguous contact that circulates through objects and materials
forms a relation to loss that is shared and felt without necessitating the direct presence of specific
individuals.
La Casa Viuda names a series of six assemblages based on the motif of an upright door.
Salcedo varyingly combines these doors with fragments of found furniture that include but are
not limited to cabinets, chairs, wooden planks, headboards, and, in one instance, the seat of a
child's toy. As with Unland, these works differ from the untitled sculptures of 1998 in that they
lack the weight of concrete and the volume of wardrobes, opting to foreground frailty and
vulnerability rather than imposing mass and stability. To that effect, these works emphasize the
worn textures and strange juxtapositions of materials, which again render them uncanny, exuding
a kind of pathos of degradation, abuse, and dis-functionality. At the same time, these sculptures
assume a kind of anthropomorphism that, contrarily, makes them appear relatively disarming.
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While I am ultimately skeptical of viewing these works as anthropomorphic, the upright stance
of the doors certainly mirror the verticality of the human figure while the inclusion of
corresponding elements such as chair “legs” or arm-like bannisters augments that effect. No less,
these works also feature additional, comparatively ornamental, details that further imbue them
with a sense of corporeality. For example, in La Casa Viuda I (1992-1994) [fig 2.10, 2.11], the
seat and front legs of a tiny wooden chair stand at the foot of a disproportionately tall and narrow
door. This structure incorporates fragments of lace that Salcedo wraps around the chair legs so
that they hang below the back of the seat. Thereby forming a skirt of sorts, the work mimics the
human figure in its shape and dress; however, it also evokes a non-figurative sense of bodily
contact, which the combination of lace and wood reveals. This contact is not located in the
anthropomorphic figure the sculpture implies but is contained in the respective histories of its
distinct materials: erstwhile personal possessions express and combine accumulations of use and
wear, locating memory and sensation between them, in the interweaving of different material
remnants upon each other, rather than in any representation they produce.
La Casa Viuda II (1993-1994) [figs. 2.12- 2.14] principally features a small, empty
cabinet attached to the foot of a door and includes a zipper and a bone, each about four inches
long, grafted onto the cabinet’s wooden surface. The zipper is attached to a small swath of red
plaid that Salcedo inserts into the corner of the cabinet's rear side. Crafted so perfectly as to
naturally look like an internal part of the cabinet, it transforms this corner into a soft and porous
piece of artificial flesh, akin to a sutured wound complete with discoloured bruise. Meanwhile,
the bone is embedded in a surface crack that bisects the cabinet's top, barely emerging from this
rupture. This feature invokes images such as exposed bone in an incised body part or, given the
small buttons placed upon the crack, the front of a dress shirt (an icon Salcedo has explicitly used
before). In either case, the bone as well as the zipper suggest an opening on the body, where the
body’s protective surfaces give way to the vulnerability of raw flesh.
These relatively inconspicuous details add a figurative and literal sense of "flesh and
bone" to the work's wooden surface, implying not the human figure but the penetrability of skin,
the opening of wounds, and the the internal body’s exposure to its outside. These materials do
not depict particular bodies or a general figure of "the body" but assume an abstract corporeality,
in this case by forming a skin that encloses figures while revealing the vulnerability and
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precariousness of its liminal borders. To the extent that the body's skin, its enclosure, is equally
its exposure, the skin that protects is also the skin that can be pierced, which Salcedo
demonstrates in her work’s alternate solidity and penetrability. Further, by fusing bones, zippers,
hair, or fabric to wooden surfaces in ways that invoke appendages surgically mended onto flesh
—an advised metaphor, given the careful process in which the artist sutures together flesh-like
materials—Salcedo produces literal and figurative “scars” on the work's "skin," conjuring both
the infliction and the healing of wounds. Meanwhile, her use of organic material such as hair and
bone, respectively an external outgrowth and an internal structure of the body, add further
significance in relation to inorganic material like cloth and zippers, which respectively clothe,
conceal, and reveal the body by housing or exposing the contours of flesh.
Through these material strategies, Salcedo indirectly conjures the body through the
incorporation of its anonymous remnants. As fragments that are no longer proper to bodies but
retain a prior contact to them, these materials serve as the synthetic bodily remnants of what is
inaccessible. They are concrete manifestations of "something that is in the process of vanishing,”
tracing the erased form and figure of bodies that have ceased to exist.127 On one hand, used
materials conjure an intimate connection between bodies and objects in contact and co-habitation
and, on the other, bespeak the disconnection between abandoned objects and remote, inaccessible
bodies. These objects stand in for neither an absent-presence nor a present-absence but the
ghostly indeterminacy of disappearance, they embody their own dis-embodiment. Evacuated of
the figures that otherwise animate them, these objects are not what remain in place of individuals
as much as they mark their disappearance, indexing the body’s withdrawal by exposing their
abandonment.
As abstract indices of disappearance, these items come against the limits by which they
describe anything beyond their inability to aver a concrete referent. With these works, “…one
bears witness to nothing," Carlos Basualdo astutely notes. "This means that instead of
monumentalizing a tragic event the artwork is merely a means of coming into contact with
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nothing. As I see it, that is what is inscribed in the materiality of the work.”128 This “contact with
nothing” that is inscribed in the work’s materiality and, reciprocally this materiality that evinces
a contact with nothing, is at the heart of Salcedo’s sculptural work. To be clear, this is not nothing
—neither an absence of contact nor a contact with absence—but a contact with nothing, which
touches upon an impossible relation to the disappeared. The disembodiment and abandonment
these materials index touch upon bodies that are not there and, further, upon a touch that no
longer remains. We do not literally touch the work or the bodies they have touched, but, between
touching and the touched, we come into contact with this disconnection. In the tangible
manifestation of an immaterial intangibility, these materials draw out the vanishing marks of
disappeared bodies, serving as remnants left in abandonment, indexes of bodies that remain
outside of contact.

Reimagining the Body
Inasmuch as these sculptures formally invoke the body and inasmuch as their materials
evoke the tenuousness of flesh, one can argue that Salcedo invests her work with a kind of
pathetic fallacy that anthropomorphizes and “humanizes” it. Writers like Nancy Princenthal and
Mieke Bal have identified this quality in terms of both visual and metaphoric invocations of
human bodies. For example, Princenthal describes La Casa Viuda by noting how furniture “both
stands for the absence of the body, by so clearly indicating a place where it might be (but isn’t)
and at the same time anthropomorphically represents that missing body, particularly in the case
of chairs (with their backs, seats and feet) and beds (head and foot boards)."129 Similarly, Bal
notes the "anthropomorphic imagination" of Salcedo's sculptures, which is evident, for instance,
in the function of a desk in La Casa Viuda II: "This desk can... only work (politically) as art on
the condition that we first turn it into a human figure and then turn that figure into a victim of
political violence."130 While this anthropomorphic effect can be striking, it also begs the question
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regarding the "humanness" by which the anthropomorphic is measured. If the human figure is not
simply given but remains in a precarious state of abstraction, one cannot rely on the
anthropomorphic to define these works, no less the ostensible figure her work represents. And if,
as I argue, the human body is itself an effect of social and political operations of power, which
essentially produce the figure of the human by conferring its legibility as such, one must first
qualify that figure accordingly. In theorizing Salcedo's work in non-figurative terms or, more
specifically, in terms of art that points to bodies outside their figurative and representational
limits, I want to suggest Salcedo's work conjures human bodies only to confound the figure of
the human body itself. In confronting the disappearance of bodies, Salcedo simultaneously
invokes and denies the anthropomorphic by abstracting—again, withdrawing—the figure of
human body from itself.
Where these sculptures do not depict real bodies they act as what I, in the previous
chapter, defined as ersatz-bodies: objects that metonymically act as bodies in place of their
disappearance. In lieu of representing bodies, these sculptures conjure the corporeal conditions
by which bodies become abstract. Salcedo’s work, in treating surface-as-skin and in preserving
the traces of bodily contact, invokes corporeality by registering the sense of exposure,
vulnerability, and permeability that constitute embodiment. Her work points to a condition where
the surface and substance of bodies are exposed to violation and exclusion by virtue of being in
the world. This is a condition that reveals the tenuousness and mutability of the body's
constitutive limits, brought to the point where the experience of embodiment begins to dissolve
those very limits.
Along these lines, I read two radical implications about the human body from Salcedo’s
work. The first is that embodiment does not consist in the subjective inhabitation of a physical
and biological figure but occurs in the experience of one’s extension and exposure upon the
world. To be in a body is to be extended throughout and, correspondingly, exposed to, one’s
externality. The body is not the self-contained, self-identical, and internal essence of a discrete
figure—an interior form bracketed off from within the world—but the outward extension and
externalization of being in diffuse contiguity with the world. As Jean-Luc Nancy writes,
“[b]odies aren’t some kind of fullness or filled space (space is filled everywhere): they are open
space, implying, in some sense, a space more properly spacious than spatial, what could also be
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called a place… The body-place isn’t full or empty, since it doesn’t have an outside or an inside
any more than it has parts, a totality, functions, or finality.”131 This body is not proper to itself so
much as it takes place in the shared distribution of beings throughout the world; meanwhile, its
exposure upon the world marks its exteriority and external distribution, the exscription and
ekstasis by which it separates itself from itself, extending beyond a self.132 In the singular
plurality of being(s), the body's withdrawal from itself deconstructs its ostensible unity and selfidenticality. “The body is self in departure,” Nancy writes, “insofar as it parts—displaces itself
right here from the here.”133 ). In these ways, the body does not coincide with itself but divides
itself across shared space (it is worth noting the linguistic continuity of part, as both a noun and a
verb, and the French partager, which signifies both separation and sharing). This it is never itself
nor its self, insofar as the body lacks the ascription of any such self-identity or property. For
example, to claim “this, here, is my body” is not to performatively enunciate one’s embodied
ipseity but to iterate the necessary self-distance through which one reflexively apprehends
oneself in one’s separation.134
If embodiment marks one’s exteriority and self-displacement, the second radical
implication I take from Salcedo's work is that all bodies, qua bodies, straddle the threshold
between appearance and disappearance: every body is to some extent a non-signifiying, nonfigural, and abstract body. The distinction between appearance and disappearance does not
precede bodies a priori, as if an individual is simply given as either. Bodies do not constitute
discrete figures but oscillate between appearance and disappearance and are always at risk of
falling on either side of that threshold. By virtue of being bodies, all bodies are potentially
disappeared or disappearing or, rather, are becoming-disappeared, such that disappearance is not
the exception to the rule but a potential that inheres within bodies. At the most basic level, being
a body means being mortal, being vulnerable to destruction and erasure, and being subject to the
unfolding of time and space, which in a certain capacity means becoming disappeared. Or, more
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pointedly, being a body is disappearing, which is the sense by which Salcedo's work anticipates
“its own future as a trace, shard, or fragment,” as Helen Molesworth notes.135 In anticipating the
disappearance of their presence, these works embody the intrinsic disappearing of their being—
the disappearing of being—presenting themselves as the vestiges of their ongoing withdrawal.136
By rethinking the body in terms of its disunity and disappearing, I aim to consider how it
may elude the social functions imposed upon the embodied subject. This is to reject the
subjective unification of body and identity in an individual figure, a discursive construction that
produces the self’s autonomy by insulating it from its exteriority. To recall Roberto Esposito,
subjecthood functions as an "immunitary device,” a disciplinary framework designed to protect
the self from the threat of the external world. Despite the social, political, and juridical
protections that such immunitary devices offer (e.g. individual rights and freedoms), they are
liable to generate a kind of “autoimmune disorder,” where the impulse to preserve internal limits
leads to their internal destruction.137 The embodied subject’s autonomy is therefore double sided,
in that it is equally constituted in its subjectivization and its capacity to be subjugated. As the
object of bio- and necro-political technologies of power, the body is coterminous with the forms
of subjection that, on one hand, produce its proper figure and protect it as such, and, on the other
hand, enable its control and destruction. In its socio-political formation as an effect of power, the
body that is proper to a subject is equally an object that can be negated as such. In its precarious
internal limits, the protected body is equally a vulnerable body, always at risk of exposure to a
space outside of its proper subjectivity.
In these ways, the body is indissociable from its vulnerability and its exposure, which
represent essential conditions of embodied life, as both Butler and Salcedo indicate. Butler
provides a relevant perspective on this point, albeit one that retains a subject that is immanent to
its attachments and its body: "Each of us is constituted politically in part by virtue of the social
vulnerability of our bodies—as a site of desire and physical vulnerability, as a site of publicity at
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once assertive and exposed. Loss and vulnerability seem to follow from our being socially
constituted bodies, attached to others, at risk of losing those attachments, exposed to others, at
risk of violence by virtue of that exposure.”138 What is more, Salcedo uses the same terms in
describing her practice: “I simply reveal—expose—an image. I use this word expose (exponer)
because it implies vulnerability.”139 Together, Butler and Salcedo indicate that vulnerability and
exposure mutually undergird the experience of embodiment; however, they raise the question of
what kind of body that experience produces. If Butler describes a body that is exposed to, and is
at the mercy of, others, I aim to describe a body that exists as its exposure, which takes place in
its openness upon the world and its disappearance from itself. Again, I mean to describe the body
as its withdrawal cum abstraction, which may occur in its socio-political exclusion through
violent negation, as in the case of forced disappearance, or, in a more benevolent sense, in the
body’s dissolution of subjective interiority, despite the risk of disappearing from the safety of
corporeal and identificatory propriety. I stress this latter possibility to avoid ascribing
vulnerability to particular individuals as a subjective property, or as the subjective property, of a
given body. Instead, I want to think bodily vulnerability as a condition that corresponds to the
common exposure of beings—in the plural—divided throughout a shared space. From this
perspective, I argue that Salcedo's work evokes the effects that constitute bodies without
representing a subjective body; that is, without reproducing the body in its formation and
subjection under sovereign power. She draws out a disarming condition of vulnerability and
exposure that defines the body’s existence but does not attribute it to the subjective definitions of
bodily property or propriety. Rather, her sculptures reveal abstract conditions of embodiment
through affective means, communicating a sense of the body drawn outside its proper limits and
shared throughout space.
In the withdrawal of individual bodies, Salcedo's work refers to both nobody and
everybody. On one hand, it does not represent anyone nor any one body: here, in place of its
disappearance, there is no body. As an ersatz-body, the work does not signify the absence of what
was present nor the presence of what is absent; instead, it invokes the absence of an absence—the
erasure of disappearance—which marks a negation upon a negation without inversely producing
a presence, as in conventional mathematical or dialectical structures. On the other hand, the work
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that does not represent any one body represents every body; namely, the potential by which the
body that belongs to no one may be any body and, hence, all bodies. The every body
encompasses an infinitum of bodies or, rather, the singular plurality of bodies: every-body that is
any-body. The radical inclusivity of this body is significant in the context of disappearance,
inasmuch as it expresses the terror that anybody can be suddenly disappeared and that seemingly
anyone and everyone is vulnerable to sudden negation.140 Salcedo invites us to approach her
work through this radically inclusive anonymity, to mourn the loss of potentially anyone, an
"anybody" that remains no one and a loss that does not belong to anyone. To take part in this
anonymous mourning is to orient oneself toward an experience of loss that does not delineate
who is and is not grievable, vis-à-vis interpersonal identifications and socio-political
categorizations. In the experience of sharing a loss that exceeds identificatory relations, Salcedo
motivates an ethical experience of co-existence that is forged in that sharing.

Intimate-Exteriority and Public Domestics
As Salcedo's aesthetic strategies recast the function of particular objects in space, they
equally bear upon the particular spaces in which those objects exist. Since the turn of the
millennium, Salcedo has embraced installation to explore the aesthetic, political, and ethical
qualities of built environments. Through this format, she expands the scale of her work and
reduces it to an unprecedented spareness, stripping it bare to cast its surroundings into relief.
Here, Salcedo places less emphasis on the objects that comprise her works than the ways they
comprise their environments. Through simple gestures that are both understated and imposing,
she employs minimal means to expose the space between objects and viewers. For example, she
has coated a room's perimeter with chain-link fencing, enclosed a room with brick walls, and
crafted a massive crack in the Tate Modern’s floor. In doing so, Salcedo qualitatively defines
these spaces by articulating the tacit power relations they contain and produce, which is not to
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say that she politicizes spaces but draws out their extant political valences. In her attention to the
conditions underlying the production of space, Salcedo has introduced new aesthetico-political
and ethical dimensions into her work. And in recognizing how the composition of space affects
social relations therein, she aims to create environments where interactions and encounters
among objects and viewers constitute a shared space, a space constituted in being shared. She
asserts the publicity of space through this sharing and through the coming together of informal
publics and communities.
To follow the theoretical framework I have expounded thus far, I insist that these
communities cannot be founded upon identificatory communion nor a common inclusion in the
same space. Likewise, the sharing of space must not produce what Lauren Berlant describes as
the "intimate public sphere,” where publicity is limited to exclusive social membership.141
Instead, I want to consider how, in coming together, multitudes of bodies and objects remain
informal in their shared dissociation and distribution throughout space. This experience of
mutual dissociation, which I previously described as an intimate-exteriority, consists in the
extension and distribution of beings beyond their proper positions in space. Marking neither the
subsumption nor dissolution of the individual into a collective, the sharing of space marks the
non-incorporative and non-conflicting overlapping of separate bodies and things.
In a different sense, we can also understand Salcedo's work in relation to its spatial
context by recourse to a canonical passage from Robert Morris' Notes on Sculpture. In outlining
criteria for thinking through the emerging field of minimal sculpture, Morris writes that this art
“takes relationships out of the work and makes them a function of space, light, and the viewer’s
field of vision.” This art decentres and externalizes the artwork's aesthetic specificity, opening it
onto a space it shares with its spectators. As Morris continues: “The object is but one of the terms
in the newer aesthetic. It is in some way more reflexive because one’s awareness of oneself
existing in the same space as the work is stronger than in previous work, with its many internal
relationships....” These latter relationships, he further writes, “[reduce] the public, external
quality of the object and [tend] to eliminate the viewer to the degree that [they] pull him into an
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intimate relation with the work and out of the space in which the object exists.”142 In sum, Morris
describes how the artwork, rather than circumscribe itself to internal formal relations, externally
distributes itself through a space that encompasses its surroundings, including viewers and other
phenomena. On the most basic level, this passage resonates with Salcedo's post-minimalist
aesthetics, inasmuch as her work places attention on the way that particular objects,
unconstrained by static, internal compositions and analogous viewing positions, occupy certain
settings. Additionally, this passage touches on several key terms that are typically taken for
granted but, here, demand closer scrutiny. Morris' use of "object," "internal" and "external,"
"public," "intimacy," “relation,” and “relationships" all raise questions about the precise ways
that objects and bodies do and do not share a common space: what comprises the intimacy of the
relation between a viewer and object, and what comprises an object that is composed not
internally but externally? How does this artwork exist throughout space, beyond its physical
limits? Moreover, what precisely is the public quality of that artwork and how might it comprise
these formal and spatial relations? These questions do not simply address the environmental or
installation quality of Salcedo's work, they ask how the artwork deconstructs its constitutive
limits through an aesthetico-ethical experience of shared space.
The spatial development of Salcedo's work has mostly emerged in the twenty-first
century but is hardly unprecedented in her oeuvre. The element of public interaction is evident in
the often direct relation between her sculptures and their architectural surroundings, as in works
like La Casa Viuda, which exploits the gallery space in order to establish a proximity to the
viewer. For example, in La Casa Viuda I and III, Salcedo situates these sculptures in narrow
passageways that connect rooms, pinning doors against the wall so that attached pieces of
furniture subtly protrude into these tight interstices. In this way, the chair that stands at the foot
of La Casa Viuda I, although barely a foot tall, asserts itself within this diminutive architectural
frame and, hence, in the viewer’s space. More strikingly, La Casa Viuda III [fig. 2.15] places the
separated foot and head of a child's bedframe against the opposing walls of the passageway
between galleries, creating a pronounced negative space where one would expect to find the
object's main body. In the implied space of this bed, the viewer stands in the place of an object
that no longer exists, which itself stands in the place of the non-existent body that hypothetically
occupies it. Through the spacing of objects, Salcedo again suggests an indirect proximity to
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disappearance—to the inaccessibility of a missing body—and to the sort of "contact with
nothing” that Basualdo describes, albeit inscribed in space rather than physical materials.
Another relevant example is La Casa Viuda II, the aforementioned sculpture that features
a small cabinet attached to the foot of an upright door, comprising a structure that stands roughly
two metres from the wall.143 Surrounding this structure, Salcedo lays three thin rectangular
planks of wood on the gallery’s floor. Two pieces, approximately one and three metres long, lay
parallel to the structure’s long end, where they sit in line along the edge of the gallery’s floor,
separated by a gap of about about a metre. At the far end of the shorter piece, a similar piece
stands about an inch apart, set at a right angle that forms an L shape around the main structure.
Together, these three pieces of wood form a fragmented corner, an incomplete frame that
demarcates the space of the sculpture while remaining permeable to the encompassing room. By
projecting its own dimensions from inside the gallery, La Casa Viuda II includes viewers in an
implied space, which we can read as the spectral marker or blueprint of a domestic interior, to the
extent that the work conjures the hypothetical rooms from which its components might derive.
By tracing private, domestic spaces from within the work’s semi-public setting, Salcedo may
seem to cast a certain intimacy amid the impersonality of the gallery. However, the intimate and
impersonal are hardly ever distinct, just as intimacy and immediacy are not necessarily
consistent, particularly given the intimate-exteriority or proximate-distance of Salcedo’s art. To
the extent that these works confront the inaccessibility of what has disappeared, intimacy and
proximity remain subject to the particular ways that viewers, objects, and spaces remain apart.
These works sustain a dissociation or alienation that distances the viewer, if not physically then
by suspending an immanent connection or presence to the disappeared. Or, to rephrase
Basualdo's statement, these works instance a proximity to nothing, a "proximity" that, in the
impossibility of reaching its object, is therefore always also a distance.
This disconnection is evident in the way Salcedo's work alters the affective quality of
given spaces, particularly with the aim of affecting the conventional social and political relations
they prescribe. Much as her work expresses how the violence and loss transforms functional,
quotidian objects into strange, abstract matter, it reflects how familiar spaces become uncanny
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when state terror disrupts the perceived divide between the safety of domestic intimacy and a
hostile public sphere. As Andreas Huyssen writes of La Casa Viuda, Salcedo's use of domestic
objects preserves a sense of the homely, if only because these objects literally come from homes,
at the same time it denies that quality by rendering such objects unheimlich (a term that
simultaneously implies "uncanny" and “unhomely”).144 As the title La Casa Viuda (“The
Widowed House”) suggests, Salcedo is concerned with how the disappearance of bodies leaves
spaces abandoned. Further, she creates new aesthetic environments from given spaces by
conjuring that sense of abandonment; for instance, by outlining the spectral presence of interiors
that the traces of disappearance suffuse. Wong summarizes this strategy:

…Salcedo’s critical engagement with the architecture of domestic space questions
exactly how the home can exist independently from the state when political
violence disfigures it into an ever-present reminder of repressive power. Political
violence, as Salcedo notes, deforms the home into a "non-[site], a space
impossible to inhabit because transformed into a sign of the disappearance of
loved ones." Salcedo positions her artwork as witness to this alienation associated
with place; "The marks left behind by the violent act in these places are
sometimes evident and sometimes imperceptible although, in any case, indelible.
My task is to transform these traces into relics that enable us to acknowledge
other people’s experiences as our own, as collective experiences.”145

By using the traces of loss and violence to create spaces of collective experience, the experience
of space becomes markedly ethical. In defining what experience entails, however, I again depart
from the artist. If Salcedo conceives this experience in relation to the identification and crossimplication of subjective experience, I argue that these traces disrupt conventional relations of
intimacy and exclusion, such that one experiences space as a zone of shared co-existence.
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Here, Salcedo’s practice of visiting and interviewing the bereaved and her practice of
adopting household objects are significant. These practices reveal an ethics of shared space to the
extent that they speak to the experience of entering and opening oneself unto the homes of
strangers: to simultaneously intrude upon another's interior space and to therein receive and
respect their hospitality. Salcedo demonstrates how domestic space is simultaneously personal
and impersonal, intimate and exposed, and private and public, particularly when, as Wong notes,
it is impossible to bracket off the home from the jurisdiction of the state. Insofar as Salcedo’s
practice is born of both invitation and intrusion, she represents the home as a site that one is
either exterior to and intrudes upon or as site of intimacy which that intrusion breaches. To enter
and to occupy a space that is at once foreign and personal (perversely recalling the invasions
through which guerrillas broke into many of those homes to abduct or attack their inhabitants) is
to experience the dissociation of an exterior intimacy and an intimate exteriority. The domestic
spaces that Salcedo conjures, along with the domestic objects she adopts from inside, reveal
more than the overlap of private and public and of personal and political, they mark the
disruptive force of intrusion that suspends those distinctions by folding the outside in.146 Her
work instances a space that is neither interior nor exterior but is non-coincident to itself, a space
that is, recalling Nancy, more accurately spacious. In the extension of bodies and things
throughout space, in and as the interruption of one another's proper space, one does not stand
inside the same space as others, as if to occupy a common interior. One cuts across space,
approaching a proximate distance that instances co-existence throughout space, rather than inside
it. Salcedo explores these

Expanding into Installation
Salcedo explores these possibilities on a larger scale through her turn to an expansive
installation format. This shift begun around the turn of the millennium, most significantly with a
pair of works that mark her only explicit references to Colombian history; namely, the military
siege of the Bogotá Palace of Justice that occurred between November 6 and 7, 1985, which had
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profoundly affected the artist.147 Together, the installation cum performance Noviembre 6 y 7,
1985 (“November 6 and 7, 1985”) (2000) [fig. 2.16] and the installation Tenebrae, Noviembre 7,
1985 (“Darkness, November 7, 1985”) (1999-2000) [fig. 2.17] point to new impulses by which
Salcedo depicts the relations of space, power, violence, and loss. In the former work, Salcedo
returned to the Palace of Justice to hang 280 antique chairs from its roof over the span of fiftythree hours. Using one chair for every civilian killed during the siege, which analogously lasted
fifty-three hours, the chairs slowly descended to expose the ghostly non-presence of those killed
in vain. Descending from different points on the roof, at different points during the event,
Salcedo lowered and suspended each chair at its own pace and height, such that the accumulation
of chairs gradually but conspicuously came to drape the building's exterior. Unlike previous
works, these chairs do not draw attention to their material properties as much as the setting in
which they function. Here, Salcedo deploys chairs to alter the physical conditions of a specific
historical site, transforming an otherwise familiar civic building into a space of memorial and
mourning. She thereby articulates the sensory experience of duration, memory, trauma, and loss
that are embedded within this space to draw out the social and political spectres that shape it.
This work exemplifies Salcedo’s impulse to intervene within the constitution of the
public sphere, particularly by highlighting how space manifests relations between the state and
its subjects. In her aesthetic transformation of the Palace of Justice, Salcedo speaks to the relation
of martial rule, violent subjugation, and historical repression that have defined this setting; in
doing so, she redefines this setting in terms of trauma and loss to undo its normative sociopolitical functions. Here, Salcedo outlines a manifestation of public space in ways that
disarticulate its social and political determinations, insofar as citizens may disarticulate the
definition of their citizenship relative to the state’s legal and political subjection. I want to
suggest that, in staging a collective performance of public space as a site of mourning and
memorial, Salcedo replaces a relation of subjection with an ethics of non-domination. By disidentifying with this given space, in its capacity of demarcating a relation of sovereignty and
subjectivity, she imagines a public that does not confer the divisive inclusion and exclusion of
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particular subjects; rather, this public emerges from a common aesthetico-ethical experience of
co-existence, sustained in mourning those whose inaccessibility holds beings in proximatedistance.
The other significant impulse that carries through Salcedo’s installation work is evident
in Tenebrae…. While the previous work conjured the site-specific spectres of political violence to
re-articulate an informal public in its place, Tenebrae… creates an environment that plays with
the signs and structures of physical subjugation. The installation is comprised of sixteen metallic
bars that bisect the gallery widthwise, running from wall to wall at slightly varying angles and on
opposite sides of a narrow passageway between two rooms. The bars, many of which reveal
themselves as the absurdly elongated rear legs of downturned chairs, effectively block any
movement between the two rooms, which consist of an open, empty gallery space and a small,
self-enclosed room that houses a miasma of criss-crossing lines. Cutting through the gallery with
a sense of hostility, these bars restrict entry into the latter room, which it also renders
uninhabitable through its presence. The installation portrays an effect of spatial subjugation,
equally defined by force and vulnerability. On one hand, it invokes aggression upon the body via
its restriction and enclosure and, on the other, invokes a reciprocal exposure to that volatility.
Rather than simulate or represent particular conditions of power, the work articulates the latent
power and potential violence that pervades space, along with the exposure and vulnerability of
bodies therein. This effect is one of the central facets of Salcedo’s work and informs how she
conceives the socio-political potential public space, whether in critical and benevolent or
repressive and violent expressions. Ultimately, Salcedo’s installations find their potency between
the techniques these two artworks present. She alternately works in specific sites and in the
comparatively unmarked space of the art gallery, she redefines spaces as sites of new public
formations as well as architectures of subjugation, and she promotes acts of mourning alongside
critiques of spatial power.
More recently, Salcedo has emphasized the bareness of space as the aesthetic means of
her critique. In this capacity, she has produced a trio of important works that mimic architectures
of confinement and restriction by conjuring the sensory affects those environments produce.
Neither (2004) [fig. 2.18-2.20], Abyss (2005) [fig. 2.21], and Shibboleth (2007) [fig. 2.22-2.24]
each amplify and allegorize the tangible forms through which environments are invested with
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power. These works address the biopolitical management of populations through the
immobilization or obstruction of bodies, particularly through the legal delineations that
determine how bodies exist in space.
In Neither, Salcedo clads the walls of a room in London's White Cube gallery with chain
link fencing, subtly outlining a space that otherwise exemplifies its name. The fencing covers all
of the room's walls and extends over the door frame to partially cover its entrance, casting a
diamond link pattern of thin, raw metallic wire across this plain space. This material forms to the
room’s walls like a skin, occasionally cutting into the drywall or overlapping with additional
fence panels, creating subtle variations in its otherwise uniform and understated surface. While
the work occupies a minimum of space, it alters the room's composition in significant ways. The
fencing is at once foreign and inherent to the structure of this space, it both encloses the space
and is contained inside it; moreover, the fencing often often appears embedded in the wall,
merging with its physical support in a way where it is neither inside not out (perhaps explaining
the work’s title). Neither evokes the claustrophobic immediacy of incarceration, through which a
naked, enclosed space gives way to the sensation of disciplinary confinement. Her use of fencing
also accentuates the sense of physical subjugation the installation produces. As an emblem of the
physical enclosure and restriction of bodies, the fence acts as a marker of private space: it
establishes the limit between private property, the outside public, and the threshold where a
public citizens becomes an illegal intruder by transgressing it. Amid the growing enforcement
and securitization of national borders, Neither evokes the fences used to restrict bodies from
certain spaces, as with the Mexican-American border fence or the Guantanamo Bay detention
centre, which Salcedo claims as the inspiration for this work. The work redeploys the physical
infrastructures that contain foreign, illegal bodies from the proper spaces of citizenry or that
detain the bodies that transgress those borders, often denying them the legal rights they otherwise
hold. Beyond producing a formal experience of space, Neither details the production of space as
a distinct effect of power.
Abyss, a site-specific installation at the historic Castello di Rivoli in Turin, works in
similar ways. For this project, Salcedo transformed an empty room into a prison-like enclosure
by extending its vaulted brick ceiling down over its walls. Reversing the room's modern whitecube retrofit, she sealed its perimeter in brick, save for the first few feet above the floor. Again,
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Salcedo transforms space by structurally reconstituting it, altering its existing architecture to
produce effects of subjugation and, hence, to reveal its capacity to generate power relations.
Further, Salcedo deliberately works off the historical significance of its site, the room in the
Castle of Rivoli where Prince Carlo Emanuele III, after usurping power from his father, King
Vittorio Amedeo, held the deposed King in confinement until his death. As with the Bogotá
Palace of Justice, Abyss draws on the political spectres that imbue a particular space, articulating
how forced confinement functions as a technique of state power. Like Neither, Abyss depicts the
dual containment and domination of the body, particularly as it serves as a technique of
population management and, accordingly, as a means of reproducing hegemony. As Salcedo
explains: "the general trend toward [xenophobic] separatism, disintegration, and racism is
marked by the new space Abyss aims to delineate, a space that not only contains but also
dominates the bodies it shelters.”148 By exploring the body’s spatial domination, Salcedo reveals
the force of xenophobic alienation and social containment that underlie it; further, she reveals the
logic of hegemonic social control that underlies the production of civil identity, manifest as a
condition of the space we inhabit.
Salcedo develops this critique in Shibboleth, her installation project for the Tate
Modern's turbine hall. Here, a hairline fracture begins at the entrance of the hall's concrete floor,
and gradually expands over 167 metres, opening a rupture that becomes more than half a foot
wide and up to two feet deep. As the crack runs through the hall like a jagged river, it carves
chasms out of the floor's solid surface, dividing the ground along its tangents and tributaries. In
addition, Salcedo builds on her use of concrete by continuing to play with the material’s alternate
solidity and malleability. Specifically, she embeds chain link fencing within the crack's interior
walls. While barely visible at first, close inspection reveals its familiar diamond-link pattern
intermittently emerging from the crack’s quasi-geologic texture. The fencing denaturalizes this
artificial fault-line, betraying the fact that it is, despite its remarkable verisimilitude, a
construction. At the same time, the fencing appears as if it enforces the structural division it
marks, as if to hold together this gap that otherwise threatens to collapse or expand. This effect
resonates with the symbolism of the fence as well as the crack's river-like form, which together
affirm the work’s allegorical significance. In Shibboleth, Salcedo explicitly alludes to the biblical
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parable that describes the massacre of Ephraimite refugees. Attempting to return home after
recent defeat in battle, the refugees were allowed to cross the Jordan River only if they could
pronounce the word "shibboleth" in the dialect of the land's occupying victors. Unable to do so,
the refugees were slaughtered upon revealing their identity as foreigners. For Salcedo, the
physical and human geographies of space and its policing resonate with the timeless history of
war, displacement, migration, xenophobia, nationalism, and colonialism that she positions this
work in relation to.149 From that perspective, Salcedo asserts this work against what she identifies
as a tendency to uncritically affirm the space of the turbine hall, itself an emblem of Western
modernity. In distinction to preceding turbine hall installations, which have luxuriated in the
spectacular scale and modernist grandeur of this rational, industrial building, Shibboleth, which
exists in negative space, acts as a kind of anti-monument to its site: "I wanted this crack to break
the building, to intrude into this building," Salcedo states "in the same way the non-white
immigrant intrudes into the sameness and consensus of white society."150 The crack’s intrusive
force marks a literal rupture in the architecture of its site, a gesture that aims to disrupt the
hegemonic production of space vis-à-vis the production of identity and socio-political
subjectivity. Or, more simply, it aims to break the consistency of space to conceive alternate,
critical experiences of it, in and against the socio-political milieu in which it is situated.
Each of these works uses scarce means and a bare minimum of space to affect seemingly
neutral environments; specifically, they articulate the otherwise opaque power relations through
which space subjectivizes and subjugates its users. They demonstrate a variety of strategies for
redeploying the forms of incarceration and restriction by which states control populations,
particularly through the physical inhibition of bodies. Where the geography of sovereignty
corresponds to its physical and social limits of inclusion and exclusion, the increasing
tenuousness of those limits motivate the compensatory securitization of borders.151 The work of
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policing what bodies may occupy what spaces and how, along with the work of enforcing the
legal distinctions imposed on bodies that do and do not transgress borders, are central tasks for
the reproduction of sovereign power. This process is evident in the formation of what Agamben
calls zones of exception: political enclosures such as Guantanamo Bay or military "black sites,"
which bracket themselves off from the jurisdiction of national and international law, permitting
corporal abuse including torture and death.152 These zones instance the spatial manifestation of
law’s suspension and the concomitant production of bare life. The spatial organization of bodies
serves a structural function in the preservation of sovereignty, as is evident in states’ increasing
reliance on mass incarceration as an apparatus of social control. As Butler also notes, the
physical detainment of individual bodies is a technique through which the state manages the
constitution of the collective social body. By inhibiting individuals from occupying public spaces
(e.g. participating in social gatherings such as public protests), detainment preempts individuals
from figuring into to the social formation of the polis and, hence, from performing the publicity
of space.153
To reformulate that claim, moving away from a model that posits the individual body in
relation to a social totality, the physical exclusion of bodies suppresses the heterogeneity of
encounters and interactions that constitute the public. The normative organization of bodies
reproduces a prescribed public identity by limiting the possibilities though which beings may
break from exclusive social formations and hegemonic subjectivities. By controlling the body’s
exposure to others and to the external world, the repressive state forecloses the emergence of new
publics that may arise when bodies and beings withdraw from their categorization. In these ways,
detention represents a technique of divisive population management, which simultaneously
enforces the public’s hegemonic composition and the suppression of critical counter-publics
therein. Further, techniques of spatial organization condition embodiment in conjunction with its
socio-political organization, defining the body in terms of its freedom of movement and action.
With these conditions in mind, Salcedo's installations take on especial significance in relation to
the contemporaneous rise of the post-9/11 security state, including the new means it introduced
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for the abuse and negation of the legal rights of bodies (as the Patriot Act exemplifies, for
instance). The systems of governance that permit the extra-legal subjugation of bodies, the
unchecked right to indefinitely detain persons, and the establishment of quasi-legal zones of
exception all inform these installations.
Salcedo creates art against the spatial subjection and subjugation of bodies, in addition
to the production of bare life and the exclusion of certain forms of life and death from the polis.
Her work outlines an abstract space in which the limits that organize bodies and the borders that
define subjectivities become indistinct. These spaces serve as what Michel Foucault terms
heterotopias: the minor, marginal, and informal spaces where different practices can emerge,
contra the normal workings of social and institutional apparata. These are “counter-sites, a kind
of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found
within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted.”154 By critically
reiterating and inverting the quotidian and repressive sites of social life, Salcedo "intends to
show that space can play an active role in the construction of consciousness," as she states of
Abyss.155 She conveys this effect to the extent her work encourages a disidentification from the
normative forms of subjectivization that these spaces reproduce. Further, her work suggests new
ethical and political possibilities to the extent it gestures toward the withdrawal of bodies and
beings from the hegemonic ordering of space, which encompasses domiciles, nations, and a
globalized zone of limitless security and surveillance. Moreover, if that globalized panopticism
implies that seemingly all space is potentially subject to these machinations, Salcedo does not
extract or bracket off heterotopias from the world at large; rather, such heterotopias arise through
the different relations to existing space her work offers. One experiences space not as the
delimitation of zones of inclusion and exclusion but as the folding in and opening out of the
internal and external. This is an experience of space as sharing: as the expropriation of bodies
and identities beyond their proper and proprietary limits.
Additionally, Salcedo creates art where the spectres of loss and trauma permeate space,
where acts of mourning bring together beings and things in a shared exposure to, or contact with,
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disappearance. She thereby renders loss as a distinctly public experience, as a matter of the polis.
To quote Jill Bennett, Salcedo "offers an alternative to individualizing accounts of trauma and
loss, insisting upon recognition of the material encounters that occur in the wake of loss, and
focusing not simply upon the private aspects of trauma but on the transformation of space itself.
Grief is thus thought of in terms of an outfolding into the world that must be remade in the
aftermath of tragedy.... [And which] transgress[es] intersubjective boundaries and fold[s] back
into social memory.156 The ethical and political force of Salcedo’s art occurs through this
"outfolding into the world,” through the turning out of internalized subjective relations,
dissolving the self’s interiority into a common ethical sphere. To that end, she models an
experience of loss that transgresses the limits of intersubjective bonds, folding back into the
socius as an experience of co-existence. The experience of loss thereby functions as a disruptive
force that breaks the proper internal limits of bodies, identities, and subjectivities, bringing
beings and things together in and as this outfolding. This process represents the movement by
which beings and things may come to co-inhabit a shared space, redefining themselves through
this sharing, in contradistinction to their common subjection under sovereign auspices.
These ethics of co-existence are central to Salcedo's aesthetics, whether they consist in a
withdrawal—an abstraction—or a disidentification from the construction and management of
embodied life. From her sculptures made of discarded furniture to her installations and
interventions in public space, her work reflects the urgency and the contradictions of responding
to pervasive state violence. Through an ethics that takes stock of this urgency and these
contradictions, her art aims to advance critical means of existing together in the wake of trauma
and loss. Further, in the wake of disappearance and, hence, in the exposure to the inaccessibility
and inappropriability of others, her work considers what being body or a subject entails.
Inasmuch as those notions operate within systems of power that categorize and hierarchize the
socio-political value of life and death, Salcedo questions the material constitution of objects,
bodies, and spaces, as well as the processes by which they come into being. Her work mines
those materials and spaces to find the socio-political significance of particular objects and places.
She thereby confront the modes of exclusion and negation—or more simply, the remnants of
disappearance—that imbue them. Through a contact with, and a proximity to, nothing, her work
brings us closer to an aesthetico-ethical experience that occurs at the limits of socio-political
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existence. This is an experience of loss that transforms the constitution and affective valence of
objects and spaces, expropriating bodies and subjectivities and divesting the proprietary
autonomy of self-identity. Her works gesture to the co-existence of these objects and beings,
circulating amid the intervals that hold them together, separately and sustained in the experience
of a shared space.
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3. Pervasive Death: Teresa Margolles and the Space of the
Corpse

Something in the Air
In approaching an artwork like Aire (“Air," 2003), an installation by the contemporary
artist Teresa Margolles, viewers are most likely to be struck by the lack of anything striking
about it. The installation simply consists of two air conditioning units standing in adjacent
corners of a relatively small room. Additionally, curtains of transparent plastic strips loosely seal
off the room’s openings, insulating the space with a minimum of visual interference or physical
restriction.157 With these few elements, the work nearly camouflages itself within its
surroundings, mimicking the common infrastructure that galleries use to regulate interior
temperature and humidity. Despite this visual lack, the work reveals new qualities as viewers
enter its all but blank space. Once inside, the concentration of cooled air becomes immediate,
registering itself as it touches upon one’s body, penetrating clothes and chilling skin. This
installation should appear entirely anodyne for viewers unfamiliar with Margolles’ practice;
nevertheless, upon reading the didactic texts that usually accompany her work, one learns that
the machines cool and humidify the air with water that had been used to clean the bodies of
anonymous corpses. By running these air conditioners constantly, Margolles disseminates the
residual traces of those bodies across the gallery, spreading them throughout the work’s
atmosphere. An uncanny surprise thereby arises as this mundane machinery reveals its
necrological implication: the presence of death pervades our environment without our realizing
it. Insofar as viewers sense the immanence of death and the dead body in their immediate space,
they will likely react with feelings that may range from indifference to intense horror, shock, or
fascination. And yet, this entire experience occurs in the absence of a discernible body, or at least
one we can perceive as such. Margolles replaces the automatic revulsion of seeing a corpse with
an uncertain perception of it, perhaps an awareness of the utter banality of death as something
simply in the air.
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As this installation demonstrates, Margolles’s work is remarkable for its close
engagement with death and for the stark aesthetic means with which it articulates the material
and socio-political realities of violence. Beginning with her involvement in the SEMEFO
collective during the 1990s and throughout her solo practice, which emerged near the end of the
century, Margolles has thoroughly explored the possibilities for incorporating the real and the
virtual presence of death in art. In her concern for the social and material conditions embodied in
corpses—specifically, those of anonymous victims of epidemic violence and destitution in
Mexico—she combines material traces of the violated body with the formal strategies and
conventions of post-minimalist and conceptual art. In nearly all cases, her work draws its
symbolic and affective power from its use and treatment of materials, including the physical
residue of human corpses and detritus from sites of violence.
While Margolles has often depicted corpses directly, at least in her earlier, more
straightforward projects, her work is significant for the ways it detaches the corpse from its own
image. Like the artists discussed in other chapters, she employs abstraction in ways that
challenge the presumption of an inherent correspondence between bodies and beings and
between images and identities. In exploring the limits of these relations, she explores the
aesthetic possibilities and the ethical and political ramifications that come with separating the
body’s material traces from the figure of an individual. As with the other artists, I argue that these
abstract material traces do not index individuals but particular social relations, including the
conditions that produce the invisibility, disappearance, and anonymity of Margolles’ corpses.
What distinguishes Margolles’ practice, however, is its relation to the corpse itself: the quasiforensic impulse of her work, her methods of treating bio-matter, and her treatment of death and
the dead body, which speak to a remarkably direct and unsentimental analysis of mortality and
violence.
In these respects, my discussion of Margolles closely follows the previous chapter on
Doris Salcedo. In the latter chapter, I discussed a number of themes that resonate resoundingly
with Margolles’ work. Like Salcedo, Margolles creates post-minimalist sculptures and
installations, often with similar materials and artistic reference points, that use the illegible
material traces of social and political violence in Latin America. And like Salcedo, Margolles
touches upon the essential indeterminacy of anonymous victims of violence and displacement,
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employing a formal language of reductive abstraction in order to portray a condition where
bodies become indeterminate. Margolles’ work also takes stock of the socio-political and ethical
urgencies of mourning an unknowable body, against the state structures that facilitate the
seemingly unlimited production of death. Given these correspondences, the present chapter
extends the aesthetic, theoretical, and socio-political concerns heretofore elaborated. Margolles
and Salcedo are hardly interchangeable, however. Different philosophical approaches guide the
ethics and politics of their practice, resulting in subtle but significant ramifications for
experiencing their work. Margolles is markedly more explicit, or at least confrontational, in her
exposition of violent death and she is more bleak in her interpretation of it. She presents a
relevant response to the humanist ethos and pathos that I believe burdens Salcedo’s work but
thereby risks a certain nihilism. Whereas Salcedo is guided by a philosophical sense of ethical
obligation—an ethical responsibility in the face of an other—Margolles is more interested in
exploring the extreme limits at which the human body is (de)constituted. In her examination of
the human body as base matter, of human life in the absence of any subjective form, she
challenges assumptions about how the human functions within socio-political structures. In
articulating an aesthetic treatment of death’s material remains, Margolles illustrates the
necropolitical management of death in ways that both complement and counterpoint Salcedo.
Factors that distinguish Margolles' practice include her training in forensic science and
her professional experience as a morgue technician. Given that background, her artistic career
largely comes out of an institutional relation to the dead. For example, Margolles and her
colleagues took the name SEMEFO (Servicios Medicos Forense, or Forensic Medical Services)
from Mexico’s state morgue and the service that delivers corpses. This background has almost
become a shorthand for explaining Margolles’ practice. For better or worse, I too discuss how
she occupies a forensic gaze in her efforts to reiterate the morgue’s physical and symbolic
spaces; however, I intend to avoid taking that position for granted. Margolles does not translate
the work of forensics into art making nor does she make art from the perspective of a mortician,
she challenges the conventional positions of forensic science, including the ostensibly
disinterested perspective of a biomedical will-to-knowledge. Specifically, she rejects any
instrumental relation to the corpse that would aim to know it: to explain, categorize, or identify it
in positivist terms. Accordingly, I argue that Margolles turns the morgue inside out, opening it
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upon the city to explore the inoperative distinctions between spaces of sociality and those of
death.
In pursuing these many concerns, this chapter discusses Margolles' sculptures and
installations that incorporate human corpses but simultaneously conceal, dilute, or redistribute
them beyond recognition. I analyze Margolles’ formal means for displaying the corpse’s
simultaneous presence and absence, which occurs through the pervasive distribution of corporeal
matter. By animating the physical traces of biological death, she registers the spectrality of
bodies that exist between the material and immaterial and between the visible and invisible. I
argue that, in doing so, she charts the dissolution of the social, political, and spatial borders that
contain death from the public sphere. Further, by placing viewers in uneasy proximity to
mortality, bodily abjection, and violence, she illustrates the socio-political and aesthetic
conditions by which bodies become in- or non-human. In these ways, her aesthetic strategies
match her ethical aspirations to reconsider our relation to death, violence, and loss within the
social realm.

Interpreting Margolles’ Work
Margolles, born in 1963 in Culiacán, established her career amid the social, political, and
artistic contexts of contemporary Mexico. Beginning with her participation in SEMEFO, a metal
band turned art collective, her practice emerged in Mexico City at the start of the 1990s. Since
then, she has charted the vicissitudes of Mexican society from within the country and from an
increasingly broad art-world platform, including major international projects throughout Europe
and the Americas (most notably, she represented Mexico in the 2009 Venice Biennale).
Throughout this time, her practice has moved through various different phases, which share a
coherent artistic sensibility and attention to thematic and material concerns but speak to different
aesthetic strategies, which correspond to changing relations between violence, the corpse, and
society. For example, she has created works that confront viewers with the visceral sight of dead
bodies and works that deliberately conceal the corpse; she has exposed viewers to the material
and immaterial ephemera of bodies, both living and dead; she has reiterated text from executionmessages and suicide notes; and she has collaborated with community groups to discuss their
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lived experiences. On a general level, she has gradually moved away from the corpse over time.
If her earlier work often depicts dead bodies directly, her mature work mostly deals with the
residual bio-matter of corpses and, later, sundry matter from murder scenes. More recently, she
has emphasized how violence affects the lives of the living; for instance, Mexico’s communities
of transgender sex workers, who are among the most vulnerable to murder and abuse.
Given the nature of Margolles’ practice, attitudes toward her art are typically divided. On
one hand, her techniques court much critique and dismissal, on the basis that they flout
conventions of taste and ethics and border on nihilism or empty sensationalism.158 Her use of
corpses is particularly concerning, insofar as she appropriates the matter of bodies that cannot
consent to her adoption and application of it. Moreover, when Margolles does acquire the
consent of kin, that cooperation is often underscored by socio-economic disparity, as when the
artist covers burial costs for the deceased’s family. For these reasons, Margolles’ aesthetic
treatment of death, violence, and destitution is liable to bother viewers that may see her as taking
advantage of abject conditions to generate controversy. One may ask if it is ethical—i.e., is it
right, proper, or respectful—to make and exhibit these works? Is the artist, along with the
institutions that display her work and the viewers that consume it, complicit in the
spectacularization of the conditions she critiques?
While these questions are certainly legitimate—although I believe they miss much of the
nuance and critical relevance of Margolles’ practice—a full account of these critiques is outside
the scope of this chapter. Nevertheless, I aim to respond to certain assumptions and attitudes that
inform these kinds of critiques, specifically the adherence to a humanist morality that views the
corpse in the same terms as the live human subject. In challenging these approaches, Margolles
interrogates the ways that life, death, and the human are socio-politically constituted, with sharp
attention to the corpse’s material specificity. She does not degrade or disrespect the corpse but
aims to unearth its political and ethical potency, which means understanding the corpse as
something other than a proxy for an erstwhile-life. Thus, the salient ethical question about
Margolles’ practice is not is it right to display her art? Rather, it is, how do we exist alongside
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the corpse, as something that upsets our received assumptions about the integrity of life, death,
and the body?
On the other hand, sympathetic critics and curators consider Margolles’ work as an
appropriate, albeit provocative, response to the exigencies of contemporary political events. Her
analyses of death, mourning, and violence raise important questions that are simultaneously
political, ethical, aesthetic, sociological, and philosophical. Literature on her work varyingly
touches upon all of these topics, with especial emphasis on the historical context of its
production. Eminent critics such as Cuauhtémoc Medina (perhaps the pre-eminent critic of
contemporary Mexican art and, in my opinion, Margolles’ most incisive reader), Reubén Gallo,
and Coco Fusco, all of whom are invested in Latin American social history, examine her work in
response to Mexican socio-economic conditions.159 As these authors all note, the North American
Free Trade Agreement is an essential reference point for understanding the production of
contemporary Mexican art. Consequently, economic globalization and its ramifications are key
for Margolles’ work, which reflects the dramatic rise of Mexico’s drug trade, the nation’s
political and ideological economies, and related tensions surrounding Mexican-American border
politics.160 This historical-materialist approach is also useful for considering the role of the body,
especially the dead body, as a socio-political product. The inclusion of Margolles’ work in
exhibitions with titles such as Mexico City: An Exhibition about the Exchange Rates of Bodies
and Values (curated by Medina at P.S.1., New York in 2003) illustrates the latter point.161
This social-historical approach often accompanies questions about Margolles’ role as a
“Mexican artist,” particularly in light of her increasing involvement with international
institutions and art fairs. Given concerns about Mexico’s unstable modernity and according shifts
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in its art milieu and markets, many have read Margolles’ work as a critical alternative to much of
the nation’s mainstream art.162 Her work has countered the common branding of Mexicanidad for
global export and a “post-political” impulse that abandons Mexico’s revolutionary aesthetic
tradition.163 Margolles takes critical distance from her native milieu but also draws upon an
aesthetic that is, arguably, distinctly Mexican. I am referring to Mexican culture’s famed affinity
with death, ranging from la Dia de los Muertes to the literature of Octavio Paz. While there is
reason to believe that this tradition has indirectly influenced Margolles, the artist equally
demystifies this national embrace of death.164 Julia Banwell (who has authored the only
monograph on Margolles to date) expounds the artist’s ambivalent relationship with Mexican
identity. Banwell warns against reducing Margolles’ work to another instance of Mexicana;
instead she situates her engagement with death in its specific cultural setting, one where the
corpse remains an omnipresent and powerful icon.165 For example, Banwell cites the ubiquity of
Mexican true crime editorials, which disseminate violent photographs to avid consumers
throughout the country.166
Another prominent discussion on Margolles concerns forensics and its institutions. Many
writers situate her work in relation to criminal forensics and the infrastructure for viewing the
dead human body;167 others consider the specific role those institutions have for her practice. For
instance, Medina and Banwell discuss how the artist acquires her materials through illicit access
to otherwise restricted areas, whether through bribery or other means of bureaucratic tact, or
through her privileged familiarity with Mexico City’s morgue system and her ability to negotiate
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the adoption of human remains.168 Margolles’ means of acquiring bio-matter arguably speak to
the corruption and institutional laxity that allegedly pervade Mexico, supporting associations of
her work with troubled civic structures. On the contrary, Santiago Sierra (a close friend of
Margolles) rebuffs this interpretation, stating that it is entirely misguided to read her work as an
exposé on institutional corruption or as a test of what she can get away with.169
More theoretically, Margolles’ work invites considerable discourse on death and on the
body, usually in tandem. Death is an unavoidable theme, if not medium, in Margolles’ work,
which questions the intellectual foundations for understanding human finitude.170 Virtually all
scholarship on her work is in some way concerned with the social, philosophical, and aesthetic
dimensions of making art with and about dead bodies. This focus principally relates to broader
questions about how death, destitution, and violence are inflicted upon human bodies and, more
generally, about mortality, loss, and memorial. In these respects, the most robust and effective
framework for theorizing Margolles’ work comes from the philosophical thought of Georges
Bataille, which informs the artist and many of her critics. Bataille’s theorization of sacrifice,
violence, excess, and sovereignty, and his tropes of formlessness and base materialism, influence
social and aesthetic understandings of Margolles’ art. His ideas about the political structures of
death, particularly in relation to sovereignty and violence, provide an effective framework for
linking Margolles’ concern with state violence to her strategies for registering the body’s formal
dissolution. Accordingly, critics like Medina and Marianna Botey tie together historical and
Bataillean perspectives via political theories about the sovereign management of death (as I soon
elaborate in my discussion of necropower).171 These critiques outline how Margolles deploys
aesthetic strategies that witness the routinized production of death in the body’s base materiality:
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by animating matter in its physical and social abjection, her work exposes the state’s foundations
in sacrificial violence.
This concern with the human body also bears on art historical considerations of
Margolles’ work. Her performative use of bodies and bodily materials invokes the tradition of
post-1960s body-art, ranging from feminist performance to Viennese Actionism to recent bio-art
that deliberately uses materials like blood.172 Alternately, Banwell has read Margolles’ art in
relation to photography, whether by photojournalists or high-art photographers, laying out an
iconographic or representational basis for viewing art that depicts violent crime.173 In general,
aesthetic analysis of Margolles’ work focuses more on its conceptual procedures and the
particularities of its media than its formal techniques. Visual analysis often touches on, but rarely
expounds, Margolles’ relation to abstraction and minimalist aesthetics. Exhibitions such as
Political/Minimal, held at Kunste Werk Berlin in 2008, affirm the important formal dimensions
of her artistic strategies, illustrating the nexus between minimalist sculpture and its political
effects. However, this study lacks the space to elaborate upon the specific traits of her work.174
This chapter admittedly follows a similar approach, privileging conceptual analysis over close
formal analysis, but aims to do justice to the unique formal and experiential qualities of
Margolles’ art.
These approaches expound what is at stake in Margolles’ art, if we are to view it as an
effectively political response to a specific social history. To do so, however, means more than
situating her work in its appropriate contexts or explaining how her aesthetic strategies respond
to them. Studies such as Banwell’s monograph on Margolles limit themselves by focusing on
how the artist raises awareness of issues. This approach supposes that the artwork is principally
a carrier of information, a text that is not necessarily didactic but aims to impart knowledge of
certain situations. From this perspective, the relation between art and politics occurs in
communicative action oriented toward awareness, which may or may not be ameliorative but
nevertheless provides the basis for opposition. This approach raises larger questions about the
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means and ends of politicized art; specifically, we can ask if the politics of art are necessarily
epistemological? Is knowledge a currency for manifesting praxis or oppositional subject
positions? My implicit answer is that a will-to-knowledge does not necessarily underlie
Margolles’ work, which upsets the work of inferring empirical or rational information, such as
the identity of a person, the presence of a body, or the forensic evidence of death.
To be sure, art is never reducible to an intended communicative end; the material and
affective qualities of its iteration inevitably exceed fixed meanings. To understand Margolles’ art,
I intend to focus on those excesses, the points of abstraction that confound knowledge, including
the affective experience of confronting death in its non-transcendent and obscure materiality.
Following Medina, I intend to read Margolles’ work as “a kind of unconscious historiography of
the brutality of Mexican social experience… [which] springs not from any direct impulse
towards reportage, so much as from the exercise of a heterodox experience of knowledge and an
ethical investigation pushed to the limit.”175 As he elaborates,

…the friction set up by the contemporary artwork between the social fragments or
episodes which it absorbs and adapts, and its finality, which is to parasite on, or
intervene in, spaces, social circuits, collective affects and public discourses,
negotiates a role which is anything but to represent: because the esthetic
operations have shed their inert or ideal condition as non-things, and the image
they offer of ‘reality’ can never now be stabilized as a piece of conscious data. In
all the confusion between criticism and affirmation, this non-production/nonconsumption has nothing to display: its goal is to perturb epistemologies and
practices. This is a political undertaking, to the extent that it refuses to have any
truck with the amazing efficiency of the art world at grinding concern with history
down into curatorial pabulum.176
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What is at stake in Margolles’ art is therefore greater than what we can know from viewing it. In
reflecting upon this unknowability, I hope to show that the salient effects of her work, including
its capacity to convey the ethical and political, consist in the experience of coming against the
tangible limits of what we can perceive as things.

Aesthetic Responses to Socio-Political Exigencies
Context does not exhaust interpretation of Margolles’ work but is necessary to expound
the historical circumstances it has evolved with. To offer an admittedly rushed overview,
Margolles’ practice arose during a new period of upheaval and instability in Mexico, particularly
following the social and political shifts surrounding the North American Free Trade Agreement.
The 1994 signing of NAFTA marked Mexico’s embrace of the neo-liberal policies underwriting
Western-led globalization, leading to the country’s economic crisis of 1994-1995. These
developments brought a destabilization of state power, including the ousting of Carlos Salinas’
government in 1994, the decline of Institutional Revolutionary Party (whose seventy-one year
incumbency ended in 2000), and activist movements such as the Zapatista uprising. Moreover,
these factors contributed to the rise and collapse of industrial towns along the Mexican-American
border, which emerged to complement the newly deregulated import of cheaply produced goods
into the United States. These towns—most famously Ciudad Juárez, as well as Margolles’
hometown of Culiacán, the seat of Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman’s notorious Siñaloa cartel—are
now infamous for incredible levels of violence that have become all but normal in daily life
(Mexico recorded 27,199 murders in 2011, amounting to around 24 per 100,000 people. In
Ciudad Juárez, whose population falls under 1.5 million inhabitants, 3,116 murders were
reported in 2010, amounting to more than one per every 500 people).177
The implosion of local economies and the coincident growth of the drug trade have made
these regions new hubs for the northward transit of cocaine. With the informal dominance of
narco-traffickers, gang fighting (particularly during the turf wars of 2008-2011), executions,
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kidnappings, femicides, and vendetta killings have proliferated. The pervasive mediatization and
theatricality of this violence (including beheadings, broad-daylight executions, and murders
accompanied by public messages or symbols like rattlesnakes) also provides a rich source of
scandal in news reportage and political discourse. Consequently, the presence of death has
become dramatically more immediate, as the frequency of murders, the sound of gunshots, and
the sight of corpses in the media and in public view become increasingly quotidian. Moreover, if
this violence had traditionally been limited to those in organized crime, it has, since the 2000s,
spilled onto broader facets of society: bystanders, police and military, maquilladoras (female
factory workers), journalists, family of narco-traffickers, and others uninvolved in the drug trade
have recurrently been murder victims.178 More than just a surge in crime, the seeming
indiscriminateness with which violence extends to potentially anyone signals a condition of
terror, if not outright horror (I will soon elaborate on the distinction): it becomes possible to
imagine almost anyone as a corpse in the street, a body in a mass grave, or raw flesh in the
morgue. There is a perverse levelling in who can be killed, reminding us that here, as Margolles
explains, “social conditions that could guarantee anyone’s life do not exist.”179
Given these conditions, the state has responded in kind with a contentious war on drugs,
most dramatically under Felipe Calderón’s administration in the late 2000s. An uncompromising
police and military reaction has exacerbated violence to an even greater level. In the state’s
attempt to recover a “monopoly on legitimate violence” via militarized clampdown, and with
popular and official rhetoric that suggests violent death is the price of entering the drug trade, a
state of emergency and exception has taken hold throughout much of northern Mexico. As the
state struggles with gangs to maintain control over territory, it exercises the sovereign privilege
to decide when killing citizens is legitimate, if only to justify its means and ends of control. As
Medina notes, “[w]e cannot, therefore, but detect a close relationship between the atrophy of a
democracy helpless to implant itself by the force of its measured violence, and the hypertrophy
of the sovereignty of a sacrificial practice that does not aspire to political hegemony: it merely
seeks to tighten control over this necessarily fluctuating commerce, whose illegality turns it into
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an [sic] particularly deregulated branch of contemporary capitalism.”180 The Mexican war on
drugs thereby dredges up the sacrificial function of sovereignty, as Georges Bataille and his
followers theorize it.181 Born of an originary violence, sovereignty’s essential function is to
transgress the limits between life and death, it consists in the excessive production of death that
drives an unregulated economy of sacrifice.182
For Achille Mbembe, who theorizes sovereignty in terms of “necropower,” the
management of life and death are foundational political operations. Far from the governance of
autonomous subjects in a community bound by reason, sovereignty consists in the "generalized
instrumentalization of human existence and the material destruction of human bodies and
populations.”183 The sovereign exercises power, qua necropower, in its self-legitimizing control
over the production of death (to be sure, this analysis mirrors my earlier discussion of Giorgio
Agamben’s notion of “bare-life,” whereby the sovereign excepts particular lives from its juridical
protection).184 For example, Mbembe explains how modern warfare is an exercise in dividing
populations into biological categories that correspond to those who may be justifiably killed and
those who may not. Where the traditional form of war represents a rule-governed contest
between states, modern war, in its informal, necropolitical guise, collapses its means and ends.185
War becomes a function of the sovereign expenditure of death, in that it reflexively justifies and
enacts the prerogative to take life. War is therefore without ends, insofar as it requires no
terminal or teleological goals for its means, and it is without end: it sustains an indefinite state of
exception, whereby sovereign control over life and death extends beyond the distinction of war
and peace. As Medina explains, reflecting on Mexico’s war on drugs, “we are drifting into a
normalized management of conflict, designed to secure the immortality of democratic capitalism
by means of everlasting wars without truces or victories.”186 “We have the proliferation,
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theatricalization and inexorable progression of a violence that is spectacular and without
measure.”187 In transgressing the limits between life and death and in the absence of social
conditions that, pace Margolles, protect anyone’s life, the generalized presence of death extends
beyond the social, juridical, and political limits we normally expect to contain it.
The way these circumstances figure into Margolles’ work varies with each project and the
means by which she carries it out. Margolles has addressed these conditions outright by directly
representing murder victims and crime scenes, by giving a voice to those most affected by
Mexico’s social climate, and by featuring statistics and journalistic quotes about Mexican crime.
More often, she is deliberately oblique, preferring to let found materials present their embedded
significance, if not also their recalcitrant insignificance: she has portrayed the abstract residues of
dead bodies and crime scenes; she has withheld or withdrawn the distinguishing features of
individuals, concealing or eliding their subjective experiences; and she has quoted messages that
accompanied gang executions, displaying them on the wall with the matter-of-factness of
conceptual language art, but without any indication of their senders or receivers. Similarly, she
has variously created memorials to named individuals, created anti-memorials to unknown
persons, and dispensed with the logic of memorialization altogether. In sum, Margolles’ work is
hardly unitary and employs different techniques for different purposes. Nonetheless, the bulk of
her production from the mid 1990s to the late 2000s (the focus of this chapter) favours her
decidedly oblique techniques. While these works are among Margolles’ most reticent they are
inextricable from the socio-political conditions that surround their production. The annihilation
of bodies and the erasure of lives finds their aesthetic analogue in the abstraction of material
ephemera, marking the illegibility of necropolitical subjugation.
In her use of abstraction, Margolles does not evade the political but closely focuses on its
material expressions. Her art rarely asserts moral or political positions but it does not dissemble
political opinions or purposes either, just as it does not deny its capacity to voice protest.
Consider, for example, Bandera (Flag, 2009) [fig. 3.2, 3.3], part of Margolles’ project for the
2009 Venice Biennale. There, Margolles replaced the Mexican pavilion’s national flag with a
sheet covered in blood and mud from northern Mexican murder scenes. By pairing traces of
violent death with symbols of national sovereignty, this gesture denounces the proliferation of
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state violence in Mexico. We can therefore view this work as a symbol of protest in its implicit
call for accountability and mourning. This interpretation is certainly accurate, although reading
Bandera in such straightforward terms sells it short. Margolles affords her art much of its
significance by letting materials, spaces, encounters, and messages speak for themselves. She
allows her materials to expose their particularities in order to index their social and political
histories, with minimal dependence on the subjective perspective of an auxiliary voice.188
However, by letting her materials speak for themselves, she highlights the stringent limits of their
inferential value. Works like Bandera may “speak” but it is not up to us to determine what they
say. As viewers, we are left to face what exceeds our epistemological and perceptual grasp, to
explore the sensory repositories of social and ethical relations that are not readily legible.

Presenting Bodies
To understand Margolles’ artistic development, the most useful starting point is the
human body, including its fragmentation, dissolution, and disappearance. Margolles’ innovative
use of human bio-matter speaks to the different ways that bodies act as material measures of
social, political, and ethical conditions. Whether preserved or destroyed, brutalized or protected,
honoured or forgotten, marked or unmarked, the body and its by-products index qualitative
conditions of life. These conditions include life’s socio-economic value, its subjection and
subjugation, and its social and political relevance, which are all performed upon and through the
body. Bio-matter is therefore a privileged medium for Margolles, who uncovers lived social
histories embedded within its material and immaterial forms.
Beginning with her early work in SEMEFO, Margolles quickly established a macabre and
confrontational aesthetic based on the body’s morbidity. For example, SEMEFO has exhibited
sculptures made of dead and decaying horses (Lavatio Corporis, 1994) [fig. 3.4] and displays of
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tattoos cut from the bodies of prisoners (Tatuajes [“Tattoos”], 1996). For Medina, Margolles’
interactions with the abject, macabre, and illicit comprise an aesthetic of “gothic modernity” “in
which the theme of horror and the ‘undead’ stands for a primal reaction to the brutality of
modernization.”189 The immediacy of raw flesh expresses itself as a visceral response to the
culture of violent conflict and crisis from whence it comes. As Coco Fusco explains, discussing
SEMEFO’s work in a distinctly post-NAFTA register, this art “doesn't champion the sanctity of
the body but underscores the desacralizing of life that is the suppressed underside of Mexico's
ongoing economic crisis.”190 In the decomposition of dead flesh, these works connect the
debasement of human life to the socio-economic structures that devalue life in its economic
instrumentalization.
This approach underlies much of Margolles’ work from 2000 and before, which often
directly represents or presents dead bodies. A significant example is Lengua (“Tongue," 2000)
[fig. 3.5], a severed tongue that had belonged to a street punk killed in a fight, displayed matter of
factly in a state of slow decay, its metal stud piercing still intact. Likewise, Tarjetas para Picar
Cocaina (“Cards for Cutting Cocaine," 1997-1999) consists of a series of cards designed for
cocaine use, each bearing a grotesque photograph of someone killed in relation to drug trade.
Insofar as Margolles made Lengua to metonymically speak on behalf of a voiceless underclass of
marginal persons and insofar as she distributed cards to direct cocaine users to their implication
in an economy of violence, she relies on the body to present itself as evidence of its own death
and dismemberment.191 The viscerality of objects and images appear as the self-evident products
of a culture that has allowed social and corporeal abjection to flourish. By letting raw flesh
exhibit itself in this way, these works register their protest of that condition.
Alternately, we can chart Margolles’ practice back to SEMEFO’s works that broach
similar themes much less explicitly. These works include Estudio de la Ropa del Cadáver
(“Study of the Corpse’s Clothing," 1998) [fig. 3.6], a display of clothing previously worn by
murder victims and by children killed in accidents. By carefully laying out this disembodied
clothing on a light box, the work alternates between the morbid and the mundane, crossing
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between commercial fashion display, modernist sculpture, and a forensic evidence table.
Similarly, in Memoria Fosilizada (“Fossilized Memory," 1999) the group collected personal
items that were found on various murder victims and enclosed them in a concrete block. These
works testify to a different aesthetic trajectory that runs through Margolles’ oeuvre, one that is no
less morbid but markedly cooler in tone and more calculated in its aesthetic operations. Relevant
examples include Entierro (“Burial," 1999) [fig. 3. 7], in which Margolles entombed a stillborn
fetus in a concrete block, Sonidos de la Muerte (“Sounds of Death," 2008) [fig. 3.8], an audio
installation of field recordings from sites where murdered women were found, and any number of
sculptures and installations made with the material residue of autopsies or murder scenes. These
works describe how violence and brutality define significant facets of Mexican society but do not
express themselves via the presentation of flesh. Rather, these works are premised on the
disappearance of the body, testifying to an absent presence by either presenting or obscuring the
evidence of negation. In either case, the absence of the violated body becomes evidence of its
violation, which returns the body to the work in the exposition of its absent presence.
In distinguishing works that do and do not present a perceptible body, I do not intend to
separate them but to consider how Margolles challenges that opposition. More broadly, I intend
to question common assumptions about the visibility of bodies and about that visibility’s
significance. For instance, Banwell argues that Margolles is concerned with bodies that “have
fallen through the gaps of the social fabric and disappeared from view….” As Banwell continues,
“Margolles counters this by making both these individuals and death visible again.”192 This claim
supposes that, when bodies are pushed outside social margins of visibility, one can counter that
suppression by bringing bodies back into sight. Furthermore, this claim raises questions about
how those bodies exist as objects of visual or perceptual consumption and about the extent to
which the disappeared can reappear. Banwell even suggests that in Caída Libre (“Free Fall,"
2005), an installation that features droplets of human fat, Margolles "un-disappear[s]" the
anonymous bodies the fat comes from.193 But what does it mean to un-disappear a person?
Banwell presumably intends the straightforward sense of giving due attention to the socially
invisible, although her wording suggests a different interpretation that corresponds to neither
visibility nor invisibility: an un-disappearance that is also an un-appearance. In that sense, I
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argue that Margolles does not undo the body's disappearance to restore a pre-existing form or
figure but explores the perceptual limits of disappearance. Her work seems less interested in
affirming the structural division between the visible and invisible than confronting the political
constitution of the body’s spectrality.
In presenting the corpse’ unidentifiable remnants, Margolles conjures the body only to
dispel it, alleging it as the abstract imprint of its disappearance, the material trace of its
dematerialization. She presents signifiers that do not signify certain bodies as much as they
evince expired referents. This disjunctive effect is owed to Margolles use of materials, residues
and remains that simultaneously attest to living bodies and to the negation thereof. These
materials range from unadulterated human bio-matter such as blood, fat, and sweat to sundry
matter gleaned from murder sites, such as broken glass and dirt. In all cases, these materials bear
the significance of their physical and spatio-temporal specificity, the direct and intimate relation
of fluids to bodies or of incidental materials to corresponding sites. Nevertheless, these fluids do
not amount to a body or its image just as something like broken glass does not necessarily
answer the forensic questions of who? What? When? Where? Why? And how? While these
materials invoke a certain singularity, promising the existence of a real, specific, and unique
referent, they stop short of offering real knowledge of it.
These materials are embedded with considerable socio-political significance but remain
meaningless outside of Margolles’ means for exhibiting them. Margolles does not simply put
these materials on display, like museological relics offered for cultural curiosity, but folds them
back into daily life, re-deploying them in social space. Most often, she delivers her materials via
various other media, techniques, and mechanisms that distribute them throughout their spaces of
display. For example, she has soaked sheets of fabric with blood and dirt, as in Bandera; she has
smeared fat on the skin of living humans, like a polluting balm, and has spread fat on the surface
of buildings, as if to coat them with an organic skin; she has wiped down windows with sweaty tshirts; made jewelry from glass shattered in drive-by shootings; and, of course, created works
with water used to clean corpses during autopsies. Margolles’ means for making work is varied,
and those differences speak to how her practice reflects changing social conditions. I expound
those differences by specifically looking at the sculpture Entierro, the installations Aire and
Vaporización (“Vaporization," 2003), and, briefly, the audio-installation Sonidos de la Muerte.
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Before examining those works I outline the theoretical frameworks for considering their social,
political, and ethical stakes. In particular, I outline how Margolles engages in a number of
debates about the human body, which illuminate the critical potential of her work and its
contribution to rethinking the human.

The Limits of the Human
By presenting the body in its imperceptibility and unidentifiability, Margolles complicates
the question of what kind of body it is. She withholds our ability to categorize the body—to
apprehend and treat it as a particular biological entity—and to recognize its specifically human
constitution. In her efforts to de-categorize the body’s materiality, Margolles exposes the material
threshold at which the figure of the human collapses, pointing to the anthropocentric faults that
often ground conceptions of the political and ethical. This uncertain humanness represents one of
Margolles’ major contributions to critical discourse, insofar as it encourages us to conceive an
ethics and politics that are radically indifferent to the very idea of the human. By deconstructing
the human as a biological, ethical, social, and political, figure, and in deconstructing the intact
figure of the human as such, Margolles anticipates a question posed by François Debrix: “What
are we to make of such an insistence—at once narrative, visual, ordinary, exceptional, and
geopolitical—on the human, human life, and the human body beyond any clear presence of
human integrity, identity, or unity?”194
Margolles’ work begins by departing from the human, not to valorize dehumanization but
to challenge the idea of the human as a social, ethical and legal value. In addition to
denaturalizing humanness as a biological given, she questions its role as an ethical sine qua non;
namely, its role as the common denominator between homo sapiens and, hence, the basis for an
ethico-juridical structure that prohibits the violation of others.195 My issue with this structure is
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that the human is a partial and ineffectual model for qualifying or protecting life, much less for
an ethics that accounts for what is unassimilable to the common. As Giorgio Agamben explains,
the category of Homo sapiens, discursively consolidated through Linnaean taxonomy, represents
“neither a clearly defined species nor a substance; it is, rather, a machine or device for producing
the recognition of the human.”196 In that capacity, the discursive foundation of a human
community—the institution of humanity as a common ontological ground—simultaneously
produces the non-human and the unrecognizable. In its negative expression, the categorization of
the human permits violation by recourse to its inherent exclusions (for instance, Roberto
Esposito discusses how the Nazi discourse of the sub-human provided their basis for genocide,
justifying ethical and legal exemption in quasi-biological terms197 ).
In rejecting the category of the human, Margolles also challenges anthropocentric
conceptions of the body, whether live or dead. The radical effect of her work, including the
discomfort it produces, comes from confronting the body at the very limits of the human. By
exposing the point where the body hovers between the human and the inhuman, Margolles
separates the body from its anthropomorphic constitution. If the body traditionally serves as a
precondition for human life and as life’s biological manifestation, Margolles imagines death as
detached from the human body itself. She thereby counters Banwell's claim, regarding
Margolles, that “[t]he body is common to all humanity.”198 In describing the body as the basis of
humanness and in qualifying it through the reflexive sameness of commonality, Banwell fails to
recognize that the body is differently produced in its alternate humanization and
dehumanization.199 As the material effect of bio- and necro-political production, the body
remains irreducible to a universal humanness, if only because not all bodies are necessarily
human. These remainders not only include non-human life—animals, insects, plants—but also
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inhuman life: the dehumanized, the ex-human, and all other forms and expressions of existence
that do not correspond to the human’s biological taxonomies or categories of recognition.200
In considering life and death in terms of the non- and in-human, or what we might call
the unhuman, Margolles considers an ethics that operates outside the reflexive recognition of
humanness. Without reciprocal ontological or social bonds, co-existence extends across different
kinds of life and death, revealing the essential incongruity of existence among beings. This
incongruity puts further pressure on given conceptions of life and death, particularly by
challenging their inherently anthropocentric biases and political structure. As Eugene Thacker
writes, while life is not exclusively lived by humans it is usually understood as something
exclusively thought by them.201 Since Aristotle, hierarchies of existence have excluded the nonliving; stratified the vegetal, animal, and human; and further stratified humanity’s ethical, social,
and political lives. The human propriety of life and the supposition that life achieves its highest
expression in human experience are, unsurprisingly, human constructs. However, to the extent
that “every ontology of 'life' thinks life in terms of something-other-than-life,” we can infer that
life is, in itself, nothing.202 Life is not a property of human existence—a metaphysical substance
intrinsic to human vitality—but something irreducibly separate from it. If, as Thacker argues, life
is historically human-centred yet inhuman-oriented, we can rethink the social, political, and
ethical organization of beings accordingly. And “if," as Thacker continues, “life is not exclusive
to the human, or a privilege of the human, then the question becomes: can there be a politics of
life in terms of the nonhuman or the unhuman?”203
Attempts to think this question include Eric Santner’s theorization of creaturely life. For
Santner, who reads Agamben alongside the twentieth-century German-Jewish philosophical
tradition, the creaturely denotes a condition that occurs at “the peculiar proximity of the human
and animal at the very point of their radical difference.”204 This condition is born of life’s
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exposure to a “sovereign jouissance:” the suspension of law that simultaneously folds the outlaw
into law’s internal structure, revealing the vestiges of an existence that precedes human
subjectivity.205 This subjection to sovereign excess marks “the threshold where life becomes a
matter of politics and politics comes to inform the very matter and materiality of life”; that is, the
threshold where the animal-human distinction collapses under the political constitution of life
itself.206 As a condition of the sovereign management of life and death—as both its object and its
excess—the creaturely evades, and is abandoned by, the human; it thereby opens up different
forms of existence and different possibilities of co-existence, including what Santner describes as
a neighbourly proximity. By illustrating how life’s exposure to traumatic power produces
existences that are neither human nor animal but creaturely, Santner rethinks life’s ethicopolitical structure. He thereby provides a relevant model for sustaining an ethical proximity or
adjacency to others, a co-existence that is irreducible to the common.
Similarly, animal studies scholars like Lori Gruen think across the animal-human divide
to posit new ethical models. Against the anthropocentric hierarchization of life and death, Gruen
challenges the valuation of life according to species difference, including the supposition that
killing animals is more or less important than killing humans. Rather than valuing life in relative
terms, she suggests that life’s devaluation occurs across species, which is not to replace
relativism with universality but to situate the destruction of life in a larger framework of
sanctioned disposability. For example, animal poaching and state violence are neither equivalent
nor entirely separate, both are expressions of the differential categorization of life that affords
their disposability. In response, Gruen posits a model of “entangled empathy” that accounts for
the encompassing co-implication of different beings across different kinds of being.207 With
consciousness of our wider entanglements with others, irrespective of type, we can form better
empathic connections to a wider range of beings and resist the production of disposability.
Insofar as entangled empathy undoes anthropocentric hierarchies that enable the destruction of
life, it represents an inclusive ethical model built upon recognizing and respecting difference. It
rejects anthropocentric identifications with the same but, because interconnectivity and empathy
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comprise its ethical structure, it remains wed to a subject-object framework. This model thereby
differs from the creaturely, for instance, by retaining positions of identification and connection,
arguably limiting the aesthetico-ethical possibilities Margolles signals; namely, a proximity to the
radically unidentifiable and inaccessible.
Between these biopolitical and animal studies discourses, Mel Chen takes Thacker’s
question further, contemplating the agency of non-living matter and, moreover, the adequacy of
life as a category itself. From a new materialist perspective, Chen addresses the limits of bio- and
necro- political frameworks by illustrating how the world is animated by what is neither living
nor dead. The insensate and the immobile—whether solid, liquid, or gas; organic or inorganic—
play significant roles in ethics and ecology, despite their total indifference to human existence. In
place of life, Chen proposes animacy as a construct for understanding the existence of worldly
phenomena. Animacy, the capacity to directly or indirectly conduct material and affective
activity, affords matter a specificity and agency that is not subordinate to subjectivity or
intentionality. To be sure, Chen includes the important caveat that we undo entrenched animacy
hierarchies that determine how we perceive the animation of different materials. Against
anthropocentric biases that privilege the sentient over the inert, foreclosing our awareness of the
world’s material and affective possibilities (again, we can trace these biases back to Aristotle),
Chen contends that humans do not animate things—for instance, through the investment of
consciousness or language—as much as things animate us and the world more broadly.
Chen’s work resonates with Margolles’ insofar as they both think matter, whether
biological or inorganic, in non-vital terms. Alongside Chen, Margolles replaces the vital with the
vibrant, to invoke Jane Bennett’s theorization of the worldly agency of things.208 For Bennett (a
major reference point for Chen), an emphasis on vibrant materiality produces more attentive
encounters between people and things, without grounding that relation in a subject-object binary.
In turn, an aesthetic-affective openness to the “vitality” of non-living matter has the potential to
reorient the public and political spheres, if only by recognizing the agency of the irreducibly
heterogeneous materialities that comprise them. This approach illuminates Margolles’ efforts to
portray what she calls “the life of the corpse,” to express the non-vital life of dead bodies,
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including their capacity to stimulate and transform the living’s social and material
environments.209 Thomas Laqueur affirms this approach by describing the corpse as something
“more than not alive but also unliving.”210 He argues that dead bodies, regardless of their
material state, do important work that implicates the living and shapes history: “The dead remain
active agents in this history even if we are convinced they are nothing and nowhere. Their
ontological standing is of minor importance. They do things the living could not do on their
own.”211 The corpse emblematizes the social and political power of the dead and inert, an agency
that is the prerogative of the living-dead.
Understanding material agency is useful to the extent it collapses the life-non-life binary
and complicates the perceived constitution of bodies. It debunks the unity of both the human and
social body as exclusively and properly live organisms, revealing the co-constitution of the living
and dead among intersecting material entities. For example, in what could be a direct analysis of
works like Aire, which disseminate the nebulous material residues of corpses, Chen describes
“the constant interabsorption of animate and inanimate bodies in the case of airborne
pollution….” Here, the commingling of microbes and proper human bodies illustrates the
“physical nonintegrity of individual bodies and the merging of forms of ‘life’ and ‘nonlife.’”212
By deconstructing the conceptual and material categories that distinguish bodies and objects, life
and death, animate and inert, this approach allows us to reframe the material and affective
structure of social, ethical, and political existence. As Chen writes, “animacy has the capacity to
rewrite conditions of intimacy, engendering different communalisms and revising biopolitical
spheres, or, at least, how we might theorize them.”213
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Finally, recalling the above question about imagining “the human, human life, and the
human body beyond any clear presence of human integrity, identity, or unity," François Debrix
offers a theoretical account of violence with especial relevance for Margolles. Debrix’s starting
point is the bodily mutilation that occurs in Mexican narco-violence, a form of extreme violence
that renders even bare, biological life superfluous. The physical fragmentation and pulverization
of bodies goes beyond murder to “render human matter irrelevant and indistinguishable from any
other type of matter.” It reduces bodies to an un-reconstructable mass of base stuff, separating
bodies from the human’s onto-material specificity.214 The dismantling of bodies and lives and the
production, display, and dissemination of bodily fragments engenders a condition that exceeds
human life and death and, therefore, the purview of the bio- and necro-political. Reflecting on the
limits of the latter discourses, Debrix asks the following:

…how do we transition from a modality of the political that seeks to preserve life
or that puts to death in order to maintain or establish power over some populations
(even if by means of extreme violence) to another modality of destruction for
which the fact of being alive or dead, or of being unrecognizable as a human body
or not, is irrelevant or of no obvious political utility? How are we to make sense,
if making sense is still possible, of the seeming shift from a violence that still
cares about humanity or, at least, about human bodily integrity to a violence that
thrives in fragmentation, proliferation, and the pulverization of human shapes or
forms (and sometimes, as [Zoe] Wool may have it, still expects ordinary life to be
lived as such)?215

Debrix theorizes this condition in terms of “horror,” taking cue from Adriana Cavarero’s
distinction between terrorism and horrorism. If terror aims to destroy some lives and preserve
others, horror precludes the death or survival of humans qua humans, it aims to eradicate the
ontological unity of human life by undoing the body’s figural unity and by effacing its
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individuality. Horror posits a new kind of bodily materiality that exists outside human limits,
with “no hope for a reconstitution of humanity, for a rediscovery of the traces of the human, for a
revamped political (human) community, or even for a newly found capacity for human life/living
through concepts such as precariousness, grievability, over-living, or survivance.”216 In effect,
horror destroys the human in ways that preempt attempts to reclaim it, eradicating all remnants
of a metaphysical substance that would distinguish it as such.217
Debrix’s account of horror represents something like the catastrophic inverse of what I
describe as an ethics and politics that are indifferent to the human. Like Debrix, I am concerned
with the dis-unification, disfiguration, and de-categorization of the human, specifically in the
display and dissemination of radically fragmented bodies. Additionally, I am concerned with a
condition where beings cease to exist as individuals anchored in subjective positions and
identities. Given these concerns, I aim to theorize an ethics where beings co-exist in their shared
proximity, their mutual exposure to a space of ontological openness. I argue that this is only
possible through a radical deconstruction of the individual human subject (with emphasis on each
of those last three terms) that touches upon a state of aesthetic and ontological abstraction.
Debrix describes something similar to this condition, albeit manifest in its worst expression, the
nihilistic subsumption of existence to pure destitution and traumatic power. These
correspondences are disconcerting but not altogether surprising, for they represent divergent
possibilities for organizing existence in the absence of the human. The danger of my proposed
ethical model is that it skirts unequivocally malignant conditions—dehumanization, abjection,
the destruction of life and erasure of death—which typically eclipse possibilities for organizing
existence differently. This approach does not mean valorizing the malignant or fetishizing
conditions of horror but nor does it mean restoring the human, the proper, and the life-death
binary to reaffirm a philosophical status-quo (much less an ethics of sentimental optimism built
on hackneyed catechisms about human compassion).
Between horror and ethical co-existence, Margolles superimposes the divergent
possibilities of the unhuman. On one hand, her art provides an incisive analysis of the real
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material, social, and political conditions of pervasive violence; on the other, it considers how
socio-political and ethical co-existence can occur within those conditions. Her work speaks to
both the agony and ecstasy of human life and death at the threshold where the human, life, and
death all cease to operate. At the limit where the human body becomes inaccessible, where it
exists as mere implication, Margolles invites us to experience it as all but nothing. This is not to
proscribe compassion or affirm the body’s resilient grievability; it is to displace the subjective
and affective positions that determine our relation to other beings, living or dead. Further, it is to
present the possibility of experiencing the loss of the abject, the insignificant, and the all-butnothing as we would human life, but not as it. With these aesthetico-ethical and political
aspirations in mind, I henceforth examine Margolles’ work in more detail, to explore the formal
and conceptual means by which it articulates these complex conditions and possibilities.

Entierro
A salient starting point for Margolles is Entierro, an important earlier work that bridges
her engagements with minimalist sculpture and the corpse. By combining her abstract artistic
techniques with her use of biological materials, Entierro demonstrates Margolles’ efforts to
convey the body through severe abstraction, such that the body only appears in its concealment.
The work itself consists of a single concrete block (approximately 15.5 x 66 x 43 cm in size) that
contains a stillborn human fetus embedded within. Utterly plain in texture, colour, and shape, the
block does nothing to suggest its contents, preferring the ostensible neutrality and fantasized
purity of unadorned abstraction. With its relatively small scale, its placement directly on the
floor, and the blandness of its appearance, the work deflects attention from itself, as if Margolles
aimed to make it as visually unremarkable as possible. With awareness of its contents, the
sculpture produces an uncanny aesthetic effect that derives from the discrepancy between its
implied interior and its indifferent exterior. Margolles underscores this effect formally through
her use of material. Concrete is imposing in its mass; it is tough, heavy, impermeable, and cold;
its physicality is raw, rough, and imperfect, as Entierro’s rounded and rough edges show; and its
construction is more appropriate to impersonal industrial processes than skilled artistry. Concrete
is also mundane: it is the same ubiquitous material that comprises the built environment
surrounding Margolles’ work and its spaces of display. In certain installations, Entierro matches
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the concrete floor it rests on, blending into its surroundings as if to highlight its ordinariness as
an object.
Entierro also owes its aesthetic effects to its formal and art historical type, the minimalist
cube. As a model for the presentation of objective forms, the minimalist cube traditionally
aspires to express its shape, material, and position with a minimum of incidental detail and
content. It purges subjective composition and meaning in search of formal transparency.
Margolles inverts these aesthetic axioms by literally concealing the work's contents under its
surface. She favours formal opacity, or rather formal obscenity, recalling Hal Foster’s description
of the abject scene as an ob-scene, a blocking of vision.218 By contaminating the object with the
abject, Margolles forecloses our ability to adequately perceive or know the work. Moreover, we
cannot necessarily know if there is even a body in the sculpture, we can only take its existence as
a matter of faith and imagine it as such.219 The work leaves us to wonder about this body: how
old, large, and developed was it? What is its sex and race? Does it have features like hair? And
more to the point, what does a stillborn fetus even look like when embedded in concrete?
Admittedly, some of these details are not entirely obscure, as the work follows a performance
piece (Lavando el Bebe, “Washing the Baby,” 1999) in which Margolles ceremonially bathed the
same fetus. There is also an established narrative attached to this figure: Margolles, whose
privileged access to clinical institutions allowed her to acquire the fetus in the first place,
contacted its parents to negotiate its adoption for her work. Because the parents were unable to
afford a proper burial and because the fetus was not legally considered a corpse but medical
waste, such that it would be disposed of as such, Margolles offered the child an appropriate,
albeit unorthodox, burial.
We can therefore associate this body with certain qualities, particularly the fact it was
born into destitution among Mexico’s underclass. However, it seems dubious to deduce an
identity or to isolate a specific individual from these details, especially when much of this body’s
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specificity comes from its tenuous socio-ontological status. Accordingly, Margolles locates this
body in the contradictory space between the human and medical waste. She does not celebrate or
recuperate the body by raising it to the former nor deject or marginalize it by reducing it to the
latter. Rather, she focuses on the indistinction between these categories, exposing the fictive
ground that places the human above the abject. Entierro thereby asks the following questions:
what constitutes an appropriate burial for someone deemed unfit for burial? How do we grieve
life that is denied the distinction of human death? And what do we gain and lose in the process?
To say that Margolles buries this child to bestow proper recognition upon it—as it no doubt
deserves—and to grieve it as a human person rather than insignificant matter risks tautology.
That supposition arguably defines the body of a human person in terms of its humanity and
personhood; namely, the legal and social distinctions that separate the corpse—qua person,
human, individual, subject, citizen—from bio-medical waste.220 Nevertheless, that separation is
the effect of that discursive distinction, the iterative categorization of bodies along social,
juridical, and bio-medical lines. The significance of bio-matter is therefore more social than
biological, as biological existence does not guarantee a priori the status of properly human life.
And as Entierro reminds us, this biopolitical categorization structurally disadvantages the kinds
of socio-economically marginal bodies Margolles depicts.
Margolles suggests that appropriately grieving these bodies carries the socio-political
potential of undermining the hierarchical categorization of life and death. What constitutes
“appropriate” grief, however, is difficult to determine. On one hand, treating the body in Entierro
as a “proper” directly opposes its dehumanization and works to reinsert it into the social field of
recognized bodies; nonetheless, this loses the specificity of that body's socio-material condition.
To qualify this fetus as a properly human body—as the prefiguration of a life oriented toward
subjective experience—is to risk erasing its singularity by effacing its constitutive abjection
(recall Fusco’s comment that SEMEFO “doesn't champion the sanctity of the body but
underscores the desacralizing of life…”). On the other hand, reducing that body to its abjection
simply fetishizes its marginality, foreclosing our ability to conceive it otherwise. Margolles
paradoxically follows both and neither of these approaches by situating the body between the
human and the abject. She gives proper burial to the body, affording it the privilege of a real life
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lost, yet retains the social and material abjection that is inextricable from the real conditions of its
existence. Even more paradoxically, she preserves the body’s singularity by effacing the body
itself, embedding the abject body in concrete to simultaneously give it form and to abstract it,
placing it in public view but only at the point of its disappearance. By obscuring the body,
closing any perception or knowledge of it as a subject or object, and by reducing it to a
possibility of imagination—what I earlier called a matter of faith—Entierro mourns the body in
its abjection.221
As a tomb or, arguably, a monument that mourns an unknown and unseen body, Entierro
functions as an inversion of the proverbial “tomb of the unknown soldier,” for example, the one
in Arlington, Virginia [fig. 3.9] (not to mention its many national analogues throughout the
world). The latter nearly resembles Entierro’s unassuming, mausoleal form but appropriately
differs in its greater size, marble construction, and neo-classical design. These minor aesthetic
disparities signal dramatically different effects: where Entierro’s factual minimalism conveys the
social and material abstraction of death, vis-a-vis the conditions that foreclose its recognition, the
American tomb connotes solemn dignity vis-a-vis the sanctity of human death. In turn, these
effects suppose very different relations to the corpse. Like Entierro, the American tomb contains
an anonymous body that it exists to commemorate and enact mourning rites upon; however, it
does so to reassert subjectivity upon that body, specifically in relation to a given state and
military identity. By mourning the body in exclusive reference to the hegemonic identity ascribed
to it, the American tomb aggrandizes that identity against its socio-political injury; namely, the
death of a national soldier. This ideological instrumentalization of death simultaneously affirms
sovereignty and exposes its limits. If the sovereign determines its right to preserve or negate its
subjects, the destruction of protected lives by outsiders transgresses sovereignty’s domain over
its constitutive population. To restore the sovereign delineation of life and death, the tomb of the
unknown soldier mobilizes grief to reassert the boundaries of proper life and death. In contrast,
Margolles employs a similar form to different ends. Entierro also withholds a figure of
identification by preserving the body’s anonymity but it does not inscribe identity upon that body
post-facto. Here, the inability to identify the body is equally an inability to identify with it as the
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manifestation of an identity or subjectivity. The body does not signify a subject or object that is
proper to itself nor afford it ideological intentionality; instead, its anonymity registers the
damning effect of the socio-political conditions that render it imperceptible.

Water, Air, Fog.
Entierro challenges how we relate to an inaccessible body but remains relatively
conventional in the way it imagines it. Entombing a body retains the body intact, or at least
implies it as such. Presumably, viewers that imagine the body inside the block imagine it as a
body, a unified figure that materializes a human being. Despite its anonymity, Entierro posits the
body as the locus of the fetus’ being, the object of its socio-political specificity and ontological
singularity. Here, body and being neatly coincide, and for good reason: the fetus in Entierro, like
the tongue in Lengua, reflects the material effects of embodied social conditions that it has
directly experienced. In contrast, Margolles’ subsequent work undoes the unity of body and
being to explore the body’s disparate fragmentation. She does not erase the specificity of certain
bodies or the violence enacted upon them but extends that specificity outward. These works
exhibit the material effects of social conditions that extend beyond inscriptions of flesh, they
portray the violation and abjection of bodies as the pervasive expression of a shared, albeit
corrupted, social existence. The violated or abject body is not limited to itself as a self-contained
object but extends into the socio-political space where embodiment is manifest. The body
thereby represents the figure of its own deconstruction, if not destruction, as a figure.
Margolles’ work articulates the body’s deconstruction by exposing its fragmentation. An
early example of this strategy includes Lengua, which suggests that the bodily fragment is not
limited to a unified body. This isolated tongue, which is meant to speak for the voiceless bodies
from Mexico’s social margins, is more metonym than synecdoche; it is equally part of, and more
than, a particular whole. As Banwell notes, this tongue "is a fragment that metonymically
represents a whole, and also many other bodies that remain entirely unseen.”222 Lengua thereby
implicates an uncertain number of different bodies that do not constitute a whole, whether as a
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complete physical body or a coherent social body; i.e., a class of individuals that commands
social recognition and political representation. Lengua anticipates Margolles’ more radical efforts
to de-constitute, divide, and multiply the body, particularly in her use of bodily fluids and bodyproxies. In those works, including Aire and Bandera, Margolles presents much less than a
stillborn fetus or severed tongue but also much more. By breaking the body down to particles,
replacing the solid figure with its amorphous traces, she dissolves the limits that distinguish the
body, reducing it to an imperceptible minimum; in doing so, she exposes the body’s traces on a
far greater spatial and social measure.
Margolles’ decomposition and expansion of bodies is evident in works that recycle water
she had used to wash corpses. Following the standard procedure of washing cadavers before
carrying out an autopsy, Margolles redeploys this water to transmit its physical traces beyond the
morgue’s walls (of course, the water is heavily sanitized and the smell of antiseptic overshadows
the presumed smell of a rotting corpse, although I suspect this fact does little to reassure viewers,
who may react to the smell of disinfectant as it were abject itself). Because water lends itself to
countless different forms, applications, and manifestations, whether solid, liquid, or vaporous, it
is a particularly effective medium for Margolles. By dissolving the body’s material traces into a
fluid that can be redistributed in otherwise impossible ways and by filtering that fluid through
different kinds of technologies and media, she has explored different possibilities for giving these
traces liminal form. To that end, Margolles employs post-minimalist aesthetic techniques for
expressing matter in its bare, abstract form, particularly by situating it in relation to the viewer’s
body and to its spatial surroundings. For instance, she has mixed this water with cement to create
concrete benches (e.g. Untitled, 2010) [fig. 3.10], giving stable and lasting shape to otherwise
elusive materials. She thereby preserves water in a form that is solid and available to physical
contact, as one can sit on a bench for extended periods of time, pressing one’s own body against
the solid mass. Alternately, in Aire she runs this water through air conditioners, spreading it so
thin that it becomes impossible to distinguish from its surroundings. And in Vaporización [fig.
3.11, 3.12] she runs this water through fog machines, expanding its surface area and spatial reach
by turning it into a pervasive ether, at once palpable and nebulous. These works demonstrate how
water, regardless of its internal content, is practically and formally useful for experimenting with
the materiality of art objects. Lacking a given shape, figure, distinct surface, or unity of form,
water is a material that expresses the post-minimalist notion of “anti-form” par excellence.
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Water’s fluidity embodies the tension between the material and immaterial that occurs at the
contingent and fluctuating limits of form itself.
Through her application of water, Margolles portrays the body in its radical fluidity.
Endlessly divided and multiplied, spread across a plurality of surfaces and things, and manifest
in different shapes and textures, bodily matter flows without distinct beginnings or ends. In their
fluid state, the specific traces of singular beings become imperceptible; they pervade their
material hosts yet are impossible to locate therein. Without discernible physical limits, the bodily
index is neither absent nor present but is simultaneously there and not there; it neither appears
nor functions as part of a body, as its bodyness does not occur in a body per se. In refusing to
present the legible shape or figure of autonomous bio-ontological matter, Margolles’ work
expresses the body’s dis-unification, distention, and dissolution. She dissolves the body into
something that is nearly nothing, a material that borders on the immaterial but also an
immateriality that touches upon the material. As Klaus Görner and Udo Kittelman explain, the
remains of life “hover at the very limits of the depictable, at the limits of art, precisely where
death—beyond all symbolisation—just manages to remain visible as the dissolution of form.”223
Here, form exists at the point of its disappearance, the emptying out of meaning and the
dissolution of figure that remains in place of a body. In this way, following Gabriela Jaregui,
Margolles’ “art is defined by the tension between thingness and nothingness”:224 it moves
between something—some thing, somebody, some body—and nothingness, preserved in a state
of ontological suspension. Margolles’ works do not present absent forms but the absenting of
form. As indexical markers of bodies, her works index the aporetic materiality of bodies that
mark the limit of their (dis)appearance. The body remains absent but its absence contains traces
of its disappeared presence, traces we cannot follow back to particular bodies. As such,
Margolles presents the essentially spectral quality of bodies that inhabit space without
constituting themselves as bodies within it.
We can follow this process by returning to Aire, which matches a minimum of discernible
phenomena with the contact of morbid matter, creating a paradoxical experience of the abject.
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Insofar as the implication of the corpse upon the viewer’s body produces visceral reactions, the
power of those sensations points to contradictions at the work’s core. Not only do viewers lack a
perceived object to project their affects upon, those affects emerge from the very absence of any
such object. With knowledge of the air’s composition, viewers may sense the proximity and
perhaps the invasion of the abject, and they may feel it compromising their embodied integrity
by polluting their personal space. At the same time, this proximity is equally a distance that
questions the corpse’s material limits. By conceiving the corpse as something that is not
contained by the body or its appropriate spaces (e.g., the morgue and the grave), Margolles
simultaneously disseminates and conceals the corpse, rendering it omnipresent within the gallery
while simultaneously withdrawing it. Through the corpse’s contact with water and through that
water’s subsequent passage through air conditioners, the dead body undergoes a series of
transformative dislocations. The corpse’s indices take on new material expressions as they
transfer from solid to liquid to vapour; further, as those traces become more diffuse, the body and
its death increasingly separate from their proper materialization. The presence of death melts into
air as it moves away from the physical body toward insubstantiality,
Here, Margolles insinuates the corpse as little more than a transformation in the room’s
climate, which viewers experience as a quality of atmosphere. As Nike Bätzner writes, this
atmospheric composition “is something that does not inhere in an object but fills a space,
creating a mood. It envelops, describes a ‘between,’ and eludes a physical grasp. It is a relational
concept. Neither a state of the subject, nor a property of the object, it arises in the interplay of the
things that affect us and the active process of perception; it reveals itself in human experience, of
which it is a precondition. Atmosphere is a perceptible, felt potentiality of space.”225
Notwithstanding the qualification of atmosphere as relational and the invocation of human
experience, this description encapsulates how Aire functions as a modality of space, one that is
neither subjective nor objective and that juxtaposes affects and percepts while sustaining their
discontinuity. It is uncertain whether it is the contact with material vestiges of death or simply the
cold air that might give viewers goosebumps, but it is also uncertain whether the distinction
between the absent presence of death and its material presence holds. In its diffusion, Aire
portrays the corpse as an environmental quality, registered in the indirect sensation of something
touching upon one’s body without ever being there. The work thereby recalls the popular trope of
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feeling a chill when coming in contact with a ghost, whose spectral presence cannot show itself
but can alter general conditions of perception. Bodies never truly touch yet viewers experience
an indirect contiguity with others, which occurs in the chain of material indices that distend and
transpose the bodily limits of different beings.
Vaporización similarly works by running morgue water through fog machines. By
flooding the gallery with a pervasive haze of vapour, Margolles transforms it into a translucent
space stripped of images or legible figures, save for the vague impression of any lights and
bodies therein. Unlike Aire, which presents the corpse’s traces on the condition of their
invisibility, with a minimum of formal mediation, Vaporización limits vision by rendering it
homogenous. Fog flattens depth and fades contours, reducing the gallery to a visually diffuse and
spatially nebulous environment. In turn, the transformation of space affects the experience of
space and time, inasmuch as viewers slow their movements to take stock of their positions and
perceptions. This increased attention to one’s occupation of space corresponds to a simultaneous
diminution and amplification of perceptual stimuli. If Aire confounds viewers by presenting little
more than nothing, Vaporización clouds viewers through palpable, multi-sensory immersion. In
this state, viewers experience the work as a state of affective intensity that consists in the
experience of abstraction; namely, the sensation of things that have become unfixed from
physical position, shape, and form.
Given Margolles’ emphasis on the experiential specificity of the work’s constitutive
environment, Aire and Vaporización follow in the post-1960s tradition of phenomenologically
informed art. Within that tradition, the immersive installation decentres the artwork by
dislocating it from a particular object, trading art’s historical privilege of visual objects for
spatio-temporally situated experiences. In these cases, Margolles replaces an apprehensible
object or figure with an abstract sensation of the spectral corpse, an implication of it that emerges
as viewers move through the air or vapour, feeling it, smelling it, tasting it, breathing it in, and
absorbing it into their lungs and skin. Within a space that blurs the limits between the body and
its environment and, moreover, blurs the limits of bodies themselves, viewers experience their
virtual proximity to a vestigial corpse. However, in the experience of what viewers cannot know
—the existence of certain dead bodies—and in the knowledge of what viewers cannot experience
—death—the installation reveals its phenomenological limits. At the same time as these works
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aestheticize the viewer’s position in space and time, they question what viewers position
themselves in relation to. In the absence, but also the paradoxical presence, of an implied nonobject, these works challenge the possibility of establishing a positive relation to the work.
Instead, the viewer’s experience is built around the lack of a relational subject or object and the
corresponding possibility of thinking beyond those divisions. As humid air or vapour seep into
the viewer’s own porous corporeal borders, the reflexive experience of one’s own body occurs at
the negative limits of unknown others, in the physical and ontological un-limiting of bodies. This
is not to say viewers experience some sort of out of body experience but that, in the absence of a
reciprocal body with which to establish a phenomenological relation, and in the perception of
sensations divorced from objective qualities, viewers may experience something like a spectral
chill that dislocates the embodied experience of time and space. The vestigial corpse seems
particularly apt in engendering this uncanny sensation.

The Epistemology of the Morgue
While these installations interact with their immediate physical settings, they equally
speak to a number of other spaces that Margolles’ media moves through. Most significantly, her
works with water testify to the corpse’s passage through the morgue, which includes Margolles’
position therein. The morgue is both a privileged and problematic space for the artist, who has
foregrounded its role in her art since the beginning of her career. In 2000, she fashioned her
practice via her photographic series, Autorretratos en la Morgue (“Self-Portraits in the Morgue”)
[fig. 3.13]. For example, one image depicts Margolles standing in a white lab-coat next to a tank
of clouded water, holding the grisly corpse of an adolescent girl in her arms, pieta-style. Like so
many portraits of artists in their ateliers, these images document Margolles’ working method and
assert its aims, conveying her efforts to communicate the otherwise closed off realities of what
the morgue witnesses: the unrelenting, remorseless, and non-transcendent production of
anonymous death.226 By juxtaposing the morgue and the gallery, her work aims to transmit the
former’s unflinching contact with dead bodies into public space, exposing the inner workings of
death’s private spaces to the broader social realm.
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To the extent that Margolles bridges these seemingly incongruous milieus, she suggests
they were never separate to begin with. The larger geographic itinerary of her water encompasses
the corpse’s transitions from public space to the morgue and back, mapping out a synecdoche of
life and death in Mexico City more broadly. As she explains, the water she sources from the
morgue is the same water that gets washed away in the river and eventually rains down upon the
city. In turn, that rainwater is absorbed by other bodies and into the earth, washing the streets and
whatever corpses may lay there in wait of their own delivery to the morgue.227 Comprised of
these innumerable, untraceable passages through Mexico City’s plumbing, rivers, water table,
and rain cycle, water maintains its own life through which it accumulates innumerable different
residues, all of which move in and out of the morgue.228 The latter thus represents a junction for
different social and geographic trajectories to converge. It also represents a real and symbolic
crux for Margolles’ practice, which details the morgue's constitutive role in the economy of
anonymous death that pervades the city. As the artist notes, the morgue is a social barometer:
"What happens in a city morgue is what happens outside.”229 In affirming the mutual constitution
of these spaces, Margolles rebuts the assumption that the morgue is a space of containment, a
quarantine of death from the space of the living. Instead, she posits the morgue as a metonymic
expression of material and social forces that collectively contribute to the endless production of
death, implicating the polis on a general scale.
At the same time that Margolles invokes the morgue, she complicates its relation to the
corpse and its presentation. The morgue has cast a long shadow on modern visual and popular
culture, dating back to at least the 19th century, when the Paris morgue drew up to 40,000
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patrons in a day to recreationally view dead bodies.230 As the primary site for mediating
interaction between the public and the dead (not including the cemetery, where death is literally
buried away and largely ritualized), the morgue sets its own institutionalized relation to the
corpse as an object of perception. Therein, the forensic claim to scientific and institutional
disinterest alienates death's immediacy by supposing an instrumental relation to the dead body. It
treats the corpse precisely as inanimate matter, observing it in terms of its bio-physical facticity.
If forensics uses material evidence—the corpse, and whatever matter it has been in contact with
—to deduce the body’s identity in life and the conditions of its death, Margolles occupies the
morgue to upend that function. As Rebecca Scott Bray notes, referring to a series in which
Margolles took close-up photographs of cadavers, “[a]utopsies function to explain death to ‘help
the living;’” however, Margolles’ works “…establish nothing of identity even when they
highlight a key individual semiotic fragment [such as] a tattoo.”231 Rather than present the dead
body on the condition that it corresponds to a certain individual, Margolles allows the corpse’s
imperceptible specificity to displace the body as something identifiable. As David Francis aptly
summarizes, “Margolles employs our understandings of the morgue to invert our expectations of
perceiving (or cutting into) the dead and its interior. In spite of her academic training, what the
artist appears to be elucidating becomes a hermeneutics of contemporary misapprehension,
where the body and the cause of its death are intimated in the space of attempted perception,
where our desire to perceive differently is just as important as our incapacity to do so
completely.”232
Margolles inhabits the morgue as a heterotopia, to use Michel Foucault’s term for the
“other spaces” that simultaneously exist within and outside of society's institutionalized
structures.233 Or as Medina states, drawing on Foucault: “To operate within the morgue, and
upon its content and purpose; to operate from this ‘space outside’ allowed Margolles to realize a
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‘heterotopy’: a description or reading of a territory that appeared as a ‘refutation, both mythical
and real, of the space of life.’”234 For Margolles, the morgue provides an interstitial space in
which she can renegotiate the distinctions between life and death and between living and dead.
By exploiting the morgue’s privileged access to society’s excess of human expenditure, she
demystifies this space and, moreover, reveals its inextricability with the social realm. In effect,
she occupies this institution without reproducing the relations it institutionalizes. While the
chance encounter between the artist and an anonymous body—perhaps on an actual dissecting
table—is only possible because of this established institution, Margolles carves out a critical
position within it. She avoids an instrumental relation to death that sees the corpse as a distinct
object, isolated from the life of the polis and the polis of the living. Likewise, she does not
explain away death in terms of forensic causality but draws out what exceeds its objectivity: the
material indices of an inappropriable morbidity. Finally, by redistributing these traces through
space, her aesthetic inventions extend this heterotopia into the gallery and further into the public
realm, allowing the presence of death to become pervasive but not without eluding our
immediate perception.
Despite the significance of this practice, Margolles has since abandoned her mortician’s
post, deeming it unnecessary when the proliferation of public killings means the corpse is no
longer obscure to the public. Since the late 2000s, particularly with the rise of Mexican drug
wars, Margolles has brought her forensic gaze into the streets, focusing on public spaces where
violence occurs and bodies are found. Moving from the corpse to what is left in its place, she
retains her quasi-forensic methodology but eliminates the middleman by going straight to crime
scenes. There, she finds “evidence” of the corpse’s presence directly embedded in the city. This
evidence includes materials such as dirt and debris that Margolles collects like a detective,
compiling clues that indicate crimes but only lead back to the fact of their own existence. This
evidence also includes immaterial things; namely, the spectral implications of death that haunt
space without leaving a mark or, rather, that emerge in lieu of an indicative mark.
Margolles’ use of immaterial evidence occurs in Sonidos de la Muerte, an audio
installation that features field recordings of northern Mexican murder scenes. In this work,
Margolles embeds a series of inconspicuous speakers in the gallery wall, leaving the containing
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room nearly empty and largely unchanged. Nevertheless, as viewers approach the speakers,
leaning in close to hear faint projections of other empty sites, they experience the work in its
simultaneous articulation of real and represented space. In pressing themselves against the wall,
as if to get closer to a remote location, viewers enter into an intimacy with the work’s spaces of
display and depiction; however, this intimacy occurs in relation to nothing. Here, Margolles
connects disparate spaces via their shared emptiness, their mutual exposure to a void; that is, to
the lack of an object at the centre of its own representation. By transposing space and death
without the body or materials that join them, Margolles elides indexical reference, exposing the
interval between space and death wherein the latter becomes pervasive. She thereby detaches
space from its topographic specificity, connecting distinct sites through the absent-presence of
death that runs through them.
In this work, Margolles iterates a direct relation to a specific site of violence but, in the
absence of any indication of what makes that site specific, dispenses with the very possibility of
forensic deduction. She collects evidence, tracing the spectral presence of violence and death as
one would trace a murder victim with chalk, although any evidence she records remains
insignificant. As less than a remnant, this non-evidence expresses the inaccessibility of what is
not only unknowable and imperceptible but is inappropriable by the epistemological and
perceptual. What Margolles offers instead is the emptiness of a recording that is haunted by the
implication of an event that it cannot record. The archival function of this document is therefore
moot. We cannot trace its evidence back to any person, time, or place, for it offers no information
beyond the spectrality of an uncertain something, somewhere. It is evidence without a clue, and
Margolles seems content to leave things uncertain. She goes through the motions of capturing
indexical impressions of violent scenes only to deconstruct their evidentiary function. However,
in creating archives of evidence that forego their legibility, eluding their application as inferential
documents, she offers what Medina calls a “heterodox experience of knowledge and… ethical
investigation pushed to the limit.”
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Encounters with Limits
Given the many expressions of Margolles’ practice, Medina’s description aptly
encapsulates its artistic stakes: the experience of what occurs at the limit of our apprehension,
alongside our experience of that limit; an aesthetics that deconstructs the conceptual boundaries
of our perceptions; and an ethics that imagines co-existence outside of socio-political
frameworks for relating to the world. In these respects, all of Margolles’ media serves a similar
function, regardless of where she compiles it. By emptying materials of their inferential value,
she rejects a forensic will-to-knowledge and, hence, an instrumental relation to the corpse, born
of a desire to know it. She does not afford viewers the opportunity to apprehend the dead body,
only the limits at which they fail to perceive the body of an anonymous death. To be sure, we
cannot trace morgue water or indeterminate field recordings back to any identifiable person, only
to bodies whose spectral materiality indexes a socio-political condition of abstraction. Given that
condition, Margolles attempts to draw out its material specificity by replacing a forensic gaze
with an ethical position that preempts the corpse’s epistemological or phenomenological
appropriation.
To encounter this body as it is—as an anonymous corpse—is to respect it as such. It is
not to mourn or recognize it on the condition that we perceive and relate to it as distinct subject
or object, one we can name, categorize, identify, or identify with. To respect the corpse in its
material specificity—in the socio-political production of its destitutition, death, and anonymity—
is, paradoxically, to mourn the corpse as something we cannot conceive in a subject-object
relation. Hence, Margolles asks us to address our co-existence with the dead by mourning those
with whom we cannot assume any relation. In that encounter with epistemological and
ontological excess, she asks us to rethink our imagined constitution as a community of living
human bodies, thereby transgressing our foundational social-political and ethical limits.
Moreover, she asks us to confront the spectral presence of bodies we cannot perceive as such:
bodies that lack distinct edges with which to separate one figure from any other, or from the
world more broadly. These are bodies we cannot gaze upon as discernible objects nor locate
within an object. And they are bodies that, in their anonymity and abjection, appear only at the
point of their abstraction. These bodies do not represent sacred life but mark a condition of
insignificance, refusing the material or ontological figuration of an individual subject. In staging
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encounters with these bodies, Margolles brings us to, and thereby displaces, the limits that
separate the world of the living from a world saturated with the dead, a world where death is not
only omnipresent, if only spectrally, but weighs upon the living in the constitution of social life
itself.
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4. To Create a Work of Art: Santiago Sierra and the Performance
of Production

Few artists have explored the aesthetico-political undercurrents of minimal, conceptual,
installation, and performance art to the same extent as Santiago Sierra. Since 1990, he has staged
hundreds of projects that borrow those movements’ forms and techniques, re-deploying latemodernist strategies for articulating the body’s spatio-temporal relation to objects and
environments. However, where the art historical frameworks associated with those movements
defined such relations in strictly aesthetic terms, Sierra reframes them against the lived
conditions of globalization. He demonstrates how aesthetic relations are equally embedded in
relations of power; namely, the social, economic, geographic, and institutional organization of
bodies, which necessarily weigh upon the organization of aesthetic subjects and objects. Given
the political conditions that burden the contemporary global order—financial disparity,
oppressive labour divisions, itinerancy and displacement, etc.—Sierra addresses the troubling
foundations that make art’s production and consumption possible. He collapses the distinction
between art’s autonomy and its subjection to structures of exploitation, subjugation, and
restriction, including his own complicity in them. In doing so, he explores aesthetic possibilities
for presenting and protesting those conditions, offering no placatory alternatives or palliative
promises of redemption or artistic transcendence.
Whether abstract or explicit, anodyne or offensive, Sierra’s art takes a number of forms that
each imply different political and ethical functions. Those differences correspond to the variables
that distinguish projects, including different iterations of otherwise identical pieces. Location
and/or venue, materials, the participants Sierra employs, the incentives Sierra offers participants,
and regional laws and regulations shape the meaning of Sierra’s projects, which reflect the social
dynamics of their respective milieus. Working throughout the world, Sierra examines the
significance of artistic production in different socio-political, and geographic environments,
which variously affect the conditions in which that production occurs. His work consists of
deadpan yet loaded gestures that are variously cynical, incendiary, scandalous, anarchic,
humiliating, bleak, and darkly humourous. Comprising an extensive oeuvre of site and time
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specific projects (most of which remain only as low resolution black and white photographs or
videos), these gestures include performances of meaningless tasks, carefully orchestrated events
that involve hundreds of participants, the production and/or display of geometric sculptures,
interventions in public and/or private space, and textual or oral language pieces that range from
the meagre to the monumental. To name a selection of distinct examples, Sierra’s oeuvre includes
the following: an exhibition for which he boarded up the gallery’s entrance with sheet metal,
preventing entrance to an otherwise empty space; sculptural forms made by casting human backs
with polyurethane, in one instance employing Iraqi immigrants and Italian prostitutes in another;
public projections of the word “NO," including one immediately above Pope Benedict during a
rally in Madrid; audio recordings of public cacerolazo protests, which recipients are instructed to
simultaneously play outside their windows; a 90 cm cube of baked bread, which the artist later
donated to a homeless shelter in Mexico City; performances in which veterans of local wars
stand still, facing the corner of the gallery; sets of thousands of monochromatic black posters,
respectively placed throughout cities like Istanbul and Basel; an action in which 10 people, each
holding an identical sculptural module, stood in different spatial configurations; and a public
reading of the names of all Gazans killed during the IDF’s 2014 campaign against the region.235
While his oeuvre is varied, Sierra is principally known for his most controversial pieces,
actions for which he hires marginal workers to enact or undergo menial tasks for minimal wages.
In these pieces, Sierra orchestrates acts of passive, unskilled labor that straddle the line between
the high-aesthetic and the base functionalism of economic exchange. For example, by hiring
itinerant workers (including, but not limited to, wage laborers, illegal immigrants, refugees,
prostitutes, and drug addicts) to do things like move concrete blocks or sit in a cardboard box for
minimal remuneration, Sierra presents bodies as functions in formulas of exchange. He reduces
bodies to their productive capacity, essentially quantifiable in the relative terms of time and
value. Rather than simply document the mutual imbrication of creative and economic activity, he
expresses the aesthetics of capitalist exchange in literal terms, performing the material conditions
that imbue artistic creation and consumption. By mimicking the procedures of post-Fordist
production (e.g. outsourcing labour and using informal and ad hoc employment contracts) Sierra
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envisions art’s subsumption to the logic of capital, positing irresolvable questions about art’s
inextricable relation to the exploitation of workers and to social and geographic divisions of
labor. Moreover, he demonstrates his own role as a profiting artist within those systems, pointing
to the limits that constrain art as a critical practice and, at the same time, to different possibilities
for critique within those limits.
Sierra’s performed labour pieces represent his most sharp and challenging projects and also
his most troubling ones. In demonstrating ubiquitous power relations, Sierra reveals their
constitutive role in aesthetic experience, implicating himself and us within them. Unsurprisingly,
these pieces have invited considerable skepticism, such that much of the discourse surrounding
the artist, whether denouncing or defending him, debates his motivations. While these critiques
are relevant in many ways, my concern is not to determine whether Sierra’s art does more good
than bad, nor to pass a decisive judgement on his moral standing. If the problems Sierra’s art
raises are relevant, it is because they resist resolution and challenge dominant frameworks for
thinking about art’s social, political, ethical functions. If it is worth engaging with his practice, it
is because it does more than simply imitate structures of exploitation in an act of reductive
demystification or cynical critique. Sierra’s projects reveal much about the structure of work in
relation to its subjects and objects, particularly by undoing those relations; they complicate
traditional notions of subjective creation and its objective manifestations. Between Sierra’s
conceptual labour as an artist and the physical activity of hired workers, it is hardly clear who
makes what. This distribution of labour complicates attributions of creative property for
straightforward reasons—it is not apparent if creation is located in managerial or physical labour,
nor in its physical or experiential product—and for more obscure ones—these projects sever the
continuity between subjects, bodies, and creative activity. Sierra’s unproductive actions
simultaneously make and unmake products, separating the act of creation from a creator while
qualifying the working body by recourse to its economic abstraction. Labour presents the body at
the same time it conceals it, performing its invisibility by abstracting it from its own actions. In
exploring these contradictions, I intend to ask how work, in both its operative and inoperative
exercise, produces certain kinds of relations and non-relations that centre around the body in
space and time. In doing so, I assess how artistic creation is subject to the broader spatial and
political dynamics of production, which variously constitute and negate the body. And I assess
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how the body’s mechanics—its movements, restrictions, exercises, and inertia—fold back upon
the social and political structures of their organization.
To discuss Sierra’s art in these respects, I principally focus on a selection of projects that
juxtapose minimalist cuboid forms with human bodies. I consider how Sierra recruits the bodies
of marginal workers to physically interact with sculptural objects, to examine how the work of
those bodies is comprised, measured, and ultimately erased in that configuration. Projects such as
8 People Paid to Remain Inside Cardboard Boxes (1999) and 24 Blocks of Concrete, Constantly
Moved During a Day's Work by Paid Workers (1999) demonstrate the ways that abstract forms,
ordinary objects, and human bodies correspond, relative to the mutual productivity and unproductivity of work. Additionally, I consider how the movement, stasis, and restriction of
bodies, in relation to particular objects and spaces, demonstrates how corporeal motility is
circumscribed by its legality and is appropriated in terms of its labour value. In these ways,
Sierra presents the body as something against itself: it is the ground of the outward signs of
identity that are used to organize and use it; and it is something that becomes alien in bearing
those ascriptions, something that is separated from its own existence. By way of these analyses, I
intend to develop the theoretical lineage of previous chapters, which discuss how the
organization of bodies indexes broader socio-political conditions. Sierra’s art also provides
occasion to reflect on the limits of those theoretical models, particularly concerning the body’s
propriety in relation to the world. While I have heretofore espoused a model of expropriative
embodiment, oriented toward an ethics of co-existence that is situated in a space of nonreciprocal sharing, Sierra provides a foil to my own thought. He exposes the fault lines between
the ethical and the exploitative, revealing the pervasive disenfranchisement that occurs when
bodies cease to be proper to themselves. However, he also demonstrates a kind of negative
ethics, providing alternate insights into the ways that non-relations comprise the coexistence of
bodies and beings.

Autonomy and Subjugation in the Era of Globalization
Born in Madrid in 1966, Sierra studied art in Spain and Germany before establishing his
practice in Mexico in the mid 1990s, eventually resettling in Madrid in the early 2010s. Between
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1990 and 2017, he has staged nearly 250 projects in fifty different countries and on each
continent, exhibiting in venues that range from non-art spaces and independent galleries to
institutions like the Tate Modern and the Venice Biennale. Along with artists like Teresa
Margolles, Sierra is largely associated with the generation of contemporary Mexican artists that
came to the fore after the 1994 ratification of the North American Free Trade Agreement. As
NAFTA destabilized Mexican society throughout the latter half of the 1990s, a generation of
critical and often provocative artists emerged in parallel. These artists challenged the sanctioned
forms of cultural production that accompanied Mexico’s adoption of a neoliberal economy and
its deference to the post-industrial global North.236 For artists like Sierra, loosely associated with
independent artist centres like La Panadería, this meant turning away from the popular tendency
in Mexico to produce depoliticized and formally conservative art as an export commodity (e.g.
paintings of traditional Mexican iconography); it meant producing art attuned to the realities of a
society that subjects life to systemic destitution and submission on a broad scale.237 In pursuing
that kind of bleak realism, Sierra’s practice came into its own around 1998, as his artistic output
and recognition broadened. At this time, Sierra began to explicitly frame remuneration as a
conceptual exercise, emphasizing the performative and conceptual dimensions of labour and
economic exchange. He also began to practice and exhibit on a wider scale, covering most of
Latin America, much of Europe, and parts of the United States, affording him a distinct
perspective on art’s social mechanics in a decidedly international context.
The late 1990s also saw the dramatic mobilization of anti-globalization movements, in
opposition to the deregulation of economic and labour protections to the benefit of multinationalcorporations and financiers. The Zapatista uprising, which began shortly after NAFTA to fight
the disenfranchisement of Mexico’s Indigenous and poor populations, represents one of the
earliest and most militant responses to economic globalization. By the end of the 90s, the
encompassing anti- or alter-globalization movement, including its language of protest, had
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reached a critical mass in the West. Without equating Sierra with a particular movement (for
reference, I will simply characterize his politics as “anarchist”) it is useful to view the
development and reception of his art against this historical backdrop; namely, renewed critical
awareness of, and resistance to, the policies and ideologies guiding globalization under the
auspices of capitalist imperialism and neo-colonial resource extraction, not to mention the human
displacements and corresponding xenophobia that globalism has brought.
Jumping ahead a decade, Sierra’s return to Europe at the end of the 2000s reflects another
historical chapter that underlies his practice. Moving from Latin America’s spaces of
underdevelopment to Europe’s zones of crisis, his art has gravitated to a post-crash culture of
austerity, debt, precarity, bureaucratic indemnity, and xenophobia. The economic collapse of
Spain—not to mention Greece, Portugal, and Italy (where Sierra briefly worked before returning
to Madrid)—speaks to the disastrous hubris of a system where bankers control states and where
states offload economic responsibility upon the public. Meanwhile, social discontent has
galvanized ethnic nationalisms that refuse to accept the transit of bodies, cultures, and languages
with the liberal movement of goods and capital. Spain’s recent turn to socially and politically
conservative governance—redolent of a society that has not fully exorcised itself of Francoism—
and the corresponding rise in far-left governmental and non-governmental activity, speak to the
internal contradictions that follow globalization into the twenty-first century.238 With these
contradictions, Sierra explores the socio-political tensions between, on one hand, the
perpetuation of inequality, control, restriction, and indemnity, and, on the other hand, the
expression of agency, resistance, autonomy, and accountability.
Aesthetically, Sierra accentuates the tension between art’s separation from, and its
subjection to, the socio-political conditions of cultural production. He simultaneously
emphasizes the urgency and the tenuousness of autonomous artistic practice, operating in a
contradictory space that is neither wholly inside nor outside the structures of capitalist and
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corporate interests, private institutions, and state sovereignty. Sierra is unique in his efforts to rail
against the contemporary geopolitical order: he has extensively protested its reproduction of
inequality, its structures of exploitation and submission, and its exclusionary and xenophobic
politics; and he has also made a faustian pact with its techniques of social organization,
deploying them to fold them back upon themselves. In exploring the effects of submission,
coercion, and destitution that govern economic production and capitalist sovereignty, he exposes
neoliberalism’s false promises of freedom (a freedom only for the market) and development (at
the cost of crisis and disenfranchisement). His work redeploys those effects in an almost
homeopathic fashion, exploring how they extend to the production, exchange, and consumption
of art. He merges art and life but abandons the traditional aesthetico-political commitments and
avant-gardist aspirations that that goal typically signifies.
On one hand, Sierra envisions art’s total subsumption to capitalist hegemony, evident in
art’s failure to attain an experience of freedom or affirm a creative will-to-power; that is, to resist
what Adorno and Horkheimer summarize as “the rationality of domination…the compulsive
character of a society alienated from itself.”239 On the other hand, Sierra does not entirely
abandon art’s role in rejecting the conditions of its subjection, if only by accounting for its failed
autonomy. To borrow Andrea Fraser’s distinction, Sierra does not simply critique institutions as
much as he launches a self-reflexive critique from within them. “…[A]rt has given me a freedom
I am not willing to resign," Sierra notes in a 2010 letter rejecting a national art prize, a freedom
he chose not to compromise by “provid[ing] a service” to the state. Despite this refusal, it is
telling that Sierra turned that letter of renouncement into an artwork by putting it up for sale,
asking for the equivalent value of the award itself. At the same time that Sierra distances himself
from the institutions that afford his art value, he reenters his art back into a system of exchange,
asserting his freedom through his perverse submission to the market context in which his work
functions.
Grappling with the dominance of the art market means addressing the culture of
exceptional wealth that oversees the fine art economy, a culture for which art is an unregulated
luxury commodity whose speculative value and cultural function translate to inflated profits.
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While artists have resisted the art object’s reification by developing immaterial artworks, the
market’s co-optation of conceptual, performance, and installation art has only affirmed art’s
economic abstraction—its function as an arbitrary container of exchange value—which
corresponds to its material and aesthetic abstraction. Recognizing that these critical art practices
are not only vulnerable to recuperation by market interests but have also expanded the market’s
scope, Sierra demonstrates how the creation and exchange of art is an expression, rather than just
a symptom, of its existence under capitalism. Art’s production and circulation cultivates the
material, immaterial, cultural, discursive, and institutional resources of an economy that drives
the accumulation of private wealth. Andrea Fraser supports this point in her analysis of the social
composition and activity of the world’s top art collectors, a tiny contingent of extremely wealthy
individuals who share a devotion to neoliberal ideology. Fraser concludes that art’s critical
capacities are not only compromised by its commodity function, its perpetuation of the art
market exacerbates income disparity in general. Artists and critics must therefore face the
challenge of legitimating art practices in and against the seeming totality of the capitalist logic in
which it exists. As she explains:

If our only choice is to participate in this economy or abandon the art field entirely, at
least we can stop rationalizing that participation in the name of critical or political art
practices or—adding insult to injury—social justice. Any claim that we represent a
progressive social force while our activities are directly subsidized by the engines of
inequality can only contribute to the justification of that inequality—the (not so) new
legitimation function of art museums. The only “alternative” today is to recognize our
participation in that economy and confront it in a direct and immediate way in all our
institutions.240

Sierra’s art takes this quandary to heart, expounding “alternatives” to art practices that represent
conditions of injustice or aspire to liberatory or utopian experiences but do not account for their
inadvertent reproduction of problematic social systems. In distinction to art with the well240 Andrea
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intentioned aim of generating alternatives to capitalism’s reified social relations, Sierra considers
how the aesthetic conditions that enable the experience of art are inextricable from the socioeconomic and institutional preconditions for producing art; namely, the inequalities inherent to
global systems of exchange. Sierra’s most pronounced “alternatives” involve actions that fold
together the aesthetic production of immaterial commodities, the performance of work, and the
discrepancy between the artwork’s use and exchange values. These actions merge aesthetic,
physical, and economic labour in order to perform the project as a simultaneous process of
creation and exchange.
By reframing the creation of art as a form of economic transaction, Sierra underscores how
the tensions between submission and agency inhere to the structure of wage labour. Individuals
carrying out purposeless actions for minimum wage submit their time and effort to Sierra, whose
upper hand as an employer affords him the prerogative of dictating their activity. There is a sense
that this work is coercive and almost punitive, insofar as it exploits the desperation of individuals
and the conditions that perpetuate it. However, Sierra’s performers voluntarily accept their tasks
on clear terms and occasionally do not fulfill them, which is not necessarily to vindicate the
artist. As Cuauhtémoc Medina notes, these projects operate within the boundaries of what is
legally permissible and entirely normalized, which should raise far more concern about the
widely established standards for, and limits to, one’s freedom in pursuing work.241 Sierra allows
his performers some measure of agency, insofar as they exercise their own decision to
participate. However, this agency is self-defeating in the context of socio-economic necessity,
where choosing to work and choosing to not work are delimited by the same form of subjection,
which extends to the artist’s own practice.242
Andrés David Montenegro Rosero explains that, in these scenarios, freedom “is completely
surrendered to the working mechanics of advanced capitalist societies in two ways: in the first
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place, it is denied at the level of opportunity and necessity, which means that the basic conditions
of capitalist societies do not provide the conditions of possibility for a true free individual. At the
same time, freedom is conditioned by the desires and necessities of the context that surrounds the
individual, and in this manner, limited to the expectations and perverse needs of an outside.”243
In this way, “Sierra’s practice articulates two opposing understandings of work: the individual’s
direct subjugation to an economic system and the achievement of economic emancipation. This
duality suggests that work can be antithetical to freedom and emancipating to a select few.
However, the work of the artist is just as subjugated and subjugating as the work of the hired
performers, regardless of what their actual value, both economic and social, may be, since it’s
still reproduces mechanisms that subject the artist to the conditions imposed by the system
itself.”244 In all cases, the pursuit of work minimizes anything like individual intentionality,
whether in asserting one’s choice or one’s capacity to create, separating one’s need to survive
from anything like “self-actualization” or independence. As Sierra notes, “the worker doesn't
work because it brings freedom, as the Nazis suggested in their Arbeit macht frei, or how it is
perceived today. The worker is there because he doesn't have the means to subsist and the only
thing he can do is rent his time, his intelligence and his body for someone else's benefit. Work
doesn't liberate anyone, on the contrary, work is dictatorship.”245

The Art Object as Container of Work
These processes of employment/collaboration/subjection are evident in exemplary projects
like 8 People Paid to Remain Inside Cardboard Boxes [fig. 4.1], for which Sierra hired eight
unemployed men to each sit enclosed by a cardboard box, exhibiting their remunerated labour—
including the fact of their remuneration—as the artwork’s substance. As Sierra summarizes the
project,
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On the top floor of a semi-occupied office building, situated in the industrial zone of
Guatemala City, eight boxes of residual cardboard were made and installed, separated
from each other at equal distances. Eight chairs were placed next to these boxes. A
public offer for work was then made, asking for people willing to remain seated
inside the boxes for four hours, receiving 100 quetzals, about $9. After receiving a
considerable response from the workers, they were placed in the boxes at noon and
came out at three o’clock, an hour earlier than the planned schedule due to the
excruciating heat. The public were unable to see the workers when they were placed
in the boxes.246

Taken in sum, 8 People… consists of several different elements, some of which are evident
in the project while others remain invisible, although in ways that determine the conditions of the
project’s presentation. These elements include the project’s conceptual formulation, which
stipulates the idea of the work and the quasi-contractual terms of its realization (e.g. wage and
duration); the process by which Sierra recruits willing participants and incorporates them into the
project; the real enactment of tasks in accordance with, or in divergence from, the project’s
instructions (e.g. the fact that the workers stopped an hour early); the project’s visual and spatial
manifestations, including photographs and videos documenting it; and the project’s invisible
manifestations, including the concealment of performing bodies as well as the monetary
valourization of their work. These formal and logistical properties operate in tandem, such that
the work’s quantitative properties and its qualitative conditions of exposition comprise an
aesthetico-social system. On one hand, visitors experience the project’s design, materials, and
installation, as well as the environmental qualities of their display and/or documentation. On the
other hand, the project iterates a calculated relation between bodies, money, and duration; it
embodies measurements that do not evidently figure into the project’s presentation but
nevertheless affect it, just as the project’s presentation affects our understanding of these
quantifications. The existence of this work encompasses a number of artistic, social, and
economic factors that collectively structure its aesthetic manifestation, which is to understand
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“the aesthetic” as the means and conditions by which something—particularly a product of work
—does or does not make itself apprehensible. By reducing the performance of bodies to an
abstraction contained under its surface, 8 People… expresses its formal structure at the same time
that it conceals it; further, it exposes this concealment as a condition of its artistic exposition.
For anyone visiting 8 People…, it appears as a set of sculptures unencumbered by stylistic
affectation or other physical features, save for any chairs that sit waiting for performers to use
once inside the boxes, and perhaps the patterns of light and shadow that filter through the
building’s industrial windows. The cardboard boxes stand out as the principal feature of the
project, which offers little to see beyond a set of intuitive shapes. The placement of closed
geometric structures in a large and otherwise empty space, arranged in a two-by-four grid,
presents a neat post-minimalist installation of primary-structure style sculptures. In their
simplicity and scale, each box presents itself as a readily apprehensible form, commanding
attention as an autonomous structure among a serialized whole. At roughly five-by-two-by-two
feet in size, the boxes are large enough to approximate a common human scale—to be sure, they
are designed to tightly fit adult male bodies—and are spaced wide enough to create a sense of
expansiveness. Sierra takes advantage of the room’s openness, affording each box plenty of room
while preserving the overall arrangement as a unity. Visitors can freely walk between and around
these structures, moving through the installation without feeling enclosed or constrained by it;
that is, without losing sight of the boxes or feeling lost among them.
The visitor’s experience is antithetical to those of the performers, whose bodies are
severely constrained by their physical restriction to fixed structures and are subject to the
discomfort of remaining inside boxes for an extended duration. The physical experience of free
movement, at one’s pace and leisure, is opposed to the dictated immobility of work, which is wed
to the ordained time of wage labour. Likewise, the experience of open space, relative to the
arrangement of structures in a grid, is inaccessible to those confined to the boxes’ claustrophobic
interiors. Phenomenological apprehension of the project—one’s temporal experience of these
physical forms in space—radically differs depending on one’s role in the project, which depends
on one’s social role more generally. Whether one visits these boxes as a consumer of
contemporary art or remains inside them, for dire pay as opposed to aesthetic gratification, one’s
experiential capacities affirm social distinctions of class and culture. The incongruity between the
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performer and the visitor’s relations to the project, even with respect to the installation’s most
objective qualities, evinces the social and economic mechanics by which one experiences space
and time. Viewers occupy this installation as aesthetic subjects, capable of pursuing their
individual perception of artworks, while performers inhabit the function of exchange, through
which one’s time and bodily exertions are subject to their submission and calculated
monetization.
On a visual level, the build of the boxes, made from loosely taped up old cardboard,
indicates something is different or off about these sculptures. One senses the ostensible
“primacy” of these structures does not accord with their realization, which alleges the real
conditions of their creation and exhibition. The boxes do not suggest an ideal form as much as
something pieced together from scrap materials, perhaps scavenged nearby. Their construction
differs from the specialized industrial craft of 1960s minimalist sculptures, exhibited in any
given white cube gallery amenable to their display. The impoverished aesthetic of repurposed
detritus, set in a disused floor in an office building in Guatemala City’s industrial district, speaks
to the real poverty the project encompasses. Cardboard presents itself as a sculptural medium as
much as an everyday material that, because it is particularly cheap and easy to mass produce, is
ubiquitous in storing and transporting commodities. This work reminds us that cardboard’s
physical qualities are a function of economic and commercial considerations before any higher
aesthetic purpose. Sierra’s use of old cardboard draws on this utilitarian aesthetic, foregrounding
the fact that the creation and display of these sculptures exists within a wider context of ordinary
commercial production and consumption. The project’s setting further emphasizes this quotidian,
impoverished character. Images of the project show an oblique grid of shadows cast upon the
floor and the sculptures, which correspond to the lattice-frame of the building’s windows. As
natural light casts another, presumably unintended, grid upon the space, the reality of the site’s
industrial architecture upsets the neutrality of that modernist form. Similarly, the site’s emptiness
is not strictly an aesthetic decision concerning the organization of space, as it might be for the
display of an autonomous art object in a gallery, but a result of wider failures to keep offices
rented as productive sites of economic activity.
In these respects, the project’s materialization is inextricable from the underlying socioeconomic conditions that fashion its appearance. However, these conditions are also manifest in
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the project’s absences and disappearances; namely, the non-appearance of workers that comprise
the project’s core. The presentation of the cardboard boxes contains the underlying presence of
invisible labour, which makes the project possible by permitting the execution of Sierra’s
conceptual instructions. While documentation of 8 People… shows these individuals seated next
to the boxes that would soon be placed over them, viewers would only be able to infer their
presence as an abstraction, as a mere term within the project’s conceptual organization. Sierra’s
employees do not contribute to a distinct object or performance as much as they exist as
theoretical referents. The implication of these figures does not affect the project’s appearance—
its perceptible aesthetic qualities—but alters the conceptual framework for understanding the
project as more than a set of objects or an installation. Specifically, viewers experience the
artwork as a process of exchange, a transaction in which bodies exist to provide services in
exchange for remuneration, without producing indications of their bodily existence. Sierra
demonstrates this process of self-negation by paradoxically exhibiting the concealment of work
as work’s true expression. Moreover, Sierra took this gesture further in 2000, when he restaged 8
People… as Workers Who Cannot Be Paid, Remunerated to Remain Inside Cardboard Boxes at
the Kunst-Werke gallery in Berlin [fig. 4.2]. In that instance, Sierra employed six Chechen
refugees to sit in cardboard boxes, understanding that political exiles are not legally permitted to
work in Germany. Because these individuals had to maintain anonymity and receive payment in
secret, the boxes further served to conceal their identity, protecting them from legal sanction
while doubling their abstraction as socially invisible beings. This display of undocumented work
effects its own process of becoming invisible, in that the body’s social and legal status conditions
and ultimately forecloses its capacity to appear. Beyond allegorizing the fact the undocumented
labour serves as an invisible basis for economic and cultural production, Sierra registers the
liminality of that work in the viewer’s inability to perceive its subject.
While performers remain hidden in the artwork, their unseen presence nevertheless
provides the basis for the project’s realization, conceptually and in terms of the institutional and
financial structures in which their labour becomes art. Conceptually, the artwork reflexively
performs its own creation, enacting a tautology between labour-as-performance and
performance-as-labour. In these cases, work occurs in sitting inside boxes, enduring boredom and
heat, and in the real-time exposition of remunerated action. Insofar as these workers do not
produce anything real, including the display of their perceptible presence, they produce (or
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reproduce) their exchangeability. These bodies are not present for any other reason than to be
remunerated for doing all but nothing, their work consists in performing the trade of their time
and effort for money. Identity and subjectivity are reduced to the body’s basic productive
function, essentially quantifiable in the relative terms of time and money. In turn, the performing
body comes to exist as the socially invisible matter of labor power, qualitatively determined as
the abstract matter of quantitative formulas of value (essentially, economic abstractions).
In staging this performance of invisible work, Sierra posits the monetization of labor as the
essence of his art; moreover, he posits the resulting artwork’s disproportionate surplus value as
the essence of art’s institutional function. The commodification of art, rarefied as the differential
value between art qua art and art qua labor, serves as the aesthetic manifestation of the art
object’s exchange value. Art appears as an operation of capitalist alienation in which value is
determined relative to labor time. Here as in the traditional workplace, the employee’s
submission of time and effort to owners of labour-time generates surplus value and drives capital
accumulation. Or as Marx notes, “the product of [the worker’s] labor serves him solely as
exchange-value. But it cannot acquire the properties of a socially recognized universal
equivalent, except by being converted into money.”247 In this respect, Sierra conceives work,
first, as an abstraction that functions relative to its quantifiable value in monetary terms and,
second, in relation to a market that translates the work’s aesthetic value into an inflated
commodity. Sierra succinctly explains this disparity in Person Saying a Phrase (2002), a video in
which a Liverpool beggar utters the following sentence in exchange for £5: “My participation in
this project could generate 72,000 dollars profit. I am paid five pounds.” With this perverse selfawareness, Sierra illustrates how the inherently disjunct value of labour serves the institutional
and aesthetic condition of possibility for the artwork itself. As Pilar Villela Mascaró writes,
Sierra’s point

is that he is able to sell thin-air… because someone, somewhere... was forced—
usually through violent means—to work for a pittance, and someone somewhere
else, was willing and able to pay a lot of money for [it].… The crux of the statement
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is that the value of this particular thing [the artwork] is not a result of the work of
the person who has been directly hired to do it (her, here, now); but of the work of
someone, somewhere else who, by definition, within capitalism, and in relation to
commodities, becomes invisible.248

8 People… illustrates the structural disparity in value production that divides these workers, who
receive minimal wages for labour that produces nothing, and the inflated value of the artwork
Sierra produces in the same instance. In the differential between abstract and concrete labour—
the exaggerated distinction between use and exchange value and between the artist's immaterial
managerial work and his employees' physical labour—Sierra conflates artistic creation with the
production of surplus value and, in the same instance, the working body’s concealment.

Sierra’s Challenges for Art History and Criticism
In its relevance to Marxist principles, historical-materialist analysis, and theories
concerning the relation between aesthetics, politics, and ideology, Sierra presents a salient case
study for recent social art history discourse. His work both affirms and tests critical frameworks
rooted in social-theory: on one hand, he articulates an explicit critique of capitalism, the
exploitation of the working class, and the institutional systems that drive art’s production as a
commodity; on the other, he complicates art’s role in articulating such a critique. His work denies
any direct concordance between its means and its ends as socially engaged art, raising questions
about what art can or should do in relation to its politics. While Sierra indicates solidarity with
the world’s underclasses, it is uncertain if it fulfils that solidarity or cynically extends their
alienation. It is also uncertain how Sierra’s work relates to the realities it stages: his art is
emphatically realist, collapsing representation and reality to demystify socio-economic and
political mechanics, and it is stubbornly opaque, as in many formally and conceptually abstract
works that offer few insights. By troubling distinctions between reality, representation, and
abstraction, Sierra has attracted considerable debate about art’s functions and responsibilities in
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both the external world and in art’s discursive spaces. In addition to raising these concerns,
Sierra’s work has contributed to critiques of art’s “social turn,” which denote the interactive
relation between artists, viewers, and performers. His art has been central to the debate over
relational aesthetics and participatory art, insofar as Sierra upends the affirmation of positive
social bonds in artistic practice. Whether he portrays the degradation of social cohesion or
demonstrates the impossibility of certain kinds of identificatory filiation, he raises doubts about
art’s ethical application; moreover, he raises the possibility of a negative ethics that destabilizes
identificatory positions.
Given doubts about his work’s political effectivity and about the ethics of his practice,
Sierra is a notoriously divisive figure. He alternately represents an amoral opportunist and an
unforgiving critic of the art world’s disavowed reliance on social inequality. For many critics,
Sierra betrays any sort of commitment to class struggle and anti-oppressive politics, insofar as
his art fails to produce, or even suggest, socially ameliorative effects. He thereby affirms the
status-quo by reproducing and benefitting from systems of exploitation. According to Graham
Coulter-Smith, Sierra “promulgat[es] what might be called a politics of cynicism”: by framing
exploitation as a “chic species of ethical credibility,” he expresses contempt for both performers
and audiences.249 Other critics similarly denounce Sierra as cynical, reactionary, opportunist, and
elitist. Mexican critic Mónica Mayer argues that he “exerts all the power derived from his
sponsors to hire people to undertake absurd tasks such as allowing themselves to be looked at
like chimps in a zoo… assuming that what people are interested in the work is, like him,
money.”250 For Jerome du Bois, Sierra’s combination of greed and sadism defines his quasiimperialist dominance of poor Latin Americans.251 And, most vitriolically, Franklin Einspruch
called for museum visitors to destroy monitors screening Sierra’s work, which “at best can only
add to the problem it protests against.”252 On the Contrary, sympathetic critics argue that Sierra
challenges foundational understandings about art’s agency and about its moral right,
deconstructing the ground on which to judge what art is “politically effective” or ethical. He
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thereby opposes systems of exploitation by exposing art’s inextricability with the social,
political, economic, and state structures that sustain the status-quo. As Montenegro Rosero
summarizes, his work enacts criticality by complicity: “the reproduction of economically
determined mechanisms is aimed at unmasking the power relations implicit in a specific
situation.”253 “With jarring clarity," the Spanish curator Rosa Martínez writes, Sierra exposes
“the repetitive mechanisms of labour exploitation and human oppression for economic ends.”254
His art is therefore justified in its objective, Cecilia Fajardo argues, insofar as it achieves a
greater good from a small investment of evil.255
These attitudes largely depend on what one believes Sierra’s art does and to what end: does
it hold a mirror to society or interrogate the complexity of art’s already-problematic operations?
Does it aestheticize exploitation or experiment with the formal possibilities for presenting it?
And does it reproduce given social relations or create new ones? As the latter examples indicate,
sympathetic accounts typically praise Sierra’s work for its expository transparency, “the jarring
clarity” with which it stages the reality of social conditions. However, it becomes easy to treat
that task as an end in itself, to presume that Sierra makes conditions visible for self-evident
reasons. For example, Fabio Cavallucci commends Sierra’s expository virtue but inadvertently
reduces it to pre-given theories and cliched tropes: “Sierra does nothing but literally apply the
Marxist interpretations of the labour force.…” In doing so, he demonstrates “the coercive power
of our economic system, of the mechanisms of exploitation implicit in any such laborious
activity, of the basic psychological relationships between the victim and the torturer.”256
The idea that Sierra’s practice is principally illustrative—that it lacks explicit interventions,
resolutions, or self-distance—also informs more negative accounts. For Reubén Gallo, who
argues that Sierra only amplifies social problems by expressing them, his art fails to transcend his
actions. In distinction to peers such as Minerva Cuevas, who provides services that compensate
for Mexico City’s social blight, Sierra does not address the problems he demonstrates but acts
them out through destructive repetition compulsions. His work consists of acts rather than
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interventions and, as such, they cannot be judged by aesthetic standards that extend beyond their
real (i.e. detrimental) effects.257 Meanwhile, Claire Bishop argues the opposite, suggesting that
Sierra’s actions only make sense as properly artistic decisions: it is “essential to view art not as
part of a seamless continuum with contemporary labor but as offering a specific space of
experience where those norms are suspended….”258 Sierra does not simply reproduce reification
and exploitation by repeating capitalist processes, if only because he “always draws attention to
the economic systems through which his works are realized, and the way these impact the work’s
reception.”259 In his self-reflexive examination of the real conditions of his art’s exhibition, Sierra
presents opportunities to recognize and play with the institutional conventions for interacting
with his work. This means redefining the relational dynamics of performative and collaborative
artworks, the simplified power hierarchies ascribed to them, and the range of possibilities for
artistic participation.
In these and other accounts, there is a recurring emphasis on the proximity of these works
to reality, in that Sierra exercises real effects without an external position from which to
experience them. This proximity to the real is arguably a critical stance in itself, regardless of
whether Sierra attempts to alter that reality. Katya García-Antón notes that Sierra’s “actions
operate within what some critics have described as the ‘return to the real’ of contemporary
artistic practice and, more specifically, to a ‘traumatic realism’….”260 With the intrusion of
reality into art practices that previously claimed relative autonomy from the outside world, Sierra
deconstructs the division between the artistic and the real, integrating art’s concrete conditions of
existence into its manifestations. If Gallo argues that the real effects of Sierra’s actions hold them
to more concerted moral and ethical standards, others contradict that supposition of aesthetic
distance. For Kelly Baum, Sierra questions the very idea of an exterior position in which
intervention is a prerogative or obligation: “If he refuses to try to change what he decries, it is
because doing so would assume an outside? An innocent, triumphant perspective from which to
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survey the havoc wreaked by systems that create and feed on injustice.”261 And for Sierra, who
defends his work by stating that it merely makes extant conditions visible, his practice is
premised on that very refusal; namely, the refusal to deny the social principles governing the
creation of art.262 This approach means recognizing that art and capitalism share the same reality,
a relation that cannot be untangled by presuming a discursive outside via aesthetic distinction.263
More pointedly, Sierra debunks the ostensible moral and ethical authority that this
distinction affords art. According to Villela Mascaró, who questions the “reality” of Sierra’s
actions, ethical judgements condemning Sierra’s work typically enact a suspension of reality and
art that negates the reality prior to Sierra’s work, producing the illusion of art’s moral superiority:
"His works are constituted as real according to certain criteria, norms, and rules of representation
in certain situations. They appear as ‘real’ in a relation of exclusion from art.… The kind of
visibility acquired by the ‘reality of the situations’ came about because they were presented as
art.”264 Further, she debunks the divisions of form and politics and of aesthetics and ethics that
inform these critiques, which fail to consider how the work’s presentation is inextricable from its
reality. For that reason, no one has seriously considered the ethics of Sierra’s use of minimalism
or conceptualism, because “these references are usually seen as external to the ‘real’ situation, as
neutral formats, which may then carry the burden of whatever ‘political message’ the artist
imprints on them… it is only if this division is rigorously kept, and if it is considered as identical
to the division between the ‘real’ and the ‘artistic’ aspects of the work, that the ‘ethical’
judgements of Sierra and his work are possible.”265
Following this argument, Villela Mascaró asserts that “Sierra’s work does not make ‘real
issues’ visible, because it counts on the visibility of the issues that it deals with as being already
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given, as determinate configurations.”266 Sierra’s actions do not illustrate real conditions in
didactic ways but reflect the conditions that determine how they appear generally. Alexander
Koch furthers this point, explaining that the illusion of aesthetic indifference cum moral right is
an effect of broader aesthetic distinctions between what is and is not already visible:

If presenting certain realities to the public ‘as art’ without false bottoms and without
any moral commentary is seen as ‘scandalous’, the inevitable implication is that the
rendition of realities in the realm of aesthetics and within the confines of cultural
institutions is regarded as illegitimate, while the same realities are otherwise not just
tolerated as normal but even generally accepted and practiced as the social standard.
It is just that such standards are usually not visible as such, precisely because they are,
for many people and to a large extent, perceptible only as abstract social arrangements
and not as a tangible reality of life.”267

This is to say that reality is not separate from the aesthetic, for the aesthetic denotes the
conditions by which reality appears as such. Rather than visualize reality by bringing obscure
figures and processes into view, Sierra begins with the abstractions that exist at the heart of social
normality, applying them to concrete bodies.268 If “abstract art is simply the reality of the abstract
world,” as Peter Halley writes, Sierra does not represent the real world but reframes its social
abstractions; namely, the principles of exchange value, nationality, and sovereignty that organize
real bodies through virtual means.269 His work thereby bears the questions Sven Lütticken poses
to Halley’s claim: “If abstraction is not an exceptional operation but the rule, if we thus live in a
regime of actually existing abstraction, is there no point any more in criticizing our abstract
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world… Does criticizing abstraction not presuppose an ideal of aboriginal purity, a lost Eden
untainted by abstraction?”270 Lütticken continues by considering recent art practices (not
including Sierra’s) that suggest an alternative form of critique: “to intervene in actually existing
abstraction not in the name of some ideal of authenticity, but in order to go beyond the limits and
constraints inherent in this particular concretion of the abstract.”271 While Lütticken describes
practices that diagrammatically map abstract social processes, in didactic as opposed to
performative ways, he raises an important question for thinking through Sierra’s work: is it
possible to present abstractions as such, without measuring them against a prior or “real’ reality,
while conceiving different possibilities for their configuration? Can Sierra question the
legitimacy of pervasive social abstractions, not by portraying an imagined alternative but by
reproducing them in ways that critically exhibit their abstractness?
One way to think Sierra’s work in these terms is to consider how his work reorients social
relations within art world contexts. By staging the reality of existing social conditions, he brings
viewers against their separation from others, figuring the alienation that allows capitalism to
function and, at the same time, the limits of our ability to incorporate others into identificatory
frameworks. As Montenegro Rosero explains, “one implication of Sierra’s practice is the unstitching of the social bonds through the extreme re-enactment of…, also extreme, realities.”272
However, Sierra’s iteration of problematic social relations and his preclusion of positive social
bonds have been subject to much critique. Following the spread of Nicolas Bourriaud’s notion of
relational aesthetics in the late 1990s and early 2000s, artists, curators, and critics have privileged
principles of conviviality and participation. This discourse describes projects that dissolve the
boundaries between artwork, artist, and audience, emphasizing artworks that “bring into play
modes of social exchange, interaction with the viewer inside the aesthetic experience he or she is
offered, and processes of communication in their concrete dimensions that can be used to bring
together individuals and human groups.”273 Insofar as Sierra’s work plays out the alienated
sociality of capitalism, whereby economic instrumentality separates individuals and obscures
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cohesive identifications, it produces what Graham Coulter-Smith disparages as the “antithesis of
participation.”274 Similarly, Shannon Jackson criticizes Sierra’s reduction of collaboration into a
hiring relationship that effaces participants’ individual identities while aggrandizing his own role
as artist.275 And Grant Kester criticizes Sierra for denying dialogue with his participants: by
refusing to pursue, let alone achieve, productive social interactions, Sierra fails to offer a real
ethical or aesthetic critique.276
Sierra’s work has also been at the centre of Bishop’s influential critique of relational
aesthetics and her theorization of what she terms delegated performance, where artists outsource
artistic actions to non-professionals. In theorizing the complex and often perverse social
dynamics that underlie performative and participatory art, Bishop defends Sierra against critiques
that “fall into the trap of merely condemning these works as reiterations of capitalist
exploitation….”277 She departs from Marxist frameworks of reification, positivist pragmatics,
and injunctions to social amelioration, which “judg[e] art as a model of social organization that
can be evaluated according to preestablished moral criteria,” and “which reduce these works to
standard-issue questions of political correctness.”278 The basis of Bishop’s critique is that
relational art is largely built around an agonistic relation that forecloses conflict, effacing the
dissensual basis of democracy. By taking the quality of aesthetic interaction for granted,
relational art typically favours superficial forms of exchange that preserve the art world’s
exclusive social enclosures.279 Juan Albarrán corroborates this point by recourse to the historical
context of Spanish art in the 1980s, when the cultural constraints of Francoism gave way to
relational practices that were mostly concerned with glamorous lifestyles and hedonism. Against
the depoliticized “delusion of a democratic and liberal cultural practice,” Sierra’s oeuvre
developed “as an intra-art-system sequence of dissent generating events, and… at the same time
continuously negated a culture of consensus that was forced on Spain following Franco’s death,
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purportedly as the only possible means of democratization.”280 Through this approach, Sierra
rejects contemporary art’s embrace of experiential economies that capitalize on the aesthetic
production of sociality. Recognizing that the social bond is itself a resource available to
economic exchange, Sierra refuses easy identifications with participants, disrupting the given
subject positions that viewers conventionally assume in art institutions. In Brechtian fashion, he
stages failed relations that eschew placatory identifications, disturbing the viewer’s position as a
consumer for whom performers can only appear as abstractions.
For Montenegro Rosero, this argument overlooks alternate possibilities of identification: by
assuming an inability “to identify with the racial difference and economic position of his
workers, Bishop’s account problematically buttresses a centred, white and economically
privileged spectator.” Moreover, “Bishop’s perspective ignores the possibility of the spectator
identifying with the artist, in so far as he or she can be enmeshed in practices involving the hiring
of other bodies through remuneration….” In that way, Bishop “misses a fundamental aspect of
Sierra’s practice in which the spectator is placed in a constant dialectical oscillation between
stating ‘that is not me’ and ‘this is me’.”281 According to Montenegro Rosero, Sierra introduces
the possibility of simultaneously identifying with both artist and performer as subjects that share
an imbrication in capitalist systems. Sierra’s work dispenses with simple binaries, positioning the
viewer as both employer and employee, to the extent that viewers exist in a network where one is
both subject and object of economic subjection: “Sierra’s spectator is categorically denied any
stable subjective position as he or she occupies, simultaneously, opposing positions… As a
complicit witness and unwilling victim, Sierra’s spectators are fundamentally and irreconcilably
fragmented, and constantly shifting between opposite economically defined roles.”282 Whether
Sierra exercises conditions of failed identification or alternate kinds of recognition, he troubles
the institutionalized basis for embodying a subject position in the space of the artwork. This
affects the relation of viewer, artist, and participant in different possible ways: it can deconstruct
master-slave binaries and reframe solidarity as a common subjection under capitalism, it can
refuse the aesthetic pleasure of viewership within frameworks of conviviality, and, for Bishop, it
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can expose the perverse pleasure of playing with dominance/submission dynamics (including
self-exploitation), upending the conventional figuration of vertical power structures.283
Given these many different accounts of Sierra’s work, it remains difficult to discern exactly
what it does and to what end; however, that may be precisely the point. Sierra provokes an
uncertainty and unease that viewers cannot simply explain away: there is no defending his work
without accounting for its complicity in troubling social systems, just as one cannot dismiss it
without considering Sierra’s position in spheres of cultural and economic production, at least
relative to generalized practices of “normal” exploitation that go uncritiqued everyday. Much of
what is so frustrating and fascinating about this practice is that it raises questions that lack
satisfying answers; further, it evades reduction to a single moral position. Perhaps Sierra’s most
radical gesture has been to abandon the “good and evil” morality of socially engaged art, in ways
that complicate our role as cognizant viewers, leaving us to contemplate his work without
normative criteria for political art.284 In this respect, Villela Mascaró summarizes Sierra’s work
as a kind of self-effacing political art, whose politics lay in its refusal to offer a position from
which to cast decisive judgement. In distinction to most kinds of political-genre art in
participatory and institutional critique frameworks, Sierra does not appeal to a particular subject
to further denounce an already-vilified situation. On one hand, his work “is not activism in any
way. On the other hand, it does not specifically ‘reproduce the methods of capitalism’, because
that is something that every artwork produced in this time and world already does… What his
works do is present the judgement without offering a stable position for the subject to occupy.
The deed has been done, and there is no question about its injustice, but who is the victim and
who is to blame?”285 As “political art,” Sierra’s work fails but also “succeeds” to the extent it
fails. With this ambivalence, it understands the relation of aesthetics and politics as more than the
iteration of a given position or the illustration of aspirational conditions.
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As to the question of what ends this practice achieves, it seems dubious to assign a meansends logic to it, insofar as it complicates the systems of evaluative judgement that might
determine whether the work is justified. Responding to Fajardo’s claim that Sierra’s ends justify
their means, Medina asks, “is it really the case that Sierra’s actions invoke a justification of sorts?
do they gain anything from being perceived as pregnant with a moral economy? Or might they
better be discussed in terms of the lack of the supposition of the structure of a social goal?”286
The possibility of socially engaged art without a social goal is, in itself, an uneasy stance, but one
that ultimately returns ethics and politics to the work. By separating itself from a teleological
form of ethical or political judgement, Sierra’s art opens itself to considerations that are
irreducible to the question of whether he empirically demonstrates concrete, ameliorative goals.
To illustrate a political or ethical end through justified means would negate the urgency of ethicopolitical questioning at the heart of Sierra’s work; hence, Sierra leaves questions unanswered.
This is the sense in which Medina writes that Sierra’s works forward an ethics that occurs in its
suspension. His works “revoke the law so as to put into consideration the compromised and
untenable position of ethics in the contemporary world. And, also, the compromised and
untenable position of art-making today, that only can be ethical inasmuch as it remains open to
the violence of ethical demands.”287 Through a kind of negative-ethical practice, Sierra confronts
viewers with the possibility of ethics that is irreducible to prescriptive instruction.
In writing about Sierra, with attention to his more controversial actions, I do not intend to
judge the extent that his work does or does not express a liberatory and/or repressive form of
social relation. While I do not mean to discount such questions, I am not interested in either
defending or dismissing Sierra’s work outright, labelling it as good or bad, crass or critical.
Taking his work seriously means exploring the contradictions they raise, which trouble such
adjudications and do not readily serve preferred ends. And it means not shying from the unease it
produces: if Sierra’s actions are uncomfortable, it is because they are inseparable from the “moral
queasiness” that we feel when, as Bishop writes, “artists make the patterns of institutional
subordination that we undergo every day both visible and available for experiential pleasure.”288
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In recognizing that simultaneous repulsion and pleasure, I intend to explore the contradictions
Sierra poses without orienting them toward an easy resolution. I aim to stay with Sierra’s
undecidability, which tells us about the limits of conventional aesthetico-political frameworks
and their broader possibilities. Henceforth, I intend to consider these possibilities and limits by
detailing the thematics of Sierra’s practice, the art historical precedents that underlie it, and the
historical conditions for creative labour that it draws upon. Along those lines, the rest of this
chapter analyzes the conceptual and aesthetic formalization of Sierra’s work to understand the
implications that underlie and follow it.

Thematics of a Global Practice
In its breadth, Sierra’s practice operates on a wide variety of levels, encompassing the
physical world, the art world, and the virtual worlds of communication and finance. His practice
moves between the global North and South—mostly Latin America, Western Europe, and the
United States—and weaves through the geographies of social disparity that exist within and
across those regions. His range of artistic strategies explore the ramifications of making and
displaying art throughout the globe, relative to art’s value and function in particular settings.
Working on both micro and macro scales, Sierra charts the intersections of general power
relations and specific socio-political configurations, which determine the conditions of
production that shape each of his projects. His work addresses the contexts of social and cultural
localities, the territorial and administrative limits of a given state, and the larger geo-political
circumstances that shape lived experience in a particular region. As Montenegro Rosero notes,
these contextual conditions work as “social readymades” in each of his projects, 289 and are what
differentiate an action performed by local men in a disused Guatemalan office building from the
same action performed by refugees in a Berlin art gallery. Likewise, in hiring unemployed
Mexican and Central American men to perform in a Los Angeles gallery for minimum wage,
Sierra’s work incorporates local social formations (communities of Latin American migrant
workers in California) and regional employment standards (the state’s legal minimum wage).
These specific factors reflect larger geographic conditions that are manifest in the national,
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cultural, and socio-economic labour divisions this performance enacts. Alternately, other projects
focus on the political history of a project’s site or venue, to address the institutional and
ideological basis of the work’s exhibition. For example, in House in Mud (2005) [fig. 4.3], Sierra
filled the Hanover Kestnergesellschaft with local mud, literally and metaphorically unearthing
the history of the nearby Machsee, a human-built lake that emblematizes Germany’s history of
labour relations. With this historical attention, Sierra underscores the ongoing dispositions that
dictate what social relations are permissible in certain places, underscoring that the politics of
labour, control, and disparity remain embedded in space.
In these ways, Sierra’s work is invested in the concurrently aesthetic and political ways that
people inhabit space. As Kelly Baum suggests, “Sierra’s work might be described as a spatial
practice that understands space through the prism of human relations and a relational practice
that investigates human relations through the prism of space.”290 In his focus on the geographic
conditions that underlie artistic production, Sierra demonstrates how the organization of space
expresses distinctions of class, citizenship, freedom, and belonging. Specifically, he addresses the
art world’s privileged social spaces, wherein access and restriction correspond to structural
inequalities endemic to art’s luxury status. On one hand, Sierra introduces art to marginal spaces
like inner-city streets, abandoned buildings, and empty fields, which imply different criteria for
what aesthetic and material production mean therein. For example, he has considered the
aesthetic properties of minor space by hiring itinerant labourers to dig three thousand holes in an
empty lot off the coast of Morocco, creating a vast grid-formation in the desert (3000 Holes of
180 x 50 x 50 cm Each, 2002) [fig. 4.4]. He has also illuminated the denuded frame of an
abandoned Mexico city high-rise overnight, spotlighting an ersatz warehouse for street vendors
and a home for vagrants (Lighted Building, 2003) [fig. 4.5]. In the grids that appear in the
Moroccan desert and in the tower’s frame, Sierra reveals high modernist aesthetic forms in
overlooked sites, situated well outside the institutional or cultural frames that would present them
with the aesthetic distinction of, say, a Walter de Maria project. We are to see these grids,
respectively, as an act of gruelling labour and as part of a social landscape in which its
appearance is an effect of socio-economic failure.
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On the other hand, Sierra intervenes in established spaces of cultural consumption—
galleries, wealthy neighbourhoods, art fairs, etc.—altering their social and physical conditions of
access. He stresses that the organization of space, including its aesthetic (architectural) and
infrastructural (institutional) manifestation, is a technique for the organization of bodies and their
appropriate freedom of movement; i.e. their freedom as socio-economic subjects. For instance,
during a conference at the Cervantes Institute in Berlin, he installed a barrier wall to divide the
auditorium in half, complete with separate entrances, respectively for those with an annual
income of more or less than a thousand euros. In other instances, Sierra disrupts the social
organization of space by defining and dissolving its limits. He has dramatically opened art spaces
by inviting migrant street vendors into the Venice Biennale and, in a project for the DhontDhaenens museum in Belgium, by removing the building’s windows and disabling its security
system for a night. He has also dramatically closed off art spaces by restricting entrance to
museums, hiring low-wage workers to sit in front of doorways and, in his project for the 2003
Venice Biennale, constructing a wall that blocked entry to the Spanish Pavilion, thereafter
permitting entry only to those with a valid Spanish passport (the pavilion itself was empty). At
the limit between the inside and outside of these institutional frames, Sierra explores the interval
between art’s exhibition and the conditions of its existence. By asserting and/or removing the
symbolic and literal borders that organize social space, Sierra confronts viewers with what
typically remains outside its enclosures; namely, the bodies whose labour and whose social and
legal subordination undergird the sustenance of private wealth, cultural distinction, and political
right.
In addition to redrawing the lines that insulate spaces of distinction and membership,
Sierra’s work demonstrates how movement through space and across borders reflects disparity on
a larger scale. Transit through cities and trade routes is a necessity of socio-economic production
while transit across symbolic and physical limits—those enclosing social space, private property,
and nation-states—determine how objects and bodies exist in the world. The commute,
displacement, and migration of bodies, and the import and export of commodities, reflect a
system in which the subjects and objects of production are constantly moving: bodies scour cities
and immigrate in search of employment, factories move overseas, and commodities ship across
the world. The geographic transformations of post-Fordist production, galvanized by the
liberalization of international markets and labour standards, open social rifts whereby the
!183

expendability of working bodies is evident in their deracination.291 As García-Antón explains,
Sierra maps the field of activity covered by itinerant bodies, who provoke anxiety “because of
their very abundance and characteristic mobility; because of their capacity to disperse and
coalesce at great speed within a city or country. They are emblems of a disorganised future,
floating in the currents of a borderless world.”292 Sierra articulates the social function of bodies
and objects by charting their flows and dislocations, marking the trajectories that are inscribed in
geopolitical configurations of power.
It is telling that Sierra’s first major projects include a series of sculptures at the port of
Hamburg, one of the world’s largest commercial ports. These sculptures consist of shipping
containers clad with the tarpaulins used to drape cargo on flatbed trucks, their surfaces carrying
marks that index their travels throughout the world. As Miriam Schoofs notes, these early works
establish Sierra’s interest in the proximity between the minimalist art object, the commodity, and
global trade infrastructure. The minimalist shipping container is a kind of ur-form for Sierra,
inasmuch as it puts the correspondence between aesthetics and commerce in motion.293
Conversely, Sierra also uses these forms to restrict transit, for instance, by hiring a truck driver to
block one of Mexico City’s main highways with a semi-trailer. For five minutes, the truck
inverted its function of transporting commercial objects by remaining still, blocking entry into
the city for cars carrying bodies, employees, consumers, etc. This act of immobilization, which
recalls the kind of protests where demonstrators barricade roads or where police kettle protestors,
momentarily suspends the flow of bodies and commodities, whose regular and unobstructed
movement maintains business as usual. These and similar gestures, including the immobilization
of vehicles, the restriction of pathways, and the de-installation of barriers, are endemic to the
kind of inoperative mechanics that underlie Sierra’s practice. He short-circuits the flows and
processes of production to perform acts of useless expenditure, exploiting the force of movement
and transportation to no productive end.
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On a much smaller scale, Sierra’s hired performances equally emphasize individual
movements and non-movements. These actions include repetitive, quasi-mechanical tasks like
digging holes as well as static tasks that require workers to remain still for hours at a time. These
works involve different degrees of expenditure and endurance, typically requiring little to no
skill or especial strength, but are often demanding in the passive effort required to do what
amounts to nothing. Whether continuously transporting concrete blocks for the span of a working
day, sitting in place for several hours, or passively supporting physical structures with one’s
body, these actions consist of physical gestures that condition the bodies performing them. For
the workers themselves, these tasks amount to what Sierra describes as the “loss of free use of
their bodies,” which occurs as an effect of their employment.294 The quality and/or quantity of
one’s movements, or lack of movement, correspond to who performs them. Performing these
absurd and useless actions indicates one’s need for work, relative to the concessions one will
offer as an unskilled labourer.
Moreover, performing such actions for a minimal wage indicates the kind of structural
submissions one makes in adapting one’s body to a given measure of time and money. The
quantification and qualification of individual actions according to an hourly wage or definite fee
—amounts that are essentially arbitrary, as they relate to actions that produce nothing of concrete
value—speak to the socio-economic determinations that dictate what kind of bodies perform
what kind of actions. Quantitatively, the body that digs a ditch or sits in a box for a wage
becomes measurable according to the monetary and temporal value it iterates in its employment.
Qualitatively, the body’s work affirms its social significance relative to its value and, usually, to
social determinants such as race, sex, nationality, and location. To be sure, capitalist production
is built on maximizing economic yields by evaluating what bodies will do what things for what
payment and by measuring how much productive action can occur in a working day. In turn, the
working body performs these evaluations and measurements, giving embodied, material
expression to quantitative abstractions. The economic measurement of physical labour thereby
constitutes the body, qualifying the movements and non-movements that individuals carry out for
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pre-determined sums. At the same time, the body produces itself in its action, iterating the
equivalence of manual labour and economic value through its physical expenditure. In
determining the quality and value of work in these ways, Sierra demonstrates how the body’s
socio-economic abstraction is a performative process that occurs in individual movements and
actions. In every case, these movements and actions occur in specific spaces and places, which
affects their quality and value, effecting a recursive process of economic and aesthetic
production.

Art Historical Precedents
Sierra’s investment in the spatio-temporal configuration of bodies and objects directly
corresponds to the formal and conceptual means of his practice, which is to say that the
conditions of an action’s exhibition correspond to the conditions of a body or object’s
appearance. The political dynamics that Sierra stages simultaneously reflect the perceptual
properties of a given project (its presentation and phenomenological qualities) and the social
properties of its subjects and objects (their function and agency). Artistic decisions about how
figures are included or excluded from the visible scene of action play out the power
configurations that structure it, just as real activity impacts the work’s presentation. These
decisions run through a wide inventory of art historical strategies; namely, the artistic traditions
of the 1960s and 70s that variously expanded the possibilities for defining the embodied and
spatio-temporally specific qualities of aesthetic experience. By drawing on these artistic
frameworks, which have defined dominant strains of art practice from 1960 to the present, Sierra
addresses how aesthetic techniques for presenting subjects and objects necessarily contain
relations of power, much as a cardboard box can contain complex social dynamics.295 The way
an artwork positions bodies, objects, and actions in space and time is never a purely formal or
phenomenological exercise, as it implicates the host of conditions through which that positioning
occurs. Likewise, the exhibition of a product or act of labour registers the conditions for that
work to appear, whether as a properly subjective creation or as something distinct from the
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origins of its making. There is no shortage of precedents for charting the artistic techniques that
inform Sierra’s work, which operates against the historical background of art practices that
reconfigure the body in relation to space and time. While I hesitate to identify certain artists or
artworks as decisive influences (not because Sierra is sui generis or derivative but because it is
hardly useful to posit a “recipe” for his art) we can glimpse the foundations for his work in a
wide variety of examples, spanning the minimal, installation, performance, and conceptual art
practices that anticipate the aesthetic and institutional transition from modern to contemporary
art.
Sierra regularly invokes the geometric serialism and reductive structures of New York
minimalism, which are evident in his recurring use of pared down geometric sculptures and of
ordinary materials he presents as such.296 Minimalism’s influence on Sierra also traces back to
the following production practices: Donald Judd and Dan Flavin’s tendency to outsource the craft
of their sculptures and, in Flavin’s case, to source prefabricated industrial materials; Carl Andre’s
use of vernacular materials; Sol LeWitt’s conceptual exercises in permutation and configuration;
and Robert Morris’ emphasis on the mobile body’s relation to physical objects. Further, Sierra’s
work forwards a number of different post-minimalist investigations into the mutability of
materials and forms, particularly in relation to process and environment and in relation to nontraditional materials. These qualities are principally evident in extensions of American
minimalist sculpture, including relevant examples like Richard Serra’s Gutter Corner Splash:
Night Shift (1968) [fig. 4.6], in which Serra created sculptural casts of the SFMOMA’s
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architectural corners by splashing molten lead upon them. By imbuing minimalism’s formal
specificity with performative and quasi-industrial qualities, in direct relation to the work’s space
of display, this work is endemic to a broader post-minimalist impulse that underlies much of
Sierra’s work. For instance, Gutter Corner Splash anticipates House in Mud, the aforementioned
installation at the Hannover Kestnergesellschaft, where Sierra conducted the labour intensive
process of filling the gallery’s with loose mud.
In borrowing minimalist forms and practices, Sierra uses them to address the conditions of
their artistic production, contradicting minimalism’s privilege of artistic essentialism over
content and context. For Alexander Koch, this means recognizing that “the geometric
standardization of industrial formats was, primarily, an economic rationality: the rationality of
efficient manufacturing, transport, and construction processes, to which the workers charged with
executing them were compelled to adapt.”297 He argues that the “objectivist vocabulary and
flattened individuality” of minimal art allows it “direct formal access to the anonymous
principles of the world of standardized labor and commodities in which Sierra is interested,"
providing “the appropriate tools to pin down the dehumanized abstractions of capitalism.”298 In
that respect, Sierra reproduces minimalist ideologies but “fills their ‘emptiness’ with social
reality: with materials that occupied a clearly defined place within a contentious set of social
circumstances, or with the bodies and lives of people whose physical and mental stigmatization,
segregation, lack of freedom, and exploitation is not his fault but that of a systematic logic he
renders as disinterestedly as the Minimalists did before him.”299
Sierra also draws on the gamut of conceptual techniques developed in the 1960s,
encompassing their theoretical and formal strategies. He creates and documents virtually all of
his works in a conceptual register, presenting each project in both its design and execution. For
instance, the titles of his works are emphatically literal (e.g. 9 Forms of 100 X 100 X 600 cm
each, Constructed to be Supported Perpendicular to a Wall), as are the descriptions that typically
accompany them. These descriptions lay out the precise parameters for a work and its
manifestation while noting any aberrations to its predetermination; e.g.: “Nine forms built with
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different elements such as wood and asphalt were supported, without binding, at one end, by a
wooden structure fixed onto one the gallery walls, and held, at the other end, by a group of three
to four workers per piece. For two weeks they took turns to do the job, charging $12 an hour. We
used the services of several local job centers to find the workers.”300 This use of language
invokes the structure of instruction based art, in which the idea precedes or is separate from its
execution, rendering the artwork as the conception of its potential creation. If the conceptual
equation of art and idea initially heralded the artwork’s dematerialization, Sierra’s projects
remain resolutely material (with certain exceptions, such as a proposal for an immaterial
monument) while encompassing the economies of immaterial labour that allow him to remove
himself from the work. Additionally, Sierra’s use of objective, sometimes tautological, language
is another conceptualist hallmark that recalls, for instance, Joseph Kosuth’s linguistically selfreflexive texts (e.g. a blue neon-light that spells “five words in blue neon”). Many of Sierra’s
works achieve a similar effect, as in Canvas Measuring 1000 X 500 cm Suspended from the
Front of a Building (1997) [fig. 4.7]. In that work, the eponymous canvas reads “TEXTO
ESCRITO EN LETRAS NEGRAS DE TIPO FUTURA XBlkCnlt BT A 2500 PUNTOS SOBRE
UNA LONA BLANCA DE 1000 X 500 cm.” (“Text written in black letters of type futura
XBlkCnlt BT at 2500 points on a white canvas of 1000 x 500 cm.”). In principle, this text effects
a terse semiotic neutrality; in its exhibition, however, the linguistic idea becomes inextricable
from the material conditions of its articulation: “Because of the high cost of installing a sign on
an avenue, and the need for a license, the canvas was put into place and removed as the local
police appeared or disappeared.”301 The communicative function of this idea is contingent on
police presence and the organization of real estate, surveillance, capital, and publicity in its site
of display, Midtown Manhattan.
Sierra’s practice also invokes the history of performance art, given its emphasis on the
human body’s ephemeral acts of artistic production. By staging the body’s presence and, often,
its physical endurance, performance art has affirmed the aesthetic substance of physical actions
and subjective experiences. Sierra’s work builds upon those efforts but locates aesthetic
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substance in the monetary valuation of actions and, as I will further argue, in the removal of the
subjective presence that orients performativity. In these ways, Sierra’s art resonates with the art
historical dialogue between minimalism, performance, and experimental dance, most
significantly in the activity of the Judson Dance Theater. For example, the work of Steve Paxton,
Yvonne Rainer, and Simone Forti include choreographed gestures of basic physical actions,
which speak to the correspondence of minimalist aesthetics and the body’s motile function in
space and in relation to objects. By choreographing ordinary activities like walking or carrying
objects, these artists explore the aesthetics of movements that complicate the distinction between
functional and artistic action and between the objective and subjective presence. In different
respects, the direct influence of performative practice appears in the work of Sierra’s mentors;
namely, Franz Erhard Walther, Sierra’s former art teacher and one time collaborator. Erhard
Walther’s idea of “work as action” and his participatory gestures find clear echoes in Sierra’s art.
Particularly significant are works that instruct viewers to cooperatively hold or wear textile
objects, prefiguring Sierra’s efforts to redefine the body in terms of its social relation with other
bodies and with objects in specific configurations.302 Additionally, the influence of Omar
Gonzalez, another of Sierra’s teachers, is present in his “sisyphus impulse:” Gonzalez would
stack bricks without a structural foundation and, when the wall inevitably collapsed, begin
anew.303 This principle informs Sierra’s emphasis on the unproductivity and inoperativity of
work without any end. For example, by pulling out his bathroom sink and hiring a plumber to
reinstall it, without mediation or purpose, Sierra creates work for the sake of work; he creates
nothing beyond the useless expenditure of effort.
The influence of performance based art is more immediate in the context of Latin American
conceptual actions during the 1960s and 70s. According to Luis Camnitzer, the development of
Latin American conceptualism is historically more politically engaged than its dominant
American and European counterparts. Driven by dissatisfaction with Western imperialism, an
interest in the sensorial qualities of conceptual art, and a concern for more didactic and literary
political content, this art was decidedly agitational. Moreover, Latin American conceptualism
also entertained abstraction, dematerialization, and participation in politicized ways, particularly
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by emphasizing context in order to generate meaning.304 The closest precedent to Sierra’s work
occurs in Oscar Bony’s 1968 piece, La Familia Obrera (“The Working Class Family”) [fig. 4.8].
In this performance, Bony hired a working class family to sit on a plinth in a Buenos Aires
gallery for eight hours a day, exhibiting them as representative socio-economic subjects while
highlighting their hardship as such. Like Sierra, Bony presents these bodies to exhibit their
labour as passive, remunerated performers; they lend the artist their authenticity as working class
subjects whose mere presence metonymically symbolizes the issue of income inequality.305
Unlike Sierra, however, Bony paid the family twice the father’s wages and attempted to create a
sense of personal intimacy between them and viewers, offering a ameliorative form of work and
an assenting social experience. Also relevant is Graciela Carnevale’s 1968 work, Accion de
Encierro (“Action of Confinement”) [fig. 4.9], in which the artist invited the public into an empty
gallery in Rosario before locking the door from the outside. In doing so, she aimed to incite an
‘exemplary violence’ among participants forced to free themselves by breaking the gallery’s
window. As Grant Kester summarizes: “This action would effectively empower the audience
members, moving them from a state of passive acquiescence to conscious agency.”306 Taking
place within two years of Argentina’s military coup and the subsequent rise of a repressive police
state, this action emphasizes the organization of bodies in relation to space, confinement,
freedom, and agency, vis-a-vis analogous techniques of state control.
Perhaps the single common denominator to all of the above strategies is the tradition of
institutional critique, which has variously employed the aforementioned artistic techniques to
highlight the material and ideological conditions for producing and displaying art. This tradition
includes the politicized re-use of the following: minimalist structures, post-minimalist spatial and
architectural interventions, conceptual and information-based communication, and performative
explorations of the relation between art and labour. For example, Sierra’s work recalls Michael
Asher’s 1974 installation at the Claire Copley gallery, in which he removed the partition wall that
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concealed the gallery’s offices, merging private-bureaucratic and public-exhibition spaces. Sierra
also recalls Mierle Laderman-Ukeles performances of custodial work at museums, which stage
banal and traditionally feminized actions to challenge the criteria for valuing labour as properly
artistic.
Sierra inherits these impulses by taking them to different extremes: if institutional critique
artists confronted the failed promise of art institutions to deliver enlightenment ideals of public
exchange, Sierra exercises that failure by staging the reduction of social exchange to systems of
alienation. Likewise, if institutional critique artists addressed the threat of art’s absorption into
commercial cycles that determine art’s meaning and function, Sierra considers how art is alwaysalready subject to that market function.307 Most significantly, Sierra launches a self-reflexive
critique of artistic production in his effort to stage conditions of labour in literal ways. His
performative enactments of work immediately evidence their economic and aesthetic
valourization within art institutions, in ways that challenge the iconographic depiction of work.
Against the heroic figure of the worker that has served as a crucial icon in the history of
modernity and avant-garde art, including its significant tradition in twentieth century Mexican
visual culture (e.g. Diego Rivera’s grandiose murals or Tina Modotti’s photographs of workers
organizing), Sierra demythologizes the lionized aestheticization of the working body. As Coco
Fusco notes, “Sierra’s stress on the pathetic conditions of the underclass goes against the wellestablished tradition of celebrating the creativity of the oppressed in the face of adversity,”
denying the naive portrayals of working bodies that affirm the existing terms by which they can
appear in cultural spaces.308 His work attends to the aesthetic production of working bodies
within art institutions, wherein labour only appears as an abstraction: it either remains invisible
or is reduced to an idealized typology.
The significance of outlining these many movements is to underscore how Sierra’s work
confronts the challenges and possibilities of avant-garde art production since the 1960s. The
roughly contemporaneous development of minimal, conceptual, installation, and performance
based practices in the 60s and 70s has set the aesthetic and theoretical terms for much subsequent
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art. That development has established many of the dominant tendencies that define the category
of contemporary art. This is to understand “the contemporary” as a historical period that loosely
begins with the institutionalization of conceptual, performative, participatory, and site-and/or
time-specific practices. It is also to understand "the contemporary” in terms of the economic and
expository models that have become increasingly prevalent since the 1990s: a hypertrophic art
market that privileges unregulated financial speculation, the international circuit of art fairs, and
project-based models for commissioning and staging art. These developments are just as visible
as reactions to them, among artists looking to evade—or more realistically, to outpace—art’s
susceptibility to institutional mediation. Today, it is hardly viable to exercise the same kinds of
autonomy or resistance as artists of the 60s and 70s, for whom conceptual, performance, and
installation art were means of distancing art’s creation and exhibition from its commodification
and institutionalization. The dematerialization of art—representing a shift from saleable objects
to ephemeral phenomena—anticipated the formation of an immaterial economy where
experiences, ideas, events and, more generally, the orchestration of social relations represent
commercial resources. Meanwhile, the aesthetic novelties of minimalist sculpture have become
largely synonymous with commercial design and luxury lifestyle products. Perhaps the defining
condition of contemporary art, as it relates to Sierra’s practice, is the concurrent normalization
and commercialization of minimal, conceptual, installation, and performance aesthetics, for
which any claim to aesthetic autonomy is equally a claim to the limits of critical art practice. By
invoking the aesthetic techniques of these movements, redeploying them in relation to their
contemporary institutional functions, Sierra mines their political efficacy relative to the
conditions that already politicize them in conflicting ways.

New Practices for New Organizations of Work
Sierra’s use of these artistic techniques, relative to their socio-economic, institutional, and
geographic determinants, is part and parcel of historical transformations in the structure of
capitalism. His work’s form and function are sensitive to changing labour conditions that directly
affect the aesthetic dimensions of creative activity. Since the 1960s, the increasingly decentred
and immaterial nature of production has altered the flows and uses of bodies and objects,
generating new aesthetic conditions by which to perceive their spatio-temporal organization.
!193

These new aesthetic and socio-political criteria, along with new institutional and economic
pressures, have redefined the creation and function of contemporary art. This shift encompasses
the art object’s dematerialization in the 1960s, the onset of postmodern aesthetics in the 1980s,
and the development of immaterial production and “creative industries” in the twenty-first
century. These cultural shifts follow the transition—in the developed world—from traditional
technocratic models of production to increasingly abstract ones, based on performative,
communicative, and contingent styles of labour. From roughly the 1910s to the 1960s, Fordist
and Taylorist models of assembly-line factory work represented the dominant expression of
capitalist efficiency. Since then, developments in technology, policy, and commerce have allowed
for the expansion of production and consumption on a global scale, restructuring the organization
of labour, the logic of capital, and the experience of space and time.309 Fordism and Taylorism’s
roots in specialized labour and long-term employment, concentrated in specific locations and
focused on manufacturing physical products, have consequently been deposed. Likewise, the
material processes and institutional supports that traditionally underpinned that organization of
work and workers have largely eroded. Industries searching for new markets and cheaper labor
have outsourced production to the developing world, dispersing centralized production sites
across remote locations while distributing operations across virtual networks. These industries
have divested workers of the specificity and longevity of individual labour, undermining the
power of unions and compromising job security, along with the rights and privileges that
typically come with long-term employment.
Additionally, a global surplus of unskilled labour has meant that workers and their activity
have become increasingly dispensable, reinforcing the structural role of precarious employment
in advanced capitalism. The prevalence of precarious work is evident in its widespread
formalization (e.g. the normalization of temporary-contracts, freelance employment, and un- or
under-paid internships) and, less formally, in the proliferation of undocumented labor. Precarious
employment also has the effect of fragmenting the monetary and temporal quantification of
productive activity, further abstracting the valuation of work: “In a regime of aleatory and
fluctuating values, precariousness became the general form of social relations…” Franco Berardi
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writes. “Rather than a particular form of productive relations, precariousness is the dark soul of
the productive process. An uninterrupted flow of fractal and recombining info-labour circulates
in the global web as the agent of universal valorisation, yet its value is indeterminable.”310
The changing organization of work has largely redefined the role of workers, relative to the
uncertain monetary and social value, spatio-temporal specificity, and productive potential of their
embodied activity. The ephemeral and itinerant nature of twenty-first century labour reflects
increasingly flexible and immaterial modes of production: the development of communications
and services industries, the informatization and automatization of labour, the commodification
and curation of experiences, the management of fictitious capital and virtual finance networks,
and the fashioning of productive subjectivities. Given what Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri
describe as the turn to “treat manufacturing as service,” commercial production largely means
producing consumable experiences, affects, and subjectivities.311 And, as Maurizio Lazzarato
argues, the turn toward an immaterial production economy entails new forms of commodification
and consumption, rooted in the manifestation of subjectivity and sociality: “If production today
is directly the production of a social relation, then the ‘raw material’ of immaterial labor is
subjectivity and the ‘ideological’ environment in which this subjectivity lives and reproduces.
The production of subjectivity ceases to be only an instrument of social control (for the
reproduction of mercantile relationships) and becomes directly productive.”312 Where the Fordist
worker’s individuality was abstracted in its mechanization—its reduction to a productive body—
the worker’s subjectivity now reemerges as something to be manufactured and marketed,
something productive in the deployment of its mere presence.
In these ways, economic labour in the global North increasingly privileges performance,
contingency, conceptual organization, and the dissolution of work-life distinctions. For Paolo
Virno, who argues that post-Fordist production appropriates a performative style of work, wage
labour thereby overlaps with non-productive action. This process occurs in the performance of
Virno calls virtuous labour: "activity [that] finds its own... purpose in itself, without objectifying
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itself into an end product [...that] would survive the performance.”313 Virtuous labour, which
consists in the immediacy of its present action, implies the production of a commodity that does
not exist outside its performative function. The temporal specificity of work (e.g. the hourly
wage) does not then correspond to what can be produced in that time but to the immaterial value
of experience, affect, and communication, implying new aesthetic procedures for economic
activity. The temporal specificity of manual labour, organized around the delineation of time and
wage, gives way to the organization of productive life, replacing the conventional division of
labour and leisure time with the instrumentalization of lived experience. Labour therefore takes
on an explicitly biopolitical character, insofar as it occurs in reproducing certain forms of human
life.314 These descriptions are equally true of artistic production: the work of art, like all objects
produced under capitalism, is indissociably both activity and commodity, Antonio Negri writes.
Artistic production becomes a figure of “Potenza,” the potentiality of “being-creative in the
world,” which implicates the use of life in aesthetic formations.315

Absent Work and Uncreative Labour
The productive potential of life, deployed in its most passive exercise, is readily evident in
Sierra’s actions. In denying the production of a distinct object, Sierra conjures immaterial
commodities by staging bodies in particular spatio-temporal configurations. These actions
present the reproduction of social relations that are not visible in objective forms but appear
through the employment of embodied life, organized according to its function within global
capitalism. Through this performative deployment of bodies, Sierra affirms Negri’s claim that
“[t]he body is from now on a machine within which both production and art are inscribed,"
insofar as it contains potential for aesthetic creation.316 However, Sierra’s work also complicates
the above accounts by removing the presence of embodied life from the scene of work. Beyond
demonstrating workers’ alienation from the objects of their labour, he withdraws the act of
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creation, deconstructing the concordance of working bodies and productive subjectivities. By
delegating self-effacing work, whereby the performative presence of creative life witnesses its
own abstraction, Sierra reveals the internal separation between creator and creation. He exhibits
what I call uncreative labour, where work is at odds with the expression of a creative subject.
Sierra demonstrates these processes in 24 Blocks of Concrete, Constantly Moved During a
Day's Work by Paid Workers [fig. 4.10], a performance at the ACE gallery in Los Angeles, which
he summarizes as follows:

Using mechanical methods, 24 cement [sic] blocks were placed in four rooms and
a hallway of this gallery. They were modular units commonly employed in
breakwaters, weigh- ing [sic] two tons each and measuring approximately 250 x
150 x 100 cm. Once the blocks were brought in, ten workers of Mexican or
Central-American origin were hired, of the type that usually offer to work in public
places in Los Angeles. They were asked to proceed, during the day's work, to
continually move the 24 pieces along the spaces of the gallery, while disregarding
any resulting damage and only using metal bars as handles. The exposed result
consisted of the marks left behind by their work in the form of damage to the floor
and walls of the gallery, together with the tools and materials employed by the
workers, the remains of food and drink and the concrete blocks.317

This project resembles works like 8 People Paid to Remain Inside Boxes, in that it stages an act
of banal, unproductive labour in relation to set of quasi-minimalist sculptures an in an empty
space. It also involves itinerant labourers that agree to carry out a specific task for a set time and
in exchange for minimum wages. It also exhibits the differential between abstract and concrete
labour: the exaggerated distinction between use and exchange value and between the artist's
conceptual management and his employees' heavy lifting. Unlike 8 People…, this work
incorporates physical exertion and motion in ways that exercise the body’s abstraction through its
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expenditure. Because the action’s principal element is the movement of objects, to no particular
location and to no discernible end, this project depends on the continuous exertion of bodily
effort for a set duration. For the performers, the experience of time, space, and motion are
grounded in a relation of general equivalence, signified by the set wage they willingly subject
themselves to. As their bodies adapt to the phenomenological conditions of wage labour, they
reduce themselves to a formula of value, measured in terms of productive effort over time and in
relation to their labour’s ad hoc exchangeability.
It is significant, if only coincidentally, that these bodies are qualified through their contact
with blocks of concrete, given concrete’s historical role in the capitalist quantification of labour.
As Adrian Forty explains, concrete’s proliferation since the late nineteenth century occurred,
first, because unskilled workers could effectively work with it and, second, because of the
contemporaneous rise of theories concerned with the scientific management of labour: "For
[Frederick] Taylor and [Sanford] Thompson, labour was an abstraction, a unit of cost, absorbed
imperceptibly into the finished product. Concrete lent itself particularly well to this kind of
analysis, for with concrete each individual workman's labour dissolves into the continuum of the
whole, leaving no trace."318 By facilitating the separation of mental-managerial and manual
labour and, moreover, by allowing contractors to eschew skilled-craft unions, concrete presages
the history of precarious labour that Sierra builds upon. It signals a relation between productivity
and corporeality that finds expression in the productive body’s mobilization vis-a-vis its
corresponding abstraction; namely, its measurement as labour potential and its dissolution into
anonymity. In moving concrete blocks for a daily wage, the body’s quantitative figuration as a
theoretical abstraction occurs in tandem with its qualitative determination as a material
abstraction: constituted in its measurement, the body materializes in and as the effort it exerts
upon concrete blocks (in that way, we can understand “work” in terms of both labour and
physics, the latter denoting the quantifiable physical effort required to produce movement). The
body thereby appears as its productive physical potential—its capacity to exert the movement of
objects—and, for that reason, does not appear at all.
Sierra’s employees are notably absent from all documentation of the project, which exhibits
only the detritus left in place of their effort. Whereas 8 People… concealed performers to
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appropriately present their invisible labour, 24 Blocks… absents its performers, retroactively
removing them from the scene of the work. In depicting the absence of working bodies—that is,
in depicting work without workers—Sierra presents the working body's abstraction as its
withdrawal, in that as the labourers’ non-productive expenditure performs their disappearance.
These figures effect their abstraction via their labour, which iterates their status as dispensable
workers, foreclosing the presentation of their bodies; however, this abstraction does not occur
“without a trace," as Forty states. The traces of this abstraction are precisely what constitute the
work: ”The exposed result consisted of the marks left behind... together with the tools and
materials employed by the workers, the remains of food and drink and the concrete blocks.” In
place of material bodies, 24 Blocks… depicts the withdrawal that absents them from the scene of
work; it evidences the tangible excesses of their disappearance in the marks of physical action
and the residue of bodily processes (consumption of food and drink). While these figures remain
unknown and imperceptible, we can glimpse the material quality of their abstraction indexed in
their contact with concrete. The blocks confer the present absence of a working subject within a
worked object, tracing an immaterial presence that is manifest as material remnants, thereby
evincing the body in both its abstractness and, appropriately, its concreteness. Here, to recall a
quote by Brian Massumi, “[t]he body is as immediately abstract as it is concrete; its activity and
expressivity extend, as on their underside, into an incorporeal, yet perfectly real, dimension of
pressing potential.”319 The dichotomy of abstract and concrete breaks down, revealing
concreteness in abstraction and vice versa: the body’s activity is undeniably real, yet it appears
only as a virtual presence. Hence, as Negri writes, “to speak today of ‘immaterial labour’ no
longer means speaking of abstraction, but, on the contrary, of a real plunge into the concrete, into
matter…. Therefore we are dealing here with an immateriality which is very full of flesh, very
mobile and very flexible: an ensemble of bodies.”320 Amid this immateriality full of flesh, the
working body inflects the world at the same time it disappears inside it.
While 24 Blocks… refuses to translate action into a lasting object, its photo documentation
nevertheless remains. These photographs function as more than passive documents of past
events, they produce an index that marks the limits of the image's referential function. By
instantiating real social and material exchanges—paying workers to perform tasks at a specific
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time and place—the image registers the external conditions it participates in. Further, the image
registers the blindspots it simultaneously produces—the withdrawal of its subjects—which
visualize the qualitative material limit of what it can present. Because photographs of 24
Blocks… comprise the project’s only visible sign, while at the same time effacing the figures of
work Sierra stages, the fruit of labour becomes the image of the working subject’s disappearance.
By indicating the borders that separate what does and does not appear therein, these photographs
point to what exists outside the image or underneath its surface. They index the social conditions
of its production, extending beyond the act of taking photographs to encompass what Ariella
Azoulay calls “the event of the photograph,” as opposed to "the photographed event.”321 This
“event” includes the circumstances in which Sierra employed these individuals, the conditions of
their work, and Sierra’s ultimate decision to not show them, save for the traces of their action.
These factors determine how certain bodies and their actions may or may not appear in the space
of the photograph, which is not to say that their visual absence is necessarily an exclusion. The
workers still exist in the image as a negative aesthetic remainder, the image of their invisibility
within capitalist society, reproduced in the performance of their self-effacing labour. In sum,
these workers exist and appear as the excess of their own work.
In 24 Blocks…, work produces an index of its absence from itself. In performing acts of
useless expenditure, bodies are productive to the same extent they produce nothing; however,
even in producing nothing these actions manifest something in the form of an excess. Nonproductive work generates surplus in two senses: surplus value, in the economic sense of added
exchange value for the artwork, and a surplus to work, in the expenditure of something that is
outside the subject and the object of creation. Work appears but not in anything we can discern or
locate: “By not offering a stable site where the audience can successfully recognise where work
happens,” Montenegro Rosero notes, “the pieces constantly shift perspectives and in [their]
perpetual movement, render the original sites of work invisible. By this I mean that in the
constant displacement of work from one context to the next, the spectator never fully grasps the
existence of a subject(s) that generates the work.”322 In the dislocation of work, which marks the
working subject’s disappearance, labour is expropriated, divorced from any object, body, or
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individual that can appropriate it. In the submission of expenditure or bodily presence, work no
longer confers the existence of the body or subject that creates it, indicating a form of work that,
in its free-floating impropriety, is not just unproductive but also uncreative.
I use the term “uncreative” decidedly; first, to denote the idea of labour that effaces its own
creation and, second, to situate that process in opposition to capitalism’s co-optation of
“creativity.” With the recent rise of the “creative industries” and the discursive invention of “the
creative” as a social role, the idea of creativity has been largely redefined in terms of economic
productivity.323 Creativity has come to represent new means for mining labour within an
economy focused on generating new techniques and markets for immaterial production. To the
extent that personal creativity no longer represents a space of aesthetic autonomy, immune from
the rationality of economic production, it is worth rethinking the idea of creation itself. This is
the sense in which I want to think non-productive expenditure as a form of creation that instances
its own negation, such that creation and creativity produce neither an object—whether material
or immaterial—nor a creative subject. Uncreative labour occurs in the excess of work, which
remains separate from any subject or object in which we might locate the original act of creation.
Against the mobilization of subjectivity as a technology of immaterial production and against the
elision of labour and leisure, life and production, uncreative labour abandons the
instrumentalization of subjective life cum creative potential: it produces nothing but
expenditure’s expropriation from any product or person, confronting us with work’s absence
from itself.
This idea follows what Michel Foucault, in a different context, also describes as the
absence of work. Speculating on the idea of madness becoming normal, he considers the
possibility of discourse to undo itself and of speech to undo the function of language, such that
any utterance would be separate from a speaking subject.324 In this way, the production of
discourse not only questions the certainty of signification, it brings itself outside of subjectivity
altogether. For instance, Foucault discusses the logical paradox of saying “I lie” and, more
significantly, “I speak,” which rhetorically separates the speaking subject from the objects of its
323
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enunciation: “‘I speak’ refers to a supporting discourse that provides it with an object. That
discourse, however is missing; the sovereignty of ‘I speak’ can only reside in the absence of any
other language; the discourse about which I speak does not pre-exist the nakedness articulated
the moment I say ‘I speak’; it disappears the moment I fall silent. Any possibility of language
dries up in the transitivity of its execution.”325 Along these lines, uncreative labour represents
something that, in working to no end and belonging to no one and no thing, divests itself of a
sovereign I. Medina corroborates this analysis in describing 11 People Paid to Learn a Phrase
(2001), an action where Sierra hired eleven Tzotzil women in Mexico to say “estoy siendo
remunerado para decir algo cuyo significado ignoro” (“I am being paid to say something whose
meaning I do not know”). Here “Sierra puts [the performers] into a position of radical lack of
control, as recipients of a social system entirely alienated from their sovereignty.” As Medina
continues, the literalness of this utterance is “the expression of absolute opacity,” it is “a
performative that, despite becoming true in its utterance, is in reality a viscous [sic] circle
because… the ‘I’ of the sentence being spelled… is effectively nullified.”326 Insofar as the
subject is present in the work, its work negates that presence, leaving only the absence of work in
place of its creation.
If my analysis of Sierra’s practice culminates in this point, that creation is torn between the
appropriation of subjective life and the withdrawal of individual autonomy, it raises questions
that have quietly dogged this entire chapter: what of workers themselves, particularly those that
are not in a position to absent themselves from their labour? What does anyone gain or lose in
being divested of their action’s creative potential or their utterances’ subjective expression? Is it
possible to resist subjection by simply disappearing—to exist outside the reproduction of
subjugation under capitalism—or is disappearance not a choice at all, just a continuation of
systemic exploitation? Is the ultimate point of this analysis to simply reiterate that the subaltern
cannot speak, leaving us to ponder the conditions of this silence without an optimistic upshot? I
am not sure there are decisive answers to these questions or that I am in a position to provide
them. And I am aware there is little by way of affirmative, much less practical, socio-political
strategy in my analyses. However, the inability to prescribe anything like a solution is, in itself, a
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significant experience for theorizing the ethics and politics of contemporary art. This impasse is,
again, what is so frustrating and fascinating about Sierra’s art: it refuses easy solutions that
would only give viewers the fantasy of extricating themselves from the perpetuation of complex
problems.
With that theoretical stalemate, Sierra presents another question that has quietly dogged
this entire dissertation: is an ethics of expropriation, as I have attempted to theorize it, ever a
viable consideration? My aim has been to describe the ethics, politics, and aesthetics of a certain
way of being in the world, an experience of existence that is irreducible to subjective property.
Specifically, I attempt to theorize an ethical experience of embodied existence that cannot be
figured as private and to posit, as its aesthetic corollary, the non-appearance of individual
subjects. I intend for this analysis to challenge dominant ideas about the primacy of subjective
autonomy, individual identity, and existential ipseity. If these models have provided the
theoretical ground for political rights and freedoms, they have also enabled the subjection and
negation of bodies via the sovereign organization of life and death. In these respects, I invoke the
concept of expropriation to suggest the possibility of a radically shared sociality, where
subjective limits dissolve into a space of non-hierarchical co-existence. That said, I recognize
that this concept also threatens to facilitate the misappropriation of bodies, serving systems of
ownership that affirm hierarchical categorizations of subjective life and death. In the context of
this study, Sierra illustrates this risk, the dark underside to the possibility of an effective ethics.
He reminds us that the distinctions between individuality and anonymity, appearance and nonappearance, and freedom and subjection are always tenuous. He achieves this effect in a number
of ways: he interrogates the socio-political, institutional, and aesthetic conditions that frame
bodies in space and time, illuminating the operations of power that undergird those relations; his
interventions in minimal, conceptual, installation, and performance based art expose the
disavowed socio-political realities that underlie art’s production and consumption; he questions
the internal limits by which contemporary art can communicate an uncompromised critique, let
alone serve as the means of liberatory or ameliorative political action; and he demonstrates how
artistic creation is, in itself, inextricable from the instrumentalization and appropriation of life
within capitalism. Sierra’s art neither aims nor pretends to transcend the intrinsic conditions of its
existence, which limits its application as political art; however, it thereby explores the
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possibilities of a stubbornly non-teleological, if not inoperative, form of art. In these ways, he
asks us to consider the conditions and ramifications that undergird the creation of a work of art.
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Epilogue
In the summer of 2014, right before setting out to write this dissertation, I drafted a preface (not
included here) contemplating the implications of writing about the ethics and politics of
aesthetics. That summer was marked by massive destruction in Gaza and the murder of Michael
Brown by Ferguson police, both of which offered sobering reminders about the real stakes of
state violence, the systemized destruction of bodies, and the political management of life and
death. Those events affected how I have approached the task of writing about art in relation to
violent political circumstances, which has meant addressing the ambivalence of writing about the
real destruction and dispossession of persons in terms of its abstraction. Because this
ambivalence does not generally show in the preceding chapters, I want to reflect on what it has
meant to write about real bodies, beings, and socio-political circumstances at the risk of reducing
them to abstractions. And I want to consider the ethical and political merit of continuing to think
through abstraction as a theoretical model.
Looking back, this dissertation has largely served as an opportunity to work through a
number of nebulous ideas about the kind of experience that art, especially abstract art, is capable
of generating. As an art history student, my perspective is that artworks are not just things to
describe but also things to think through. I believe that the experience of art and of art writing
can bring about different ways of thinking and, consequently, of being, which is to embrace
Foucault’s claim that "one writes to become other than what one is... to modify one's way of
being through the act of writing.”327 From this perspective, I have sought to understand how
Gonzalez-Torres, Salcedo, Margolles, and Sierra realize different kinds of aesthetico-ethical
experiences in their own ways. This has largely meant theorizing how their art may or may not
model a shared experience of being, an experience that is also irreducible to its social and
political categorization. This is to think being outside the organization of life and/or death,
relative to the normative ordering of identity and subjectivity. My contention is that this process
of ordering governs social and political existence in unethical ways, protecting certain subjects
through the negation and exclusion of others. To imagine experiences of embodied existence that
occur outside these systems, I have posited the idea of abstraction as something that exposes the
327
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traces of existences we cannot categorize as such. In abstraction, we may come against beings
that we cannot reduce to subjects or objects. And in coming against those limits of recognition—
against the abstractness of other beings—we may glimpse our own abstractness as well, our own
existence in excess of the categories that produce and manage our being in the world.
Additionally, I have tried to think this experience in terms of expropriation, concerning the
divestment of proprietary selfhood and the dissolution of subjective boundaries. To be clear, I do
not mean to describe the dispossession of individuals in ways that allow the appropriation or
destruction of bodies and beings (this is an important distinction, we need only consider the
historical example of slavery to see how the expropriation of bodies and beings can establish an
immeasurably unethical socio-political order). Rather, I mean to imagine embodied existence in
terms of its shared co-existence, insofar as it precludes the hierarchical ordering of individuals
relative to the social, political, and ontological valuation of their existence. This is to understand
expropriation as ex-propriation or ex-appropriation, as Derrida would have it, an excess or
outside to property, being without appropriability.328
In concluding my chapter on Sierra, I briefly considered if this ethical framework may be
more fail its aspirations. In the process of working through unclear ideas and impressions, with
attention to the real socio-political circumstances Gonzalez-Torres et al. address, doubts have
abounded: what if the idea of abstraction—as an artistic strategy and a mode of existence—does
not register ethics as much as it describes its failure? What if abstraction does not permit a shared
experience of co-existence but reaffirms conditions of subjection and subjugation? What if the
expropriation of embodied beings actually facilitates the appropriation of bodies and the
extraction of their productive functions? What if the impulse to separate beings from categories
of identity and subjectivity does not dispel the political organization of life and death but, rather,
removes one's only means for resisting the sovereign ordering of beings? In sum, what if the
abstraction of bodies and beings only reproduces the violence that renders them abstract in the
first place?
These doubts have been inhibiting but have also been the basis on which to think
abstraction in different ways. Throughout this dissertation I have taken decidedly counterintuitive approaches to understanding ethics and politics, insofar as I have sought to think against
328
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relatively commonplace ideas about the appropriate aesthetic expression of ethical and political
action. In particular, I question the impulse to restore subjectivity and identity to those that have
become anonymous, particularly by presenting signifiers that aim to reassert one's proper
individuality. I hardly think it is "wrong" to invoke a proper image or name to represent a
particular person or their memory, especially in resistance to their social effacement; rather, I
contend that the specificity and singularity of existence is not located in subjectivity, identity, or
individuality and does not disappear with the erasure of its presence or reference. By thinking
through abstraction, I aim to draw out the traces of bodies and beings that remain in the absence
of their legible figures.
For these reasons, I plan to delve further into abstraction, to continue pursuing the
aesthetics of what eludes positive identification and categorization and to continue thinking the
political and ethical potential of that aesthetic condition. Of course, questions and doubts
continue to arise. Writing this epilogue at the end of 2017, I recognize that the social, political,
and cultural contexts for writing about art have changed since the summer of 2014. The concerns
raised by the rise of far-right populism and reactionary fascism have placed new pressures on all
aspects of life, particularly with respect to the ways that minorities and women are
disproportionately subject to oppressive power structures that are reproduced in everyday life.
Consequently, standards for accountability and critique have dramatically risen, such that
awareness of troubling cultural practices have offset longstanding tolerance for them. This is
undoubtedly salutary, insofar as it has made inroads for politically progressive best practices,
oriented toward equality and social justice (for example, many art institutions have increasingly
emphasized diverse programming and acknowledged their underlying colonial histories). At the
same time, the quality of much critical discourse has changed, with attention often focusing more
on who and what than why and how. One consequence has been a reemergence of identity
politics and essentialist frameworks for understanding social and political relations, which leave
less room for engaging abstraction as departure from deliberate representations of identity and
subjectivity.
This tension arguably appears in recent art world controversies that encompass broader
cultural and political concerns about who can represent what figures without inviting the charge
of appropriation or about what figures are appropriate to display. This pragmatic focus on the
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representation and exhibition of bodies has important political and ethical ramifications;
however, I believe it underscores the importance of engaging the aesthetics of what lacks a
proper, appropriate, or appropriable figure. The importance given to the presence of, for instance,
the painted figure of Emmet Till or a statue of Robert E. Lee stresses a logic in which certain
bodies can only appear under certain circumstances or else should not appear at all. What is often
elided is the space in between (e.g. between exhibiting and destroying a painting or preserving or
removing a statue), the space where an image or object ceases to reproduce the function of a
prior and proper identity. To turn some of my doubts around, then, I wonder if the recursive
identification of certain bodies does not resist as much as reiterate the conditions of their
appearance and function? Does the affirmation of proper subjectivities alter the socio-political
formations that fashion them, or does it reproduce them, limiting our potential to exist differently
within our bodies? In any case, I believe that abstraction persists as a generalized aesthetic
condition, insofar as representation always contends with what it does not legibly include. While
the representation of certain figures asserts the identity of particular individuals, it also implicates
the conditions by which those individuals may disappear or cease to signify identities. Given the
contingent conditions of an individual’s appearance, the aesthetic iteration of identity categories
remains open to deconstruction.
In thinking about abstraction today, it is clear that it cannot mean ignoring the specificities
of race, sex, gender, class, etc. in order to imagine a frictionless space of non-identity, which
does not mean abandoning a critique of identity and subjectivity. In orienting abstract art toward
the intersecting social-formations that affect its production and display, I hope to address how the
quality of its abstractness is defined by the contradictory coincidence of specificity and
anonymity. This means understanding the body's abstraction in tandem with its concretion, to
link the social and political construction of certain bodies with their corresponding negation. This
is to consider the specific conditions of one's abstraction (e.g. one's vulnerability as a woman in
Ciudad Juarez or in rural Colombia, one's marginalization as a gay man in 1980s New York, or
one's invisibility as a Mexican worker in Los Angeles) while preserving the abstractness of one's
existence as such. For better or worse, this means contending with the absence of a legible sign
of that specificity, much less an image that would fulfill the representation of a being that is
wholly prior to its abstraction. If doubts remain, there is still much to learn from the wealth of
abstract art addressing issues of social and cultural specificity, which has only expanded since the
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1960s, suggesting that the ethics and politics of abstraction have only grown more urgent. In
learning from these practices, I hope to further think through the ethical and political potential of
abstraction, particularly via tangents I came upon in this dissertation; e.g. the ideas of “perverse
polymorphology,” “ersatz-bodies,” and “uncreative labour.” In expanding these ideas, I aim to
better understand how bodies operate abstractly and how that experience conditions our
existence in heterogenous and divergent ways.
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